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FORECASTERS STUDY ANTARCTICA WEATHER FROM WARMER VANTAGE 

MADISON -- Matthew Lazzara isn't like most meteorologists. His forecasts never 

include “hot and dry" or "rain likely." But before you think he's describing your next 

vacation spot, know that his forecasts also include, "Low near minus 120 degrees 

Media Resources Fahrenheit" and "Winds up to 120 miles per hour." 

Lazzara forecasts for one of the planet's nastiest climates - Antarctica. Headquartered 

at a much warmer locale at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Lazzara oversees 

dozens of Antarctic weather stations immune to freezer-like conditions to gather his 

data. He then shares this information with other Antarctic researchers, so they can 

avoid frost bite, hypothermia and getting lost in blinding snowstorms. 

Services Lazzara, an atmospheric scientist, is part of a team of university researchers working 

on the Automatic Weather Stations project, which was started in 1980 by Antarctica 

pioneer Charles Stearns and is funded by the National Science Foundation's polar 

research program. Each year, this group builds and repairs 10-foot tall weather stations 

equipped to record temperature, humidity, air pressure, and wind speed and direction. 

From start to finish, each station costs $15,000. 

The stations can bear the brunt of Antarctic weather. Down under, temperatures can 

reach the world record for the coldest -- minus 128.6 degrees Fahrenheit -- and 

hurricane-force gusts can be clocked up to 200 miles per hour. To stand stoic against 

these harsh conditions, the weather stations' control centers are specially designed. 

Enclosed in a metal box, "the electrical components can withstand temperatures 

around minus 100 degrees Fahrenheit," says the project's co-principal investigator 

George Weidner. Pointing to a drawer-like container built into a workbench, he says, “I 

test them out in this cooling chamber that can store dry ice." 

That's not to say stations don't take a beating -- high winds can blast off parts and 

even paint. 

Weidner tweaks some stations for specific locations. Those mounted onto the frozen 

water of an iceberg or ice sheet, for example, include a global positioning device to 

track their migration with the ice. "The stations do move, because you're putting them 

into ice," says Lazzara, who notes that the official location of the South Pole seems to 

slide because the ice sheet covering it slides about. 

Of more than 50 UW-Madison weather stations scattered throughout the Antarctic, 

about 70 percent have been installed and serviced (or, more likely, uncovered from 

snow) by the UW-Madison team. Others have been built for cooperative research 

programs based at British, French, German and Japanese sites. "We have so many 

stations and so few people who can get to them," admits Lazzara. "We share service 

responsibilities with those who can." 

http://www.news. wisc.edu/releases/view.htm!?id=6870&month=Dec& year= 

2001
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More importantly, they also share data. "The Antarctic experience involves an awful lot 

of collaboration between nations that you typically don't see," he says. After processing 

the temperature readings and barometric levels gathered by the stations, Lazzara 

passes on the information to international weather labs and researchers. He explains, 

"We've been funded to get this data and give it away." 

Scientists use the information to forecast weather both now and in the distant future. 
"If you're on a plane heading towards Antarctica, you want to know about the weather," 

says Weidner, who's traveled to the frosty continent 14 times. For this reason, many of 

the weather stations are located where researchers land, either by ship or plane. 

“You want to be able to fly scientists to where they can do their research," says 

Lazzara, who once boarded a plane three times before he actually landed at McMurdo 

Station, the main U.S. site. 

The real-time data used to forecast also can be used to develop accurate forecasting 
models. Lazzara explains, "For getting forecasting right, you really need observations." 

Computer modelers plug these observations into equations and design programs to 

predict other climate changes, such as global warming. In many cases, the data let 

modelers check the accuracy of their forecasts. 

Though available worldwide, these data help researchers at UW-Madison. By putting 

the day-to-day data into a timeline, Weidner and his colleagues have shown that El 

Nifio -- a weather pattern leaving the tropics warmer and wetter than usual -- also 

affects Antarctica: Some regions are colder and snowier than ever before. Lazzara 
relies on the data for a different reason: "Instead of using satellite detection, I'm 

going to use the relative humidity, wind speed and temperature data to verify when 

there's fog in Antarctica," Lazzara says. 

Providing this information to everyone may eliminate some researchers’ need to trek 

to Antarctica. Weidner says, “It's a challenge to do science down there. Everything 

takes three times longer.And, when the weather's good, you work -- sometimes 24 

hours straight." But, he admits, "Mother Nature eventually wins." 
### 
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SPACE STATION BECKONS UW ICE CLOUD PROJECT 

MADISON - Sometime in the year 2003, if all goes well, a University of Wisconsin-Madison 

experiment, designed to probe the nearly invisible ice clouds of Earth, will be hitched by astronauts 

to the International Space Station. 

The project, Known as CIRRUS, is one of five projects selected by NASA in a preliminary 

competition to develop some of the first scientific payloads for the orbiting space station. It is the 
only project in the competition that will be student-driven from beginning to end, says Steven 

Ackerman, the UW-Madison atmospheric scientist. 

"Our proposal is unique because we'll have students build the instrument," Ackerman says. "They'll 

be involved from end to end. It's an opportunity for students to really get a taste of what it's like to 

work for NASA or an organization like that." 

Of the five projects, two will be chosen for deployment in space, either aboard the space station or 

other craft such as a space shuttle or satellites. By making the cut, Ackerman's team of Wisconsin 
students, scientists and engineers will receive $300,000 to complete a proposal to design, build, 

deploy and operate a $15 million device capable of looking through the atmosphere to detect and 

characterize the ubiquitous particles of ice that play a key role in weather and climate. 

CIRRUS, or Cloud Infrared Radiometer for University Earth System Science, will be designed to 

sample the far-infrared light reflected by the ice particles that exist, for example, in wispy 

high-altitude cirrus clouds and in the tops of massive thunderheads. 

But the broad goal, he says, is to get some idea of how much ice truly exists in the atmosphere, 

how it is concentrated and the range of ice particle sizes. By reflecting light and interacting with 

other forms of water in the atmosphere, these atmospheric ice particles help regulate climate and 

influence patterns of local and regional weather. 

"We want to see how much ice exists in the atmosphere, which is something we don't know. It's a 

very hard measurement to make and right now there are no Earth-viewing instruments that even 

make measurements in these wavelengths." 

Ackerman says the information that would be collected by CIRRUS is the last frontier, the last data 
needed to fine-tune the supercomputer-driven climate models that scientists use to predict future 

climate. "It's the last big knob in the climate models that has no parameters. With CIRRUS, we 

would be able to collect data that no one else has seen before, and we could refine estimates that 

now differ by an order of magnitude." 

The multibillion-dollar space station is now under construction by NASA and its international 
partners about 500 kilometers (310 miles) above the Earth. The advantage of the space station is 

that it will permit measurements to be made day and night. If deployed, CIRRUS would be perched 

on the outside of the space station for two years, allowing measurements to be made over the 

seasons. 

http://www.news.wisc.edu/releases/view.html?id=5005&month= 

May&year=2000
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"It would look down from the space station and look at ice in four different far-infrared 
wavelengths," he says. 

The advantage of the far-infrared, a region of the electromagnetic spectrum invisible to the human 
eye, is that it provides a capability to look through clouds and sample ice wherever it exists in the 
atmosphere. Most other satellite-borne instruments can't look past the tops of clouds, Ackerman 
says. 

"Thunderclouds, for example, are hard for satellites to measure because they only see the top. We 
would be able to see all the way through the cloud." 

The full-blown CIRRUS proposal will be developed over the next year and also will involve students 
and faculty from the colleges of Letters and Science and Engineering. If selected, the CIRRUS 
instrument would be built at UW-Madison's Space Science and Engineering Center, one of a few 
university-based centers capable of building spaceflight hardware. 

"It's exciting because it brings teaching right into the research," Ackerman says. "And of all the 
proposals submitted, ours is the only one where students would actually build the instrument." 
HHH 
Terry Devitt, 608/262-8282, trdevitt@facstaff.wisc.edu 
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NEW SATELLITE TOOLS PUTTING HURRICANES IN SHARPER FOCUS 

MADISON — A fleet of powerful new visualization tools is giving forecasters 

an unprecedented look into the anatomy of typhoons and hurricanes, helping refine 

early-warning systems. 

Beyond better resolution, these satellite-based tools are helping scientists 

break tropical cyclones down into their component parts, dissecting some of the 

forces that create, fuel and steer these dangerous storms. 

“What we're doing is fusing together images through the use of multiple 

satellites,” says Chris Velden, a tropical cyclone researcher at the University of 

Wisconsin-Madison. “Each satellite has its own view of the earth, and we're piecing 

many of them together for a more complete picture.” 

This “data fusion” technique is the source of several new hurricane 

forecasting methods developed at UW-Madison that are in daily use at the National 

Hurricane Center in Miami and the Joint Typhoon Warning Center in Pearl Harbor. 

The bank of images is publicly available on the web site of UW-Madison’s 

Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS) tropical cyclone 

team, a group led by Velden. Visitors can peruse recent and real-time movies and 

images of current tropical storms Dennis, Emily and Cindy, or any current cyclone 

in the Atlantic or Pacific Ocean. 

Visit: http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/tropic/tropic.html 

—more--



Hurricane/Add 1 

Velden says the new tools are designed to shed light on two of the biggest 

unknowns about tropical cyclones: Where they originate and how they gather and 

lose intensity. Just in the past five years, satellite technology has improved 

forecasting of the path of storms, but estimating their power has been difficult. 

One new product introduced this year, called Wavetrak, combines data from 

five different satellites to create a 10-day movie loop of atmospheric waves sweeping 

out of central Africa, the birthplace of cyclones. Wavetrak is designed to study the 

atmospheric waves that act as a conveyor belt for conditions that cause cyclones. 

“We're grappling with how and where these waves originate, because about 

one in every ten will form into a named tropical storm,” Velden says. “This shows 

us the amplitude and strength of these waves as they come off Africa and into the 

Atlantic.” . 

Wavetrak, created by Velden and research intern Jason Dunion, gives 

scientists a complete picture of a cyclone — from its birth over central Africa, growth 

across the Atlantic and eventual fizzling out. It shows the succession of atmospheric 

waves moving along “like cars on a train.” 

The technology has great benefit in seeing the genesis of storms. “It gives us 

an idea of exactly where they initiate over the African continent and their convective 

structure as they track over the ocean.” 

On the question of measuring tropical cyclone intensity, the CIMSS team has 

a number of products in use by forecasters. One product is helping provide a better 

handle on wind shear, an important predictor of intensity. 

Wind shear is essentially the difference in speed between high-level and low- 

lying winds. A strong wind shear will slice the tops off of cyclones and slash their 

power. The CIMSS site provides a multi-colored map, which uses high-resolution 

satellite observations updated every 3 hours, that shows the levels of wind shear 

across the Atlantic. 

It gives forecasters a highly visual record of wind shear patterns that will 

either break up or add fuel to a storm. Velden says scientists want to pinpoint the 

thresholds of wind shear effects, good or bad, on cyclones. 

--more--



Hurricane/Add 2 

Other CIMSS tools to track hurricane intensity include: 

-- The Objective Dvorak Technique. In use for the first time this year, this 

algorithm provides atmospheric scientists with their first automated satellite-based 

tool for estimating hurricane intensity. It runs the multitude of satellite images 

available through an object-recognition scheme that produces an updated intensity 

in minutes. “This helps take the human guesswork out of it, and makes it totally 

computer-based,” he says. 

-- The Advance Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU). By using microwave 

transmissions, this product has the ability to penetrate cloud cover and record the 

unique temperature signatures of hurricane cores. Intensity closely correlates with 

the temperature around the center of the storm, and AMSU provides color-coded 

images of hotspots. 

-- Super-rapid scanning. Using satellite images taken every 60 seconds, 

compared to every 15 minutes, motion pictures can be created with precise detail of 

a storm. These special scans have to be requested by hurricane forecasters 24 hours 

in advance because of the amount of data being collected. 

Velden says CIMSS is working to eventually combine satellite-based data 

with information from radar and aircraft to produce storm images in three 

dimensions. Such a tool could lead to more accurate forecasts and, ultimately, 

greater public safety. 

“We develop these tools in tandem with the forecasters,” Velden says. “They 

know what they’re looking for from us to aid the forecasting problem.” 

CIMSS is part of UW-Madison’s Space Science and Engineering Center, 

which specializes in atmospheric studies of earth and other planets. It is supported 

by NASA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 

HEH 

-- Brian Mattmiller, (608) 262-9772
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THE WISCONSIN WEEK WIRE - September 1, 1999 
for UW-Madison faculty and staff 

(Full issue: http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/01-Sep-1999/ ) 

The Wisconsin Week Wire is now delivered weekly. For updates 

of campus news as it happens and for the full content of 
Wisconsin Week's print edition, check our redesigned web site: 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wisweek/ 

TOP NEWS ) 

o Study details genetic basis of aging 

o Physics team studies atomic life at ‘absolute zero' 
o Convocation today features adventurer 

RESEARCH 

o Tools sharpen focus on hurricanes 

ON CAMPUS 

o Bliss-whirling at Union Theater 
o Fall blood drive gets underway 
o Events calendar: http://calendar.news.wisc.edu 

NEWS IN BRIEF 
o Construction: Fluno project advances 
o Changes: New ID for PD 

o Notable: Department marks 50 years with volunteer work 
o Backward glance: 10 years ago in Wisconsin Week 

RESOURCES 

o Automated e-mail eases course communication 
o Instructional technology grants available 

NEWSMAKERS 

o Sports Illustrated: UW leads Big Ten in women's sports 

o More newsmakers: http://www.news.wisc.edu/inthenews/ 

UW-ELSEWHERE: NEWS FROM AROUND THE SYSTEM 

o Recent news from River Falls, Superior and Eau Claire 

TIP 

o Training available for biological materials shipping 

(Full issue: http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/01-Sep-1999/ )



*Top news* 

STUDY DETAILS GENETIC BASIS OF AGING 
University scientists have, for the first time, profiled specific 

genetic changes during the aging of experimental animals, a 
discovery that could aid work to extend life span and preserve 
health. The work conducted with mice combines a powerful new 
genetic technique with dietary restriction, the only known way 

to delay the aging process. 
Full story: http://www.news.wisc.edu/wisweek/view.msql?id=1210 

PHYSICS TEAM STUDIES ATOMIC LIFE AT 'ABSOLUTE ZERO' 

With a lab full of lasers to corral and chill atoms, physicist 
Thad Walker is plunging into the frigid domain of "absolute 

zero." It's not just cold there. It's weird. In this chilly climate, 
physics professor Walker and his team of "atom trainers" 
work to ultimately control the behavior of atoms -- the physics 
equivalent of transforming a heavy-metal mosh pit into a 

military parade. 
Full story: http://www.news.wisc.edu/wisweek/view.msql?id= 1184 

CONVOCATION TODAY FEATURES ADVENTURER 
Arctic explorer Alvah Simon will give the Chancellor's 
Convocation address to new students today (Sept. 1) at 2 p.m. 

in the Kohl Center. Simon, author of "North to the Night: A Year 

in the Arctic Ice," will talk about his experiences surviving five 
months of isolation on his 36-foot sailboat high above the Arctic 
Circle. Faculty and staff are welcome to attend the free event. 

*Research* 

TOOLS SHARPEN FOCUS ON HURRICANES 
A fleet of powerful new visualization tools is giving forecasters 

an unprecedented look into the anatomy of typhoons and 
hurricanes, helping refine early-warning systems and dissecting 

some of the forces that create, fuel and steer these dangerous 

storms. Several new hurricane forecasting methods developed 

at UW-Madison that are in daily use at the National Hurricane 

Center in Miami and the Joint Typhoon Warning Center in Pearl 

Harbor. 
Full story: http://www.news.wisc.edu/wisweek/view.msql?id=1214



*On Campus* 
(Events calendar: http://calendar.news.wisc.edu) 

BLISS-WHIRLING AT UNION THEATER 

Tibetan Buddhist nuns of Khachoe Ghakyil Nunnery in Kathmandu, 

Nepal, will present "Women's Freedom and Spiritual Liberation: 
An Evening of Sacred Performance" at Memorial Union Theater 
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 8. Tickets: $12 adults, 

$8/students, seniors, children. Information: 262-2201. 

Full story: http://www.news.wisc.edu/wisweek/view.msql?id=721 

FALL BLOOD DRIVE GETS UNDERWAY 
The Red Cross and the UW will kick off a semester of giving the 
gift of life with the All Campus Blood Drive. The blood drive 

will run Thursdays and Fridays while classes are in session, 
beginning Sept. 2-3. Room 302, Union South, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 

Appointments: 227-1357. 

*News in brief* 

CONSTRUCTION: FLUNO PROJECT ADVANCES 
A "topping out" ceremony - the tradition of placing an 
evergreen tree on top of a new construction project when it 

reaches its highest point - will be held today (Wednesday, 
Sept. 1) at the Fluno Center for Executive Education at i 

UW-Madison. The ceremony is for invitees only. The $24 

million, eight-floor building taking shape on University Avenue 

will be the primary site for the Executive Education program 
of the School of Business. The Fluno Center for Executive 

Education is now scheduling programs to be held starting in 

March 2000. 

CHANGES: NEW ID FOR PD 

Since 1976, campus law enforcement has been known as 
University Police and Security -- "P & S" for short. The name 

officially changes today (Wednesday, Sept. 1) to University of 
Wisconsin-Madison Police Department, or UWPD. Police Captain 

Dale Burke asks the university community to revise mailing 

lists and other references to the department to reflect the new 

name.



NOTABLE: DEPARTMENT MARKS S50 YEARS WITH VOLUNTEER WORK 

The Department of Engineering Professional Development is 

celebrating not only 50 years of continuing education but also, 

. through several volunteer projects, its community ties. The 

service projects are a way of saying thank you to the 
community for its longtime support of the department's 

outreach mission, says EPD Chair Phil O'Leary. "We felt that as 

a group we had many capabilities that could be used to benefit 
the community," he says. 

BACKWARD GLANCE: 10 YEARS AGO IN WISCONSIN WEEK: 

Frautschi Point will be preserved thanks to an arrangement that 
transfers the land to the university. ... Fall enrollment is 
expected to be 42,600, a drop of about 1,000. ... Office paper 
recycling is getting underway campuswide following a 

successful pilot project. ... Two scholars have produced a book 
of instructional strategies for teaching assistants. 

*Resources* 

AUTOMATED E-MAIL EASES COURSE COMMUNICATION 

Faculty members and TAs can quickly and easily communicate 
with their students using an automated email distribution list 

based on course enrollment. The Classlist service from DolIT is 
fast, requires no address maintenance, and it's free. Using 

Registrar data throughout the semester, Classlist automatically 
updates e-mail distribution lists for your courses. To set up 

the Classlist, you submit forms through the Web or by e-mail. 
For more see: http://wiscinfo.doit.wisc.edu/euc/classlist/ 

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY GRANTS AVAILABLE 

A new grant called Web Works is available to UW-Madison 

faculty and instructional staff who wish to incorporate 
instructional technology more fully into their curriculum. Grant 
recipients will be offered customized training classes, as well 

as the option of hiring an assistant from a pool of 15 students 

training in instructional technology support. Any UW-Madison 
faculty or instructional staff member teaching courses is eligible 
to apply. 

For more information: 

http://www.wisc.edu/learntech/grants/webworks.htm



*Newsmakers* 

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED: UW LEADS BIG TEN IN WOMEN'S SPORTS 

http://cnnsi.com/siforwomen/issue_three/jock_schools/main/ 

More newsmakers: http://www.news.wisc.edu/inthenews/ 

*UW-Elsewhere: News from around the system* 

RIVER FALLS: Chancellor Gary A. Thibodeau will retire by the 

start of the 2000 academic year. He has been diagnosed with 
colon cancer and says the health condition influenced his decision. 

SUPERIOR: Richard Stewart will direct the university's new 

Superior Transportation Center. 
http://www.uwsuper.edu/news/stories/center.htm 

EAU CLAIRE: U.S. News & World Report has named UWEC as one 
of the best public regional universities in the Midwest. 
http://www.uwec.edu/Admin/NewsBureau/release/current/082099us_news.html 

*Tip* 

TRAINING AVAILABLE FOR BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS SHIPPING 
If your office ships biological materials, check out training and 
certification from the Office of Biological Safety. The U.S. 

Department of Transportation requires that all persons involved 
in shipping hazardous materials in commerce be trained and 
certified in proper handling of these materials. For information 

on training sessions, call 263-9026. 

The Wisconsin Week Wire: Vol. III (No. 17)
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THE WISCONSIN WEEK WIRE - March 17, 1999 
for UW-Madison faculty and staff 
(issue on Web at http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i031799/ ) 

Selected stories from this issue of Wisconsin Week... 
FRONT PAGE 
o L&S career advising program slated for major upgrade 
o Service: A key in future UW learning 
o Frautschi Point cutting meant to restore oak savanna 

PROFILE: Andrew Weiner 
o English professor masters art of interdisciplinary study 

FEATURES 
o AMANDA: Detector in polar ice to hunt for neutrinos 
o 150 Years: La Follette Institute revives brainstorming between legislators and faculty 

ISSUES 
o Report: Focus on grad education, faculty 
o Speech code vote called ‘issue of common sense’ 
o TAA, state to begin contract talks 
o Capitol capsule 

RESEARCH 
o UW guardrail design could improve highway safety 
o Internet2 connection speeds data transfer 
o Research digest 

CAMPUS NEWS 
o Firms quickly fill MGE innovation center 
o Retiring McGown nurtured Research Park to maturity 
o LeMoine, Mosse memorials set 
o Friends of UW-Madison Libraries sale offers 15,000 books 
o Newsmakers 

ON CAMPUS ‘ 
o Visiting book artists to explore childhood memory 
o Asian American film directors visit campus 
o Chinese dissident Chai Ling to speak at Memorial Union 
o Former JAMA editor to address medical editing 
o Opera performs 'La Calisto’ 
o Events calendar: http://calendar.news.wisc.edu 

(issue on Web at http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i031799/ )



*Front Page* 

L&S CAREER ADVISING PROGRAM SLATED FOR MAJOR UPGRADE 
The College of Letters and Science is upgrading its career services program to better serve 
the needs of the university's largest and most diverse group of students. 
(Full story in Wisconsin Week, page 1) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i031799/caps.html 

SERVICE: A KEY IN FUTURE UW LEARNING 
Dean of Students Mary Rouse's appointment this week to lead UW-Madison's service 
initiatives highlights a growing priority in undergraduate education. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 1) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i031799/service.html 

FRAUTSCHI POINT CUTTING MEANT TO RESTORE OAK SAVANNA 
When you're in the business of restoring lost landscapes, sometimes a chain saw is your 
best friend. That, at least, is the case when it comes to recreating oak savanna, as the 
UW Arboretum is now doing at Fraustchi Point on the west end of campus. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 1) 

http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i031799/frpoint.html 

*Profile: Andrew Weiner* 

ENGLISH PROFESSOR MASTERS ART OF INTERDISCILPINARY STUDY 
Andrew Weiner has developed a record of fostering connections on campus as well as in 
the Spaightwood art gallery, 1150 Spaight St., that he runs with his wife, Sonja. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 4) 
http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i031799/weiner.html 

*Features* 

AMANDA: DETECTOR IN POLAR ICE TO HUNT FOR NEUTRINOS 
The hunt for the cosmic neutrino is on. This winter, after an extensive shakedown period, a 
novel telescope set kilometers deep in the ice at the South Pole began its search for the 
ghost-like cosmic neutrino. ‘ 
(Wisconsin Week, page 6) 
http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i031799/amanda.html 

150 YEARS: LA FOLLETTE INSTITUTE REVIVES 
BRAINSTORMING BETWEEN LEGISLATORS AND FACULTY 
A great tradition was revived this month as part of the Chancellor's Initiative. The La 
Follette Institute Policy Forums returned March 3 when a small group of faculty, 
staff and students met over dinner with interested legislators to discuss information 
technology policy, including issues of electronic commerce, archival retrieval and privacy. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 5) 

http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i031799/ci.html



*Issues* 

REPORT: FOCUS ON GRAD EDUCATION, FACULTY 
A new campus report, published as part of the 10-year campus reaccreditation, says the 
university must add graduate education and demands on faculty time to its four priorities 
adopted in 1995 as part of Chancellor David Ward's "A Vision for the Future." 
(Wisconsin Week, page 16) 
http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i031799/rp.html 

SPEECH CODE VOTE CALLED ‘ISSUE OF COMMON SENSE' 
In a move that could be followed by universities and colleges nationwide, the Faculty 
Senate voted this month to essentially eliminate a controversial faculty speech code. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 3) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i03 1799/scode.html 

TAA, STATE TO BEGIN CONTRACT TALKS 
The Teaching Assistants’ Association is seeking more pay for project and program 
assistants and health insurance for domestic partners as part of its 1999-2001 contract. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 3) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i031799/taa.html 

CAPITOL CAPSULE 
Budget review underway; building projects approved; first-day health coverage plan 
advances. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 7) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i031799/capsule.html 

*Research* 

UW GUARDRAIL DESIGN COULD IMPROVE HIGWAY SAFETY 
The guardrails along America's highways haven't changed much since the 1960s. But 
now, a UW-Madison engineer has developed a potentially safer guardrail made from glass 
fiber-reinforced polymers. The barrier is meant to better "capture" the wide range of 
vehicles on the market, from hulking 4-by-4s to the tiniest compact cars. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 8) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i031799/grail.html ; 

INTERNET2 CONNECTION SPEEDS DATA TRANSFER 
The university's connection to Internet2 is up and running. I2 is a consortium of 90 
primarily higher education research institutions seeking faster links to shared computing. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 8) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i031799/i2.html 

RESEARCH DIGEST 
Another piece found in matter-antimatter puzzle; blame the Bermuda High for wild spring 
weather; area K-12 teachers are up to some skull-diggery. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 6) 
http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i031799/rd.html



*Campus News* 

FIRMS QUICKLY FILL MGE INNOVATION CENTER 
The new MGE Innovation Center will open Friday, March 19, with more than double its 
past building space. The latest University Research Park addition already has nearly a full 
house of tenants. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 7) 

http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i031799/mge.html 

RETIRING MCGOWN NURTURED RESEARCH PARK TO MATURITY 
Set to retire on June 30, Wayne McGown says his experience as both an early planner and 
long-term director of the park will be a particularly satisfying memory. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 7) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i031799/mcgown.html 

LEMOINE, MOSSE MEMORIALS SET 
The life of the late Fannie LeMoine, professor of classics and comparative literature, will be 
celebrated Thursday, March 25, at 3:30 p.m. in the Memorial Union's Great Hall. 
And a ceremony honoring the life and scholarship of George Mosse, Bascom-Weinstein 
Professor of Jewish Studies in the Department of History, has been scheduled for Sunday, 
March 28, at 11 a.m., also in Great Hall. 

(Wisconsin Week, page 2) 
http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i031799/memorial.html 

FRIENDS OF UW-MADISON LIBRARIES SALE OFFERS 15,000 BOOKS 
Nearly 15,000 books on a wide range of subjects will be on sale in a fund-raiser for the 
Friends of the UW-Madison Libraries scheduled March 24-27. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 2) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i031799/booksale.html 

NEWSMAKERS 
Engineering professor Michael Corradini notes a decline in the nuclear power industry; 
Geneticist James Crow studies controversial calls for police databases of genetic 
fingerprints; bacteriology assistant professor Katrina Forest and others have high hopes for 
anew method of freezing embryos. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 3) 

http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/nm.html . 

*On Campus* 
(Events calendar: http://calendar.news.wisc.edu ) 

VISITING BOOK ARTISTS TO EXPLORE CHILDHOOD MEMORY 
Our relationship with memories will be the subtext of a visit by two internationally 
acclaimed artists who will be on campus this month. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 9) 

http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i031799/illus.html 

ASIAN AMERICAN FILM DIRECTORS VISIT CAMPUS 
Four Asian American filmmakers will bring their most recent works to campus March 27- 
28. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 10) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i031799/asiafilm.html



CHINESE DISSIDENT CHAI LING TO SPEAK AT MEMORIAL UNION 
Chinese dissident Chai Ling will speak at the Wisconsin Union Theater on the University 
of Wisconsin-Madison campus, Thursday, March 25, at 7:30 p.m. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 2) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i031799/chailing.html 

FORMER JAMA EDITOR TO ADDRESS MEDICAL EDITING 
George Lundberg, former editor-in-chief of The Journal of the American Medical 
Association, will speak on "The Ethics of Medical Editing" from 7:30-9 p.m. Monday, 
March 29, at 1100 Grainger Hall. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 2) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i031799/jamaed. html 

OPERA PERFORMS 'LA CALISTO' 
This spring's University Opera production of Francesco Cavalli's "La Calisto," to be 
staged March 25 and 27, will be a showcase for many developing opera singers on 
campus. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 2) 

http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i031799/opera.html 

The Wisconsin Week Wire: Vol. III (No. 5)



March 15, 1999 es - 

TO: Editors, news directors Aa skeows Jog 
FROM: Terry Devitt (608) 262-8282; trdevitt@facstaff. wisc.edu \ 
RE: High-Flying Atmospheric Science Photo Opportunity 

Once again Wisconsin and nearby states will be a satellite-sensor proving 
ground as NASA and Wisconsin scientists conduct a series of high-flying 
experiments here using a NASA ER-2, a converted U-2 spy plane. The 
experiments will focus on testing a suite of instruments that will be 
deployed on future satellites, including polar-orbiting weather satellites 
and research satellites that will be launched as part of NASA's Earth 
Observing System. 

The visiting ER-2, which last visited Madison in 1997, will be based at 
Truax Field where the aircraft and other equipment will be supported by the 
115th Fighter Wing of the Wisconsin Air National Guard. 

The ER-2 is capable of climbing as high as 12 miles, above 95 percent of 
the atmosphere, making it an ideal platform from which to test instruments 
that will look down on the Earth from space. The experiments are built 
around a suite of sensors designed to remotely sample clouds, atmospheric 
temperatures and moisture, and the Earth's surface. Of special interest 
will be observations of winter storm fronts and their interacting masses of 
air, and tests of instruments’ ability to sense clouds against the backdrop 
of a snow-covered Earth. Flights of the aircraft will originate in 
Wisconsin but will extend to nearby states and north to Canada. 

Wisconsin media are invited to view the aircraft and its scientific 
payloads from 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m, Friday, March 19 at Truax Field. Enter 
through the main gate at 3110 Mitchell St. There will be no formal press 
briefing, but scientists from UW-Madison's Space Science and Engineering 
Center will be on hand to explain their work and describe the instruments 
being tested. 

For more information, contact Terri Gregory at (608) 263- 3373; 
terri.gregory@ssec.wisc.edu
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THE WISCONSIN WEEK WIRE - January 13, 1999 
for UW-Madison faculty and staff 
(issue on Web at http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i011399/ ) 

Selected stories from this issue of Wisconsin Week... 

FRONT PAGE 
o Sesquicentennial week looks to UW's future 
o Chancellor approves plan to add 32 faculty 
o Professor takes on death row appeal 

PROFILE: Peter Gorman 
o Passion for ‘trance music’ animates automation librarian 

FEATURES 
o 150 years: Feb. 7 concert recalls landmark visit by Ellington 
o 150 Years: Invent an ice cream for the sesquicentennial 
0 Postcards from Pasadena 

RESEARCH 
o NASA-funded consortium to bring 

space age forecasts to farm, forest 

CAMPUS NEWS 
o UW staff clear snow with safety, environment in mind 

o Three diversity plan hearings scheduled on campus 
o Code of conduct forum set for Jan. 26 
o $12 million raised to support graduate fellowships 
o UW-Madison is no. 1 In current Peace Corps volunteers 
o ISIS transition continues through spring 
o Who knew? (Answers to your questions) 

ON CAMPUS 
o Sesquicentennial series focuses on campus environment 
o Ceramic sculpture greets visitors to UW hospital 
o Events calendar: http://calendar.news.wisc.edu 

(issue on Web at http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i011399/ ) 

*Front Page* 

SESQUICENTENNIAL WEEK LOOKS TO UW'S FUTURE 
Clear your calendars for Feb. 8-12. It's UW-Madison's 150th 
birthday week, and you're invited to the party! Be sure to 
check the next issue of Wisconsin Week, published Wednesday, 
Jan. 27, which will feature detailed information about the week 
of sesquicentennial events by and for faculty, staff and 
students. The week is organized around the theme, "Building 
on Excellence: Creating Our Future." 
(Full story in Wisconsin Week, page 1)



http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i0 11399/sesquiweek.html 

Sesquicentennial Web site: 
http://www.uw150.wisc.edu 

CHANCELLOR APPROVES PLAN TO ADD 32 FACULTY 
Twelve faculty hiring proposals spanning the biological, 
physical and social sciences and humanities have been approved 
by Chancellor David Ward in the first round of the 
Sesquicentennial Hires program. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 1) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i011399/hires.html 

PROFESSOR TAKES ON DEATH ROW APPEAL 
At Holman Correctional Facility, just north of the Florida 
panhandle in Atmore, Ala., Jeffrey Day Rieber waits to die - 
and some Madison lawyers, UW-Madison law students and a 
law professor are laboring to prevent his death. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 1) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i011399/fturk.html 

*Profile: Peter Gorman* 

PASSION FOR 'TRANCE MUSIC’ ANIMATES AUTOMATION LIBRARIAN 
Automation librarian Peter Gorman manages to gracefully 
integrate computers, Old Icelandic language and old-time music 
into a single life. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 4) 
http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i011399/gorman.html 

*Features* 

150 YEARS: 
/ FEB. 7 CONCERT RECALLS LANDMARK VISIT BY ELLINGTON 

As part of a weeklong residency at UW-Madison in 1972, Duke 
Ellington composed "The U-Wisc Suite," which the UW Jazz 
Ensemble will perform as part of the university's 150th 
Anniversary Concert Sunday, Feb. 7 at 1 p.m. The date 
coincides with a week of festivities commemorating the first 
UW classes in 1849. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 5) 
http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i011399/concert.html 

150 YEARS: 
INVENT AN ICE CREAM FOR THE SESQUICENTENNIAL 
The university is sponsoring a statewide contest to create an 
ice cream flavor commemorating UW-Madison's 
sesquicentennial. Visit the web address below to send in your 
flavorful ideas. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 5)



http://www.uw150.wisc.edu/projects/icecream.msql 

POSTCARDS FROM PASADENA 
Browse through a collection of images and stories that were updated daily on 
the UW-Madison web site during Rose Bowl week. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 12) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/rosebowl/ 

*Research* 

NASA-FUNDED CONSORTIUM TO BRING , 
SPACE AGE FORECASTS TO FARM, FOREST 
A new, NASA-funded research initiative, combining expertise 
from universities, industry, and state and federal government 
promises to bring space age technology to farm and forest in 
the Upper Midwest. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 6) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i011399/nasaeos.html 

*Campus News* 

UW STAFF CLEAR SNOW WITH SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT IN MIND 
As snow continues to blanket the campus, university officials 
are continuing to improve snow removal efforts to ensure 
public safety while protecting the environment. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 6) 

http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i011399/salt.html 

THREE DIVERSITY PLAN HEARINGS SCHEDULED ON CAMPUS 
UW-Madison's proposed plan to increase diversity over the 
next decade will be the subject of three upcoming public 
hearings. The first hearing for the Plan 2008 draft report is 
Tuesday, Jan. 26 from 4:30-6:30 p.m. at Memorial Union. 
Two other hearings are scheduled for Feb. 2 from 2:30- 
4:30 p.m. in Bascom Hall and Feb. 3 from 2:30-4:30 p.m. in 
Union South. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 2) 

http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i011399/plan2008.html 

CODE OF CONDUCT FORUM SET FOR JAN. 26 
UW-Madison will hold its second public forum Tuesday, 
Jan. 26 on a proposed code of conduct for manufacturers of 
university apparel and other merchandise. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 2) 

http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i011399/code.html 

$12 MILLION RAISED TO SUPPORT GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS 
Individuals and companies donated more than $12 million this : 
past year to a new program, Wisconsin Distinguished Graduate 
Fellowships, that will help the university gain a significant



advantage in the heated competition for the nation's best and 
brightest graduate students. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 3) 
http://www.news.wisc.edu/wire/i0 1 1399/grad.html 

UW-MADISON IS NO. 1 INCURRENT PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS 
The university has the largest number of currently serving 
Peace Corps volunteers in the nation, according to a new 
ranking of colleges and universities. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 3) 

http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i011399/pcorps.html 

ISIS TRANSITION CONTINUES THROUGH SPRING 
The implementation of the new student records system at 
UW-Madison continues as planned and should be completed by 
late spring. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 3) 
http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i011399/isis.html 

WHO KNEW? (Answers to your questions) 
Please send your questions by e-mail to wisweek@macc.wisc.edu 
o Where was the old ski jump on campus? 
o Is there anywhere to go ice skating on campus? 
(Wisconsin Week, page 3) 

http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i011399/answers.html 

*On Campus* 
(Events calendar: http://calendar.news.wisc.edu ) 

SESQUICENTENNIAL SERIES FOCUSES ON CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT 
"A Landscape for Learning," a spring-semester discussion 
series will bring together faculty and staff to discuss the 
environmental history and future of the UW-Madison campus. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 7) 

http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i011399/landscape.html 

CERAMIC SCULPTURE GREETS VISITORS TO UW HOSPITAL 
A bright new welcome awaits visitors just inside the main 
entrance to UW Hospital and Clinics. An original ceramic 
sculpture bursting with colorful images of people at play was 
recently installed in the entryway in honor of the hospital's 
75th anniversary celebration next year. 
(Wisconsin Week, page 8) 
http://www.news. wisc.edu/wire/i011399/art.html 
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CONTACT: Jonathan Foley (608) 265-5144, jfoley@facstaff.wisc.edu 

LIKE GREENHOUSE GASES, LANDSCAPE CHANGES MAY ALTER CLIMATE 

SAN FRANCISCO - Greenhouse gases, the long-standing villains of climate 
change, may have a significant new partner in crime: wholesale changes to 
the world's landscapes by humans. 

>From the deforestation of the Amazon to the transformation of millions of 
acres of North American prairies to farmland, humans have remolded the 
surface of the Earth. Those changes, scientists now suspect, may have a 
significant influence on climate, changing regional weather patterns at 
least, and possibly contributing to global shifts in climate. 

Addressing scientists here today (Dec. 8) at the fall meeting of the 
American Geophysical Union, University of Wisconsin-Madison climatologist 
Jonathan Foley said changes to the landscape, coupled with global increases 
in atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations, could pack a one-two punch 
capable ef remaking regional climates by altering patterns of rainfall and 
temperature. 

Such changes, he said, are reflected in a novel study of the Amazon Basin, 
the first to simulate the combined effects on regional climate of 
large-scale deforestation and increases in global concentrations of carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere. The study was conducted by Marcos Heil Costa, 
now a-professor at the University of Vicosa in Brazil and Foley, a 
UW-Madison professor of atmospheric and oceanic sciences. 

"It's a safe bet to say that the future climate of the Amazon will be 
determined by deforestation and carbon dioxide concentrations," Foley said 
in an interview. 

In the past, climate change scenarios have been linked primarily to the 
increasing concentrations in the world's atmosphere of the so-called 
greenhouse gases, carbon dioxide and methane, for example. But some 
scientists are now beginning to examine the influence on climate of the 
surface of the Earth and the collection of landscapes, such as forests, 
farmland, and deserts that collectively make up what is known as the 
biosphere. 

The biosphere, argues Foley, probably exerts an influence on climate that 
is equal to, and in some instances greater than, the accumulation of 
greenhouses gases. 

When you alter landscapes on a massive scale, as has happened across the 
: globe in the past 200 years as farms have replaced forests, basic patterns 

of climate are disrupted and climatic change is set in motion. 

In his study of the Amazon basin, for example, when forest is cleared and 
replaced with pasture or cropland, the hydrologic cycle, where rain is 
recycled back to the atmosphere through soil, trees and forest plants by 
the process of evapotranspiration. That process, said Foley, is essential 
to a landscape's ability to cool itself. Without it, as reflected in the



model developed by Costa and.Foley, it acts together with increased. 
atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations to significantly warm the 
regional climate of the Amazon basin. 

"If you were to cut down a big chunk of the Amazon and replace it with 
grasslands and pasture, the ability of that land to cool itself off is 
diminished," said Foley. "The dominating effect is cutting off 
evapotranspiration. Forest (landscapes) can cool themselves off by 
releasing water (to the atmosphere).” 

Moreover, Foley noted that wholesale changes to the landscape can affect 
climate by altering the ability of the biosphere to store carbon dioxide. 
Forests and prairies, for example, have a far greater ability to store 
carbon dioxide than cornfields or pasture. With deforestation, these : 
"sinks" are eliminated and the ability of the biosphere to absorb and store 
greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide is reduced. 

The supercomputer-driven model used by Costa and Foley showed that a 
significant deforestation of the Amazon, combined with increased carbon 
dioxide levels, would reduce annual rainfall by as much as 20 percent. Such: 
a reduction, in addition to environmental consequences, would have an 
impact on such things as Brazil's hydroelectric capacity, a primary source - 
of power there. > 

The scale of change factored into the model of a deforested Amazon is 
unlikely to occur, said Foley, because many parts of the Amazon basin flood 
annually and are unlikely to be converted to farmland. However, he said the- : 
results are important because it demonstrates how altered landscapes can ~ 
feed climate change. 
HHHE 
-- Terry Devitt (608) 262-8282, trdevitt@facstaff.wisc.edu



Flying action figures? Barbie mobile homes? 

Upon his debut in the holiday toy market a few years ago, a certain talking 

bear developed a reputation for frightening children under a certain age. Le: ss 

Any adult looking at the bear's benign countenance no doubt was hard D- 
pressed to understand the terror the toy inspired; yet, many children 

displayed that very reaction. Clearly the age recommendations on the /heteor. al 0 

packaging are merely suggestions, not rules. a 4 

Given that, when might your child be ready for, say, a toy doggie that 

walks himself? A motorized dune buggy? And, under what conditions might 

parents consider a particular toy downright unsafe? Gay Eastman, UW-Madison 

child development specialist, can offer some perspective on holiday 

purchases. Call her at (608) 262-1115. 

- Barbara Wolff, (608) 262-8292 

Lake Michigan is a laboratory for winter experiment 

This month and next, Lake Michigan will be one big laboratory for 

scientists in search of small, fleeting parcels of air. In a study known as 

the Lake-Induced Convection Experiment (Lake-ICE), scientists from 

UW-Madison and elsewhere will conduct an extensive study of small-scale 

convection, vertically-moving air parcels that are little understood, but 

\ have big implications for local weather and our ability to study and 

\ forecast it. 

\ Scientists from several Midwestern universities and the National Center for 
Atmospheric Research will use planes, satellites and other instruments to 

study the small-scale features and to test models used to forecast the 

weather. SS 

Lake Michigan presents a predictable, stationary and warm surface over 

which to study the vertical circulation of air, according to Ed Eloranta, a 

senior scientist at UW-Madison's Space Science and Engineering Center. The 

little air features he and his colleagues are interested in last only about 

a half hous and are hard to put into forecast models. But factoring them 

into the “forecast equation is necessary for accuracy. 

The experiment will focus on a swath of Lake Michigan extending from 

Muskegon, Mich., to Sheboygan, where Eloranta has deployed a Volume 

Imaging Lidar, an instrument that utilizes a pulsed laser beam to map the 

three-dimensional structure of the atmosphere over time. The experiment 

will run through Jan. 25. Eloranta is eager to see how the images his 

instrument makes can be used to verify model accuracy. UW-Madison's Greg 

Tripoli and Brad Hoggatt will test Tripoli's own forecast model on the 

small features and on a regional scale. 

Watch the UW Lidar Web site for a link to operational news and experiment 

updates: http://lidar.ssec.wisc.edu/ For more information or to set up an 

interview, contact Terri Gregory at (608) 263-3373 

- Terry Devitt, (608) 262-8282 

— 
Gone, but not forgotten (and not gone, either). 

Dealing with the holidays after a loved one dies can be particularly 

painful for the survivors. However, Susan L. Schoenbeck, clinical associate 

professor in the UW-Madison School of Nursing, brings relief to the 

grieving with her book, The Final Entrance: Journeys beyond Life. 

The book contains tales of near-death experiences, visits by the recently 

departed, out-of-body travels and more, which Schoenbeck has collected in 

more than 20 years as a nurse and director of residential nursing home 

care. Schoenbeck is happy to share her conclusions about what could happen 

when we die; contact her through her publisher (Prairie Oak Press), (608) 

255-2288. 

- Barbara Wolff, (608) 262-8292 

Ee 
~ssrinivarsity committee to advise on development of west campus
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KEYS TO PREDICTING CLIMATE: 

THE SUN, MONSOONS, HIPPOS AND A WET STONE AGE SAHEL 

MADISON — Scientists have long known that six thousand years ago, in what is 

now North African desert, hippos and crocodiles abounded, Neolithic fishermen thrived on 

the shores of numerous shallow lakes, and grasslands stretched to the horizon. 

What they didn’t know was why. 

Now scientists are a step closer to solving this climatological riddle of the early 

Stone Age, and, importantly, their findings promise a helpful tuning of the sophisticated 

computer models used to predict future climate. 

Writing in the Oct. 17 edition of the journal Science, University of Wisconsin-Madison 

researchers John E. Kutzbach and Zhengyu Liu describe a Neolithic Sahel that was watered 

to a significant extent by shifting tropical Atlantic monsoons, seasonal winds and rain that 

strongly influence climate over large regions of the Earth. 

“The northernmost reach of the monsoon marks the limit of vegetation in the Sahel,” 

said Kutzbach, a paleoclimatologist and director of the UW-Madison Center for Climatic 

Research. “There is a nice boundary where vegetation stops and sand begins.” 

Six thousand years ago, that boundary was 600 miles north, extending into a region 

that is now a drought-stricken swath of desert that spans much of North Africa. And for 

the past 15 years, Kutzbach and his colleagues have used some of the world’s most intricate 

computer models of climate, developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research, to 

tease out clues about why such a significant expanse of land experienced such a dramatic 

change in weather and climate. 

“Here, the thing that makes the monsoon work is sun shining on continents, 

producing a temperature contrast between land and ocean,” Kutzbach said. “Six thousand 

years ago, the monsoons were generally stronger because of changes in the Earth’s orbit” 

-more-



Predicting climate -- Add 1 

that brought the planet closest to the sun during the Northern Hemisphere summer. 

“The summers were warmer, and the warmed air rose allowing moisture-laden air 

from the tropical Atlantic to penetrate significantly deeper into North Africa and increasing 

rainfall by as much as 25 percent,” said Kutzbach. 

As a result, grasslands flourished in the Sahel, recycling moisture and driving an even 

greater increase in precipitation. But those two phenomena — the shift in the Earth’s orbit 

and the increase in vegetation — were not enough to fully account for the extremely strong 

monsoons of the early Stone Age. 

“There was something missing,” said Kutzbach. “It prompted the question: ‘Is there 

something going on in the ocean that we need to take into account?’ ” 

By merging the ocean and the atmosphere in the supercomputer-driven climate 

model, Kutzbach and Liu found a slight warming of the oceans in the Northern Hemisphere. 

“By warming the region of the northern tropical Atlantic through increased solar 

radiation from the orbital change, the tropical convergence zone near the equator shifted 

north and the result was a deeper wedge of moist air that acted as a conveyor belt to feed 

more moisture into Africa.” 

Rainfall increased by an additional 25 percent and brought the computer simulations 

into “reasonably close agreement with the picture we have of the ancient landscape,” 

Kutzbach said. 

The new study is important not only because it may finally lay to rest an important 

climatological and archeological question, but also because the results can be used to further 

sharpen the complicated models scientists are betting on to predict future changes in 

climate. 

“Nature knows how the atmosphere, vegetation and the ocean interact,” said 

Kutzbach. “We've been trying to mirror these interactions in computer models.” 

And looking to the past, he said, where physical evidence can be matched to what 

the models say, is an excellent way to test them. 

HHH 

— Terry Devitt, (608) 262-8282, trdevitt@facstaff.wisc.edu
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October 13, 1997 

TO: Talk/public affairs show hosts and producers 
FROM: Liz Beyler, (608) 263-1986 
RE; UW-Madison experts — October interview ideas 

¢ El Nino cometh: What's in store for Wisconsin? 

The periodic warming of the central Pacific Ocean known as El Nino (NEEN- 

yoh) has already begun to exert its influence on global and regional weather patterns. 

The result, many scientists believe, could be a warmer, drier winter for the northern 

United States, including Wisconsin. 

UW-Madison atmospheric scientist John A. Young, an authority on El Nino and 

its effects, says the crystal ball of El Nino science is hazy at best, but the phenomenon 

could well have a profound influence on our winter weather. Young, who has 

participated in experiments aimed at measuring and better understanding this powerful 

influence of nature, can explain what an El Nino is, how it can influence weather well 

beyond the Pacific, and what it may means for us. Young can be reached at (608) 262- 

5963. 

--Terry Devitt, (608) 262-8282 

° E-I-E-I-E-I-(uh)-O: Oktoberfest stereotypes revised 

Got your lederhosen? The polka band? The brats-und-braus? In short, think 

you're ready for an Oktoberfest? Joe Salmons, director of UW-Madison’s Max Kade 

Institute for German- American Studies and associate professor of German, would like 

to enlighten you on a number of points concerning this beloved German — and German- 

American ,— autumn celebration. How is an Oktoberfest truly done? And what are the — 

real mearfings behind the festivities? Reach him at (608) 262-7546. 

— Barbara Wolff, (608) 262-8292 

- more -
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¢ Matters British 

The tension within the Royal family after Princess Diana’s death and the place of 

royalty in modern Britain are matters that political scientist and British native Graham 

Wilson can discuss. A specialist in British and European politics, he can also talk about 

the new parliaments in Scotland and Wales, as well as the challenges facing the new 

labor government. Wilson can be reached at (608) 263-2241 or gwilson@polisci.wisc.edu. 

— Jeff Iseminger, (608) 262-8287 

¢ Hmong advocate 

The Wisconsin Legislature has sent President Clinton and the United States 

Congress a resolution urging “full and immediate” U.S. citizenship for the Laotian 

armed services veterans who fought alongside American soldiers during the Vietnam 

War. Many of those Laotians are now in the U.S. 

John Duffy, pursing his doctorate in history (subject: Hmong literacy), has 

worked with Laotian immigrants for many years. He began in 1983 as an English teacher 

at a refugee camp in the Philippines, and from 1990-1993, he worked as an educational 

advocate with the Hmong in Wausau. Not surprisingly, then, Duffy is well-versed in the 

issues and implications surrounding the resolution. Reach him at (608) 263-7266/(608) 

839-8507. / 

: — Barbara Wolff, (608) 262-8292 

¢ What's new with desktop publishing? 

How can you work smarter and faster with desktop publishing? Ellen Tyler, a 

faculty associate in the Department of Liberal Studies and the Arts, can give you the 

latest information for beginning as well as professional users. She is knowledgeable 

about the ins and outs of QuarkXPress as well as Aldus Pagemaker, Photoshop and 

Illustrator. Tyler teaches hundreds each year in professional workshops, offered by the 

Division of Continuing Studies. To schedule an interview about these software 

programs, and what’s new and upcoming in the field, call Tyler at (608) 262-6130. 

— Mary Lock Albrecht, (608) 262-9792 

re : :
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CONTACT: Christopher Moeller, (608) 263-9597; Paul Menzel, (608) 263-4930; 
Terri Gregory, (608) 263-3373 

FORMER SPY PLANE MAY REVEAL THE SECRETS OF CLOUDS 

MADISON — Using a converted spy plane to take their experiment to the very top 

of the atmosphere, scientists hope to learn the secrets of winter clouds. 

For three weeks, beginning Friday (Jan. 24), scientists from the University of 

Wisconsin-Madison’s Space Science and Engineering Center and NASA will conduct a 

high-flying experiment out of Madison’s Truax Field to map, measure and probe winter 

clouds over North America. 

Known as WINCE for Winter Cloud Experiment, the set of observations will be 

made with the help of a NASA ER-2, a high-flying aircraft that, in a former life, was a spy 

plane. Its payload of six scientific instruments will give scientists a more certain 

understanding of the role clouds play in regulating climate. In addition, the experiment will 

serve as a critical testbed for instruments that will be flown ona constellation of 

Earth-observing satellites that NASA plans to launch over the next decade. 

“Our objective is to study clouds in a way that will further our ability to study 

climate,” said UW-Madison atmospheric scientist Christopher Moeller. “Clouds regulate the 

Earth’s atmosphere. They have a fairly significant impact on the Earth’s radiation balance.” 

The experiment depends on a relic of the Cold War, an ER-2 aircraft that once, as a 

U-2 spy plane, conducted high-flying espionage missions on behalf of the United States. It 

achieved fame and notoriety as the aircraft piloted by Francis Gary Powers, the U.S. pilot 

shot down and held captive by the Soviet Union in 1960 during the height of the Cold War. 

But the planes, two of which have been retired from the spy business and 

rechristened as ER-2s, have become scientific workhorses, used by NASA since the 1970s as 

high-altitude platforms for scientific instruments. 

For the WINCE experiment, the aircraft will be loaded with a suite of four different 

sensors and two camera systems, and flown above 95 percent of the Earth’s 

-more-
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atmosphere to get a detailed picture of clouds over the winter landscape of the northern 

United States and southern Canada. 

Clouds play a critical role in climate, both blanketing the Earth and keeping energy 

in, and reflecting incoming energy from the sun back into space. But the subtleties of their 

influence on climate and their overall role in the climate puzzle is not well understood, said 

Paul Menzel, a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration scientist stationed at 

UW-Madison’s Space Science and Engineering Center. 

“What we've been doing for some time is trying to understand the influence of 

clouds on the radiation budget of the Earth,” said Menzel. “The question we’re trying to 

answer is how much blocking do these clouds do?” 

According to Moeller, one important way to approach that question is to obtain a 

better understanding of cloud microphysics by learning more about the size and shape of 

the tiny water droplets that make up clouds. 

The experiment, says Menzel, is deliberately difficult: “We picked the winter because 

it is more challenging” to detect and measure clouds, especially cirrus clouds. 

These high-altitude clouds, delicate wisps, patches and narrow bands composed of 

ice crystals, are hard for satellites to detect against the backdrop of a snow-covered Earth, 

Menzel said. 

Moreover, surveying and assaying clouds in northern regions adds to the big picture 

of cloud influence on global climate, said Moeller. 

“We need to know if clouds are increasing in cold regions as well as warm regions,” 

said Moeller. “We need to know what's happening in different climate regimes. We would 

like to paint this big picture of what’s going on ona global scale.” 

The question of clouds’ role in climate is confounded by human influence on the 

atmosphere as pollutants such as carbon dioxide may be changing the equation, said 

Moeller. “We would like to get at that bottom line, but we know the answer may not be so 

simple. We know it’s a question that’s going to be researched for decades to come.” 

In addition to NASA and UW-Madison, others supporting and participating in the 

experiment include: the 115 Fighter Wing of the Wisconsin Air National Guard which is 

providing facilities and support for the ER-2 aircraft; Madison-based Persoft, Corp., a software 

development company that is providing a wireless communications network to facilitate data 

transfer between Truax Field and UW-Madison’s Space Science and Engineering Center. 

#HHt 

— Terry Devitt, (608) 262-8282, trdevitt@facstaff.wisc.edu
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Patients are themselves committed to environmental issues: © © horns to attract future Badgers, and it's paying ff, they say. 2° 11" ronmental Management office, is °£ Work, I just make it to the galley for where humidity is concerned. \ 
“take care ofa lot of big-name entertainers, from Mick Jagger, *We're getting more and more attention and applications. I's an. enjoying a unique opportunity to _ Splendid cookin’ and then usually can- I saw a Fata Morgana! They are a i 

Sing, and Patti Lael, opera singers ke Celia Baral who ae ae. The snaps both bond shember tthe North: 4 work Idneieritcencer at not convince myself o get my ECW Play on your eyes (du tic crystal | 

Hs wie background in Wuconastnctng sid SoseteR EMM i Carper Wer aig tory neh Tea a McMurdo Station. George Weid- [sven Cot Miramely fumes build: desert Anyway iterated eifs and 
bands, as well as the University Singers (now the Wisconsin 2 iaterhere se ee fing tit w oe feall7 sais Asi feeaid oe ner ‘70, MS'76, a research meteo- ee ae et Sei _ hose eae : oe ee | 
Singers], has given him a fel for what peformers need and want” alloutfor the Univerity of Wisconsin — and the environment.” : rologtstitie ee ees See eae oa es 
from their physician. | BPS ae That's who we are and what we are," Wayne sume up. ould go and Engineering Center, has trav- ; 

He's also seen fellow alum Steve Miller x’67, James Taylor, out and raise money for this disease and that disease, but if we eled to Antarctica for the last WEATHER SCENERY | 
Prince, Randy Travis, Bono {who came on referral from Mick Jag- can’t drink the water, we can’t breathe the air, we don't have any fourteen years, setting up and Well, what doyyou.think? It's pretty’darm = WOW! Talk about amazing! White won: 
ger), U2 — and Ross Perot. “I can be taking care of the guys from __ trees out there, and we don’t have biodiversity, these other dis- monitoring Automatic Weather nippy! Temps Sree from 10 aoen ders! Ice caves, heed foot eipaee 
Steely Dan one night, and the next night it may be Iron Maiden or eases don’t count. We won't live long enough to develop cancer." ees ae Eee. Fahrenheit fo -80 with wind chill, Yes- tains, barren ice “fields.” When I start to 

ace Goda id this fist report terday was a balmy nine degrees and get chilled out on the ice, I am consoled 
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2 ee es he sh es Se 

i - : "he ee es vies Ae 

only by the sight of our warm bus (Ivan as. ee ANIMALS _ normal and there are no. unusual .. * x ve cahae) wilainnmea ye See. ¥ 

the Terra Bus} that will take me back SG Wednesday, I saw baby seals—new- restrictions on yourtravel. Condition” - 1 fag 0 Ga ss : 

*home." McMurdo, or *Mactown,” is ee borns! They had been born twenty min- ‘Two implies restricted travel within “G rs . : 

not a pretty sight. All around us is pris- eee Sees aig f utes before and still had umbilical cords town or in vehicles to and from the ice Se Sa - Go al. 

tine beauty, but we see metal corru- noe Tbe: igi aaa eae attached. Thankfully, I brought my runway. Condition One (very high : = 2 r 

gated sheds, Jamesways, and breathe in Ee binoculars so I could see them up close. winds, low visibility, extreme cold) 

diesel fuel all day. Yuck. Ah, all for the 7 o There were sixteen mothers lying means everyone stays in the building ~ 

good of science. — are around, That's what they do. They just they are in unless travel is absolutely 

— —— ee lie in their blubber and roll around. The necessary. We were in Condition One at ‘ 

WORK Ss males are all under water when it gets times, which is very unusual for this : as y 

What do I do? Well, I'm a recycler, a ‘Ski-equipped LC-130 airplanes are de this cold (or windy). The mothers have > time of year. s a Vg 

wastoid, or a waste warrior, we like to rigueur in Antarctica, to stay above water to protect their Not much was done over the last ee 3 - | 
say. An equipment operator from our pups, since the young ‘uns cannot yet three days. BO DS eat F * 

fourteen-person crew picks up all of the i : Snare 
Fae sere intebiveatgeventeen Role All the snow gets shoveled away SUN ae SUNLIGHT ee ae iS ; 
different categories. He drops it at the near the hole, so that the natural light SOCIAL HAPS Our program has in the past usually ioe SEER Sager i 
barn, we check it, enter data on log can penetrate the (two to three meters We celebrated Halloween Saturday come down in January. January in Pee ot ee zee ee ee 
sheets, separate if necessary, weigh it, thick) ice and give the divers light down night. The only party ‘til New Years, I McMurdo is actually nicer overall than See eet eh 
and then we store it in our storage yard. below. cae hear, It was loud and wild, with cos- in Wisconsin. With continuous sunlight, |=) : é 

Thaven't really made it out to the It was fascinating. We peered tumes galore. Jitterbug-swing lessons the temperatures are right around 30 OA Nghe a. RR ie aca < Meee | 
bars (all two of them). I have played through the hole in the ice (one meter continue every Saturday night. They're degrees Fahrenheit most of the time. TES | fae Bet | 
ping-pong at the cafe and I found my in diameter} and saw absolutely clear crowded with enthusiastic toe-steppers. Te eS cleo aie FR EE | 

new forte. I'm taking tae kwon do on water, eighty feet down! There were sea think of people at home often, and November 16 ‘ascnsLcs Gieies Wale Rela aS al lie SoaiK Poles AHR Be | 
‘Tuesdays and Thursdays, which helps urchins and starfish. Antarctica has the ‘wishwe could communicate more. rd er logist an et eee wea z ogee at the path wi e | 

ime forget where I am. Ido like it here _learest water in the world, so I can Many people here can just let go and For those Automatic Weather Stations Se ee oe ItcE Gee Fold Two tices ofan te wiles Opa.” | 

and am quite happy. underatend yr iyyre send A ot will be in touch in four months, but I within “driving distance’ of McMurdo hv at the station PE een eee 
“human waste” and “waste water’ ‘ H Station one can use a treaded vehicle gts vase . : 

Ostober®25 back to the U.S. ae abe hat lepel yee eu and SEE ee cane hecnectetrask on building to read the posted sched- you have loaded alot of equipment into 
Serre 2 The students in the class had to light ' 1 ; but with treads like a tank. It is useful ule. Taye uated our oa fhe are knees will be i fs | 

fo ren! Hoeisoer wpe gamut Ip terol Geog We fepigerrisedanw baievey  ceowmendomaldomumlvace — wryorcinarynstece te | 
i in another hut. We too dali loud with at of about fifteen ; ante eee | 

from the ice. coundthe dyiag save ent HEED M ae epee Rove) gr ities per Gare ‘Any faster than ‘matic Weather Station ios has a sie ee ona re | 

WEATHER about to stay warm. That was a long Gia] 1s HOMDEEK We Madiconsena- that and one begins bouncing off the beer eesigned event nutaben S255: ea eee tae hare tt | 
Temps have remained around -50 up to exercise. We then ate our frozen peanut zing his data. roof of the vehicle. SCHEDULE SIR cE Ea | 

-20 this week, hitting the nighttime butter and jelly sandwiches (have I (ortesobabats <= aimee Te ecctecit hea vi 

low of -80 (all of these include wind- mentioned the nutritious meals at November 12, 1995 FLAGS ise ing able eitionipier te sched See et yon cated ght 
chill). However, Iam pretty used to it. McMurdo?) and all had a chocolate patch ei AR ae One trip using a Spryte had us follow. _ time being able to decizher the sched it Mt tusning ale feet above your 

‘The wind is what knocks ya down... bar—and lots of Hi-C drink box juice Well, we had an interesting two days ing a flagged route to an AWS site some th ixe-MCM PU 2/300 to BIPI2.As head, In doi faghpopel nipped tay | 
literally (at sixty knots, it's hard to (navy issued, environmental disasters). here. One of our weather stations thirty fifteen miles from McMurdo Station. It sf OAR (old Antsectis explorer) Lean aed ae Se couetel the clink | 

stand on ice—even for big guys—I've So, [learned bunches, but mainly, mites south of McMurdo reported 110- was foggy when we left and became seal Gonulas Git we pick Te tro ae UR tae Lele denaets ta DEE | 
seen it} that I never want to be caught out on mile-per-hour winds, The ice runway extremely foggy by the time we were ty fe this as pick up two pas- leparts v ae | 

: the sea joe. was drifted over and the LC-130 planes halfway there: At that point we could __Sengers.atMeMurdo helo pad and fy ad a deappear from lew, Yo | 
TRAINING parked at the runway had drifts around barely see the next flag along the route A eatbecage iitlick Laland sebelah bare trea eae ek | 
Tattended a mandatory ‘Sealce Train.  SCOTT’S HUT them as high as the aircraft. (the flags were about one-eighth mile eho toe rin EA MP eae diaeihe Bed | 

ing” program this past week. A Gr our wey Bowie Fron telat We apart). It was very eerie going along aren the _teamare making, You have instructed 
group of twelve people and an instruc- Were lucky enough to stop by CONDITIONS with no inkling of where the surface senetike Cok enoe cakcnate wiieyon th belo to fetus trio hour’ Dur | 
for took a Haaglund [a sturdy vehicle Scott's 1912 Hut. Scott and his men There are three ‘conditions® regarding was, except for the tread marks in the SAUTE: ead wv'ca to the hele a that ites a gan oather sation Will . | 

built by and for the Swedish army] out lel ee th ee the weather here. Condition Three is sci etna me Leone ate tease Now. fo must says be ready to go at set up and hopefully there wil be some 
4 ; ; could not see a horizon or any surfac ou i : : 

oe he icennel beets ail ahole excursion. Shackleton and his men also definition at all. Without the ad mark fay time, ginee he Bee seneculed : ee enjoy eed and silence of | 

through the ice to test the thickness, We Used this hut years later, and raided 3 ing the way, we would have had to stop a eee eaten ee | 
would do this in a real life situation if Scott's supplies. The hut is boarded up, * and wait until the fog lifted, or followed ey nie eta Lier | 

we crossed an ice barrier (where we but has been left exactly like it was Seer ce our tracks back to McMurdo. ede cis or bate weather ‘And then it’s back to the base to relax in 
could see the ice thickness changing). after Shackleton’s crew found it. Lal tient hl tN sire oak gle the bar, or perhaps the gym or the library 
By calculating thickness, width of tire There was also a real igloo at Cape — m.. | November 21 THE HELO —a far cry from the days when one of | 
and weight of vehicle, you can tell Evans. The wind was blowing at fifty on) = 2 . ee Th Gafinite ert 10 oading eau Scott's teams traveled for thirty-six days in 

whether or not you should cross the knots with gusts of fifty-five to sixty, - Vs = A day in the field in Antarctica can be Cre se ee a aN hea P _ almost total darkness, camping out in tem- 
barrier. and I was stunned at how much en at times a challenging experience. It ment onto the Huey UH-IN helo. uip- peratures as low as 77 below zero, or when 

We were also privileged to visita __-_‘ warmer I was in the igloo, In my next CE  eeonn| typically begins the night before when Always let the helo chew load the eauipr th ‘explrer and his men ultimately gave 
diving hole. We all crowded into a dark ‘taining course, Iwill build a snow hut i ra Bus” features balloon tires the schedules for the next day are OEE yates Ioeded oll ORS up their lives to unlock the mysteries of 
shack out on the ice. The space was illu (much like an igloo, but smaller) and that enable the vehicle to float ff posted. In the “old” days this consisted Serndhing is securely loaded, you'll be this frozen continent.) 
minated by the glow from the diving - Sleep there overnight. happens to crash through the ice. of walking over to the NSF administra: structed to take a seat in the helo. If —Baited by Niki Denison 
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A strong July thunderstorm gathers momentum over Lake Michigan, above. Below, color-enhanced imagery from a geostationary satellite 
highlights wind strengths of Hurricane Andrew. UW-Madison’s Space Science and Engineering Center is home to some of the most 
sophisticated machinery in the world for tracking how severe weather develops. 

UW researchers probe the ae 

dimensions of high winds and rise es vA 
<e * 

other natural disasters ek ee “) 

| < 

BY BRIAN MATTMILLER winds peaking at 190 miles per hour, eae N 
PHOTOS BY JEFF MILLER Velden says Emilia is considered a Cat- a 5 

egory 5 — the highest level for hurri- & é 
t's a bright and cloudless July morn- canes — and is on its way to becoming 
ing outside UW-Madison's Space the biggest hurricane known in the By midsummer, hurricane season 
Science and Engineering Center, mid-Pacific. is in full swing, and so is activity at the 
but inside researcher Chris Velden Big enough to evoke the names Space Science and Engineering Center 

82 is exploring the unfriendly skies of Hugo, or Andrew. (SSEC), one of the best places in the 
hurricane season. Never heard of Emilia? Consider country to study severe weather. The 

Velden's computer screen has yourself lucky, for it only brushed the center is also one of the university's 
honed in on the latest real-time satel- southern shores of the islands and most visible examples of a growing 
lite images of Hurricane Emilia, bil- then moved on a relatively benign research effort aimed at understand- 
lowing over the Pacific Ocean just path through the vast Pacific — a path ing the patterns of natural disasters 
south of the Hawaiian islands. With that separated Emilia from notoriety. and ultimately reducing their risk. 
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KEEPING AN EYE Pe. 
ON THE STORM ans 

Despite being at least twelve hundred oe 
miles from the nearest coast, the SSEC \ 

is a national leader in tracking poten- —_—- 
tially destructive weather like hurri- ~ ent tie oS) j 
canes. Through a technology known as - i a 
McIDAS — shorthand for Man-Com- ~~~ a el , pe al 
puter Interactive Data Access System — a ; A 
the center has become the keeper of lit- tg Re dhe 
erally billions of bits of weather data oe mal Oe 

from around the world. = a i 1 A Ba ‘ 
Velden specializes in hurricanes, — Mp 4 Me i" , if 

which are difficult to study because. cree “—/ ; 

they evolve in the open sea, far from a er Ome ae a es be 
oe er Ee | m2 ®s weather balloons or ground observa-. 4 [Rig ares’. at So 

tions. His research, he says, concen-- a bees : A sae By A. s 
trates on utilizing meteorological " ‘ wt a oa Me is 
satellite observations to focus on two \ ae ; * yd 
central issues: "Where is a hurricane... [aN ae cal i : 
going, and how strong is it?” ae ; = , 

Neither question has an easy Loan ! ara gA 
answer. But Velden and his colleagues 7 op | 7 iy “ 
have been able to develop a more accu- Ee 4 fy ti ij} ada he 
rate way of detecting “atmospheric ea is f 
steering currents" that can determine a— X fa /} = é 
hurricane's path. "These are like rivers y Lp (Fie Ml ji £F8f 
of wind, if you will, in the atmosphere me i Bll fge d SiMe 
that guide these hurricanes along,” J y / 3, [a ~s , ae IEG 
Velden says. By marking the speed and D a, ty ag ee | 
direction of winds ahead of the hurri- yy ; — 7 4 ; Lia 
cane, the satellite data identifies air  ~ Fim ChE hg 
streams that can alter a hurricane's pee ey E ey Th 
path, much like a river current acting came 2... ys) a ee 7 - 
on a floating log. og iA he a= 7 ca 

Understanding hurricane intensity Pegs ot Ye es es 
— why some tropical storms gain SEE a7 a ft li , 
momentum over the ocean while most ? Peer Mi i ‘ ‘to 
fizzle out — is the next frontier for hur- ee 
ricane researchers. The science of iden- Thomas Achtor, a program manager with the Space Science and Engineering Center, calls 

tifying and tracking tropical storms, up satellite images on the center's McIDAS computer system, which collects weather data 
however, has fully arrived. "There are from every corner of the globe and presents itina visual form. “The visualization is the 

no more — or very few — surprises any key,” Achtor says. “We can do everything from nowcasting, which covers a very small land 
" 4 . , to looking at climate over the entire globe.” 

more," Velden says. "As a potential area, to & 
atmospheric disturbance develops, ‘ 
we're capturing it.” With support from a NASA grant, LINKING FLOODS 

The McIDAS system that makes this summer Achtor presented a work- 
Velden's research possible was the shop for teachers, helping them to inte- AND CLIMATE 
mid-1970s vision of Verner Suomi, grate McIDAS into a school curriculum On the Iowa side of the Mississippi 
SSEC founder and often called "the and use its exciting technology to teach River, a ferry ride away from Cassville, 
father of weather satellites." The system the physical sciences. James Knox and his research associates 
captures a flood of weather information McIDAS' next evolution, Achtor dig for evidence of giant historic floods 
in satellite dishes on the roof of the cen- says, will improve its visual punch. in the sloppy muck. Wearing grubby 
ter, then translates it visually in a man- Through virtual reality technology, hats and soaked in bug spray, the trio 
ner that humans can interpret. weather researchers will be able to view sets up a coring rig among tall cotton- 

"MCIDAS is a very dynamic system a hurricane on multiple screens, soak- wood trees that still have faint brownish 
and is constantly changing,” says ing in satellite, radar, and surface obser- rings about six feet up their trunks — a 
Thomas Achtor '80, a research manager vations simultaneously — offering telltale sign of the 1993 flood's crest. 
for the center. "It's incredible in the complete perspective on hurricanes and Knox, a geography professor, is 
electronic age that something can stay severe storms that otherwise wouldn't studying the link between major Mid- 
on top for more than twenty years." be possible. western floods throughout history and 
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A severe thunderstorm, viewed from the a ao 
Memorial Union Terrace, approaches Lake eS ee Ri 
Mendota, above. At right: Chris Velden,a  ~ By —* 
researcher and hurricane expert, with one aw a. — 
of the UW's numerous satellite dishes that Neg wy 
retrieve weather data across the world. ‘ A ed ee oy ae 

NS ON ; : a 
slight historical shifts in the region's cli- oo ser" XI 
mate. The evidence so far has been ue. ee a 
remarkable: Long-term trends of » <e eae ms 3 : 
slightly warmer-than-normal weather 5 a haar F 
can lead to centuries of minimal flood- i : Pa ae eS een 
ing. And a slight cooling pattern — even xs BNA Ml Oe 
a single degree — can result in huge AN Wf ae j 
floods over the same interval. aa Pf ee Ny a 

The connection between flooding Na , r ; 
and climate could be helpful in improv- 
ing current estimates of one-hundred- d 
year flood probability. A federal 
committee looking at developing new “one wouldn't expect to experience so dred years ago — during a cool climate 
flood plain policies for communities on many large floods clustered in such a episode known as the Little Ice Age — 
the Mississippi is using Knox's data to small time interval," he says. "It looks when the upper Mississippi and its trib- 
help reach its conclusions. Q like somebody flipped a switch." utaries experienced a series of cata- 

"We can't accurately predict cli- Knox believes the flooding is more strophic floods that would make last 
mate, to be sure," Knox says. "But we than likely related to climate. During year's pale in comparison. 
can say that if certain climate condi- the first half of the twentieth century, Those past floods left a trail in the 
tions are anticipated in the future, then when a warmer and drier climate pre- Mississippi mud. By extracting sedi- 
a certain range of flooding events can vailed, relatively few large floods ment core samples of up to twenty-five 
also be anticipated for that period. It's a occurred on the upper Mississippi. And feet deep, and bringing them back to his 
long way from telling what the year a trend toward slightly cooler and wet- lab for chemical and textural analyses, 
2020 will bring, but such probability ter weather during the past thirty to Knox can discover the history of flood 
estimates are very useful for planning forty years has been associated with the magnitudes and their recurrence. In his 
and policy decisions." more frequent flood occurrences. latest paper for Nature magazine, he 

The past thirty years are a case in Those climate-flood links are evi- described a flood record for the upper 
point, Knox says, given the number of dent throughout history, Knox says. The Mississippi drainage system that dates 
dramatic floods in that time frame: most striking connection occurred back five thousand years. 
1965, 1969, 1973, and 1993. "Ordinarily between five hundred and seven hun- 
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BUILDING FOR disaster in American history. It caused heed natural threats. The federal gov- 
thirty billion dollars in property damage ernment got into the flood insurance 

THE BIG ONE : and Fifty-two deaths in Florida, business in the late 1960s, hoping to 

An earthquake zone is the ultimate Louisiana, and the Bahamas. In 1993 it reduce the huge sums needed to bail 
proving ground for a building's struc: - was the same story, but a different out flooded areas. The government 

tural integrity. Fittingly enough, engi- force. The Upper Mississippi River would pay 90 percent of the cost of 

neering professor Jose Pincheira has experienced the flood of the century, flood insurance for property in the one- 
become a researcher of those buildings causing between twelve and sixteen bil- hundred-year flood plain. 

that failed to meet the challenge. lion dollars in damages to buildings and But, it was learned following several 

A native of Chile, Pincheira grew up agriculture, and thirty-eight deaths. And major floods in the early 1970s, only a 

near big earthquakes, including a the Northridge earthquake caused fifty- fraction of those eligible had purchased 

Richter 7.8 quake in 1985 that rumbled seven deaths and damages of some flood insurance. And the same was true 
for nearly a full minute. He studies the twenty billion dollars when it struck for the Upper Midwest flooding in 1993. 
success or failure of older earthquake- this past January. According to the National Insurance 
rattled buildings to determine what Geography professor Waltraud Information Institute, only 475 million of 
retrofitting or strengthening techniques Brinkmann has found that despite these the 12 to 16 billion in flood damages 
work best under stress. _ staggering statistics, people generally were covered under the federal program. 

Although seismic resistance codes don’t prepare themselves for the potential "T don't think people really have a 

for Rew buildings are effective, many of risks of natural disasters. She conducted feel for how much this country is losing 

California's older buildings are at risk. a study for the National Science Founda- every year just in property losses," 

of failure in earthquakes. “Unrein- tion to determine how much the Ameri- Brinkmann says. She is doing her share 

forced masonry buildings are a tremen- can public knew — or cared — about to spread the word about our cavalier 
dous problem, as well as reinforced ; 
concrete buildings constructed twenty ‘ 
or thirty years ago," Pincheira says. pe og ee 
"Our mission as engineers is to try to i ee ak ee 
find economically feasible solutions for S So ee Pe 
these structures.” “ IN ht ag 5 A 

Pincheira is examining the aftermath a : lt a Lf 
of the January 17 Northridge quake in yon mh EG 
the Los Angeles area, the latest disastrous ae’ Ye) a" *. i eS 
quake on California's fault-scarred coast- , a BS eG 
line. He has studied hundreds of photos 5 fa KD, 4 ‘ pce eee 
of Northridge structures that failed in i ory Agee Pe RE Se cael me, See a 
sometimes baffling ways. Highway a Y * 7. a 
bridge beams popped from the weight of pL 23 pe 
the road, leaving a mangled cage of metal 7 ri aig see ee 
and crumbled cement. An entire parking sR, A Mag PAS CF Soe 
garage buckled and folded inward, as if Pee Es, Ve, 2 ange Gee ned at 
its beams were rubber. An old multi-story 2 = 3 Ft a ee eee) 
brick warehouse lost an entire wall, but a ' ee f we, le 
rickety roof stayed intact, thanks to a row Pa oe: £ : hoy 9 co 7 

of metal reinforcements. Pee LATE | we AP GS 

oF ee of eae a dies Geography professor Waltraud Brinkmann, who teaches one of the university's most g is not to produce a dam ; ; a 2 Cr 
age-free building — any significant popular physical sciences courses, called ‘Natural Hazards, says it's hard to understand 

3 : hy people often refuse to heed the risks of living in disaster-prone areas, Past studies she 
ake is going to rattle and crack even oe a ‘ ‘ Auch R at going tO La : : conducted for the National Science Foundation showed that many people would rather not 

the strongest building, P incheira says. confront the financial and social implications. 
"What we don't want to happen is for 
the structure to collapse," he says. "We 
would be able to accept severe damage natural hazards. And she found people to responses to severe weather. She 

like cracked concrete as long as the be in a denial mode of major proportions. teaches a geography course called “Nat- 

structure's still there and standing." "There are a lot of people who real- ural Hazards" that is one of the most 
ize there's a problem, but they don't popular physical science classes among 
want to know how bad it is," she says. undergraduates. While half of the class 

DENYING "Some people don't want to know how is devoted to the physical characteristics 
close they are to a fault, and just hope of natural hazards, the other half 

THE DANGER they never find out." In fact, she says, a focuses on human adjustments and 

In the 1990s, the United States has been large number of people in California warning systems. 

ruthlessly pounded with some of the even refused to be surveyed. "People are attracted to the course," 

biggest disasters on record. Failing to purchase federal flood she says, “because there's hardly any- 

Hurricane Andrew, in the summer insurance is perhaps the most telling body who at some point in their lives 

of 1992, was the single most expensive example of Americans’ reluctance to hasn't experienced a natural hazard.” (] 
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FORECAST METHOD GETS JUMP ON AFRICAN, BRAZILIAN DROUGHTS 

By Matt Keefer 

University News Service , 

MADISON--Drought-prone regions of West Africa, India and South America may 

soon have an “early warning” system to help farmers prepare for parched fields 

and dusty rivers before the rains don't fall. 

In a new forecasting technique, scientists monitor the movements of 

large-scale circulation systems, the location of which determine seasonal 

rains in some of the world's most water-sensitive countries. 

“In certain regions in the tropics -- like the West African Sahel or 

Northeast Brazil -- agricultural systems hinge on a single well-defined 

circulation system," said Stefan Hastenrath, a meteorologist at the University 

of Wisconsin-Madison. 

“Either the system performs and there is abundant rainfall, or it fails , 

and there is a drought,” Hastenrath said. The kicker, however, is that drought 

in the tropics is almost always an economic catastrophe. 

The new forecasting method takes advantage of the fact that these 

countries are located in regions where the weather systems are relatively 

well-defined. Early indications from Hastenrath's research in northeastern 

South America show that accurate drought prediction is on the horizon. 

“The rainy season of Northeast Brazil is narrowly concentrated in March 

-more-



Add 1--drought 

. and April,” Hastenrath said, “and is primarily related to the location of the 

Intertropical Convergence Zone.” 

The Intertropical Convergence Zone is marked by heavy rainfall, and is 

formed where northeast trade winds clash with winds from the southern 

hemisphere. 

"In drought years, when the March-April rains fail, the convergence zone 

hasn't migrated as far south as in good years," he said. As a result, the 

rains fall over the ocean -- and not on the farms of Brazil. 

Similar convergence zones determine monsoons in India and rainfall in West 

Africa, Hastenrath said, but the relative strength of the circulation systems 

really drives the weather. In Brazilian drought years, for example, powerful 

southern winds push the convergence zone north. 

Shifts in these zones develop over several months, Hastenrath said, and 

along the way, the system drops clues about the ultimate location of the 

seasonal rains. 

One important "clue" in the Brazilian case is the amount of pre-season 

rainfall. By measuring pre-season precipitation at 27 sites in northeast 

Brazil, scientists can statistically predict more than half the inter-annual 

rainfall variability in the region. 

A more demanding method requires monitoring the northern Atlantic winds 

and sea temperatures in the equatorial Pacific. 

"This method shows the overwhelming control of the convergence zone,” 

Hastenrath said. By including the roles of both the ocean and the atmosphere, 

forecast accuracy is increased to about 70 percent of the annual variability. 

“In dry years, the south Atlantic tends to be colder and the north 

Atlantic warmer,” Hastenrath said, and the southern trade winds are 

accelerated. The sea temperatures are an indicator of the southern oscillation 

-- long-term variations that affect the climate in tropical and mid-latitude 

regions including the United States. 

-more-



Add 2--drought 

"This team of winds and temperatures works together,” he said, and its 

impact on climate can be predicted with increasing accuracy. 

Climate prediction models similar to those for northeast Brazil have been 

devised for the Guyanas, Indonesia, Africa and India, Hastenrath said. The 

Sahel, for example, is located at the northern extreme of the same convergence 

zone that drives Brazil's weather. 

AI call these the 'targets of opportunity,'” Hastenrath said, because they 

are the countries for which climate prediction is most feasible and that would 

most benefit from early forecasts. 

Governments that are willing and able to take preparative action -- such 

as not selling surplus grain, purchasing food ahead of time or selectively 

farming the best lands -- could definitely use this forecast tool to their 

advantage, he said. 

Ht 

-- Matt Keefer (608) 262-2650
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UW METEOROLOGIST TRACKS TORNADOES 

by TERRY DEVITT 
University News Service 

MADISON--Tornadoes have been a particularly deadly force in Wisconsin this 

year, claiming nine lives and causing millions of dollars in property damage. 

But if the work of University of Wisconsin-Madison meteorologist Charles 

Anderson pays off, Wisconsin forecasters will have a better idea of where to 

expect the so-called long-track, killer tornadoes that vex the state each 

spring and summer. 

Spawned by violent thunderstorms, tornadoes are the most violent of 

atmospheric storms, yet they are also among the least understood. Tornadoes 

that remain on the ground for 20 miles or longer are considered long-track. 

Anderson, a severe storms expert, is now poring over 100 years of weather 

data in an effort to identify areas of the state most likely to experience 

long-track tornadoes. This is important, Anderson said, because once 

long-track tornadoes have touched down in several places they are somewhat 

predictable. 

"These tornadoes can have a ground track as long as 250 miles," Anderson 

said during a recent interview. "They move along fairly straight lines and 

once one has touched down and hit a few places you can get an idea of what 

kind of track it's going to follow." 

-more-



Add 1~-Tornado tracking 

Anderson said once forecasters know where a long-track tornado is located 

and the direction it is headed, there is ample time to warn people in the 

twister's path. 

Long-track tornadoes take a much higher toll in lives and property than 

short-lived twisters, according to Anderson. 

"We find that the ones with the longest tracks are the most violent," he 

said. "Tornadoes that have shorter tracks are not killer tornadoes. They may 

cause some property damage, but they rarely kill people." 

The tornado that leveled the Iowa County village of Barneveld and killed 

nine people on June 8 had a track of almost 100 miles, stretching in a 

straight line from Barneveld to Green Lake. 

"We were extremely lucky that only nine persons were killed in Barneveld," 

Anderson added. "Long-track tornadoes are just bad news. They cause more 

deaths, they've got higher winds and they cause more damage." 

Anderson's research points to two sections of the state that seem prone to 

these violent storms. The first is an area stretching from the Minnesota 

border near St. Paul across the north and north central parts of Wisconsin and 

includes the cities of Eau Claire, Wausau and Chippewa Falls. The second is a 

wide alley beginning in southwest Wisconsin and ending in the southeastern 

section of the state. Defining this tornado-prone area is especially 

important, Anderson said, because it is heavily populated and includes the 

cities of Milwaukee, Janesville, Beloit, Waukesha and Madison. 

Identifying these areas is not only important for forecasters, said 

Anderson, it also will help scientists determine the best places to deploy a 

new generation of weather radar. The new radar system is scheduled for 

installation by 1990 and will be capable of pinpointing and tracking 

tornadoes. The radar now in use is not capable of detecting tornadoes and 

meteorologists must rely on human spotters to confirm that a tornado has 

formed and touched down. 

Anderson added that once a tornado has been spotted, the cloud that 

produced the tornado can then be tracked by satellite. 

HEE 

Terry Devitt (608) 262-8282



Add 2--Tornado tracking 

LONG-TRACK TORNADOES /ANDERSON JULY 19 TD 

TORNADOES HAVE ALWAYS BEEN AN UNPLEASANT FACT OF LIFE IN WISCONSIN. BUT 

THERE ARE DIFFERENT KINDS OF TORNADOES AND SOME TAKE A MUCH HIGHER TOLL IN 

LIFE AND PROPERTY THAN OTHERS, SAYS UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON 
METEOROLOGY PROFESSOR CHARLES ANDERSON. 

IN: "WE CALL A...173 

OUT: ...KILL PEOPLE." 

ANDERSON SAYS THE TORNADO THAT STRUCK THE IOWA COUNTY VILLAGE OF BARNEVELD 

ON JUNE 8 WAS A LONG-TRACK TORNADO. THAT TWISTER KILLED NINE PEOPLE AND CUT A 

PATH OF DESTRUCTION 100 MILES LONG FROM BARNEVELD TO GREEN LAKE, WISCONSIN. 

TORNADOES HAVE ALWAYS BEEN HARD TO PREDICT. RADAR AND SATELLITES ARE NOT 

ALWAYS CAPABLE OF IDENTIFYING TORNADOES, SAYS UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON 

METEOROLOGIST CHARLES ANDERSON. BUT HE SAYS ONE TYPE OF TORNADO, ONCE IT HAS 

TOUCHED DOWN, IS FAIRLY PREDICTABLE. 

IN: "WHEN WE'RE DEALING...242 

OUT: ...TO FOLLOW." 

ANDERSON SAYS ONCE FORECASTERS KNOW WHERE A LONG-TRACK TORNADO IS LOCATED 

AND THE DIRECTION IT IS HEADED, THERE IS AMPLE TIME TO WARN PEOPLE IN THE 

TWISTER'S PATH.
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BRYSON: GREENHOUSE EFFECT UNLIKELY CAUSE OF DROUGHT, HEAT 

By Steve Pomplun 

Institute for Environmental Studies 

MADISON--A lack of volcanic activity, and not the greenhouse effect, may 

be behind this year's heat and drought, according to an internationally known 

climatologist. 

Reid Bryson, emeritus professor of environmental studies and meteorology 

at University of Wisconsin-Madison, says the weather pattern that has dried 

and baked the nation's midsection is similar to the one that created the Dust 

Bowl of the 1930s. 

"I£ we want to find a cause of this drought, we should find a cause common 

to both of them," said Bryson. "About the only common denominator I can see is 

that both droughts have occurred during periods of very low volcanic activity." 

Volcanoes inject aerosols -- fine particles and droplets of sulfuric acid 

-- into the upper atmosphere. These prevent a small but significant amount of 

sunlight from reaching the earth's surface. As in the 1930s, Bryson said, a 

dearth of volcanic activity has left the atmosphere relatively free of 

aerosols. The additional sunlight may be enough to alter air circulation 

patterns. 

Bryson, who founded the UW-Madison department of meteorology and the 

-more-



Add 1--Greenhouse effect 

Institute for Environmental Studies (IES), believes atmospheric tides also may 

be contributing to the drought. He said the tides, large-scale movements of 

air similar to ocean tides, can affect temperature and rainfall. 

Bryson strongly disagrees with those who blame this year's hot, dry 

weather on the greenhouse effect, the theory that a buildup of carbon dioxide 

in the atmosphere will cause a global warming trend. A number of scientists 

recently have said that the greenhouse effect is already having a measureable 

impact and that the drought and heat are a harbinger of future weather 

patterns in the central United States. 

“I'm a little disturbed when I see well-known scientists making statements 

like that because generally speaking they're talking about theory," said 

Bryson. "Up until this year, most of what you heard about the greenhouse 

effect was that in 50 years the earth will be 'x'-degrees warmer. That's a 

50-year forecast, isn't it? Have their theoretical models ever successfully 

made 50-year forecasts? Or 10-year forecasts? Or even five-month forecasts? 

They haven't, so I'm very skeptical that they're ready to use the theory to 

make claims about what's going to happen in the future." 

Bryson, who since his retirement in 1985 has continued his work on 

computer models of the climate at IES's Center for Climatic Research, said the 

models used by greenhouse theorists are sophisticated but untested. He 

contends that the greenhouse models could be checked using weather events in 

the past. 

"It's very simple to test a forecast scheme and see if it works," he said. 

"All they have to do is pretend it's 1900 and predict 1950. Can they predict 

this drought from 50 years ago? Until they demonstrate that they can, it's 

very difficult to put faith in their ability to predict the future, because it 

is faith that is being asked, faith that the theory is right." 

HE 

-- Steve Pomplun (608) 263-3063
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UW RESEARCHER MAKES A STUDY OF SNOW 

By JEFF ISEMINGER 

University News Service 

MADISON--To know snow is to know dirt. 

In fact, dirt is the seed of snow, according to Pao Wang, professor of 

meteorology at University of Wisconsin-Madison. That's startling news for the 

person who grabs a handful of snow to eat and assumes it's clean if it isn't 

brown, black or yellow. 

Not to worry, Wang says. Snow-seed dirt is microscopic. 

Snow is grown miles high in the sky where dust and sand are lofted by 

wind. Ironically, most snow seeds come from arid lands that are vulnerable to 

wind erosion. So, indirectly, a desert can drape a landscape in white. 

Dust particles become nuclei of snow crystals when they enter a cloud, 

according to Wang (A cloud is made of water drops or ice crystals or both, 

suspended in water vapor). Assuming it's cold enough, dust plus vapor equals 

snow. Water vapor freezes on contact with dust. 

“What you see," said Wang, "is ice forming from vapor, not water. It looks 

like something is coming from nothing." 

Vapor on snow makes crystals, as far as Wang and other scientists are 

concerned. Flakes, on the other hand, are created from crystals when water 

hits ice or ice hits ice. 

"Then something mysterious happens -- something we really don't 

~-more-



Add 1--Snow 

understand," he said. The ice crystals "multiply like rabbits" without a boost 

from additional dust seeds. That can result in dustless crystals outnumbering 

dust-filled crystals as much as 10,000 to l. 

Some crystals clump into flakes, perhaps by colliding in turbulent air or 

succumbing to electrostatic attraction (as hair bends toward a charged comb). 

Again, meteorologists just don't know for sure. 

To get a better fix on flake-forming, Wang will study snow in Southern 

California in January. That's not as silly as it sounds: UCLA has a special 

wind tunnel that Wang says "can suspend anything, including snow." 

Wang will be able to observe crystals metamorphosing into flakes without 

the cover of clouds and the drag of gravity. Otherwise, catching a snowflake 

in the act of formation is like tracking a twig in a tornado. 

Flakes and crystals are mostly hexagonal. One may resemble a six-sided 

column in a Greek temple, and another is like a six-leafed fern. But they have 

a common bond of six because the molecular structure of ice is hexagonal. 

Crystals and flakes head earthward as they grow and gain weight. Since the 

journey is long, they pass through other clouds of water drops that feed their 

icy growth. In winter the ice stays frozen until it hits the ground. In summer 

it changes to rain. Thunderclouds are mountains of water and ice. 

The snow that falls on your sleeve can be crystals, flakes or superflakes 

(normal flakes stuck together). Wang says there are no two identical flakes, 

but some simple crystals are virtually identical. 

Skiers, shovelers and snowman-builders know that all snow is not equal. 

Wang says the quality of snow depends on the atmosphere's temperature and 

humidity. Powder snow is dry with very small crystals and few flakes, since 

there isn't enough moisture in the air to enlarge the crystals. Wet snow is 

rimed crystals, which Wang describes as "lots of water drops colliding and 

freezing on a single flake." 

Snow does more than sustain the global loop of HO. It also strips the 

air of many natural and humanly-produced pollutants. Some pollutants, as we've 

seen, are encased in ice. Others are picked up by crystals and flakes on their 

way down. 

HE 

-- Jeff Iseminger (608) 262-8290
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STORM CHASERS: UW-MADISON STUDENTS HEAD SOUTH TO STUDY SEVERE WEATHER 

by Terry Devitt 

University News Service 

MADISON--For 22-year-old meteorology student Renee Pruett, the best way to 

learn about severe weather is to get square in the path of the worst storm 

nature sends your way. 

And the only way for a land-bound meteorologist to do that, says the 

University of Wisconsin-Madison honors student, is to pack the needed research 

gear, jump in the car and hit the road to look for bad weather. 

You become, said Pruett, a chaser of storms. 

Pruett speaks from experience. Armed with grants from the Phi Kappa Phi 

Honor Society and the UW-Madison College of Letters and Science, Pruett 

recently formed a "chase team" and travelled south in search of the tall, 

anvil-shaped clouds that mark severe weather. 

Being in the right place at the right time is crucial. And the right 

places, according to Pruett, are Oklahoma and Texas where the terrain and 

climate spawn storms that can be seen for miles across the southern plains. 

The right time is late spring and early summer when some of the most 

dazzling and consistently severe weather in the world sweeps from the 

southwest across the Great Plains. 

-more-



Add 1 -- Storm chasers 

"Oklahoma has the highest recorded rate of severe thunderstorms in the 

world," said Pruett. “It's also easier to tell where a storm is and which way 

it's heading in a plains landscape." 

Pruett's team -- modelled after the University of Oklahoma's storm-chase 

team -~ was based in Norman, Okla., and consisted of four people: a team 

leader, a driver, a scribe and a movie photographer. Each team member had 

explicit responsibilities ranging from navigation and communications to 

photography and the recording of specific events and measurements. 

A typical day for Pruett's team began in the map room at the University of 

Oklahoma where forecasts were made and the day's route planned. Once on the 

road, periodic checks with forecasters at the University of Oklahoma, 

UW-Madison and the National Weather Service helped the team locate severe 

weather. 

The team chased storms for a total of 11 days, logging some 4,000 miles, 

and was atle to intercept storms -- including four major storms -- on eight of 

those days. 

"We were extremely lucky," said Pruett. "The first day down there we saw 

the most beautiful storm I've ever seen. We saw one very nice funnel which, at 

one point, went right overhead. We were also able to see a tornado from a 

distance." 

The big storms intercepted by Pruett and her team produced large hail, 

damaging winds and, in some instances, as much as seven inches of rain. 

Once a storm was spotted, the team maneuvered for position, set up cameras 

and instruments to measure temperature, wind speed and direction, sea level 

pressure and wind shear, and then took cover to wait out the wind, rain, hail 

and lightning. 

In some cases, Pruett said, measurements were impossible to obtain because 

of intense lightning, heavy rain and darkness. 

-more-



Add 2 -- Storm chasers 

When intercepting a storm, Pruett said, safety was a principal concern: 

"We always tried to set up on the southeast side of the storm which is the 

safest. Tornadoes generally come out of the southwest and move northeast." 

She does not recommend storm chasing for amateurs: "It's not a good idea 

for people to take this lightly," she said. "It can be confusing even for 

experienced meteorologists. 

"In Wisconsin, it can be even more dangerous. There are too many trees and 

too many hills. You can go over a hill and find a tornado right on top of you." 

But despite the risks, Pruett is considering storm chasing as a hobby to 

complement her graduate studies this fall at the University of Oklahoma -- a 

hotbed of storm chasing activity. 

"There are very few people that have a chance to do this," she said, "and 

if you have a chance, you jump at it." 

Other members of Pruett's team included UW-Madison undergraduate Ken Smith 

who served as the team's driver, undergraduate Jim Murphy who served as scribe 

and graduate student Pat Dills who acted as the team's photographer. 

iE 

-- Terry Devitt (608) 262-8282
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WEATHER WATCHERS HELP STATE BUSINESSES 

By INGA BRYNILDSON 

University News Service 

MADISON--Every day after breakfast, Eleanor Brenneke goes outside her 

Hortonville home and looks up at the clouds. 

She also checks a rain gauge, uses a yardstick to measure the snow if 

there is any, records high and low temperatures and the direction of the wind. 

Her husband, Howard, repeats the ritual at midnight. 

State Climatologist Douglas R. Clark says the Brennekes are among an 

estimated 700 to 800 weather watchers throughout Wisconsin who record daily 

measurements of the weather. 

From his office on the University of Wisconsin-Madison campus, Clark is 

attempting to organize the first comprehensive list of Wisconsin weather 

watchers to help industries, businesses and government agencies that need 

precise local weather information beyond what is currently available from 

National Weather Service records. 

For example, Clark helped a southeastern Wisconsin beer company find much 

needed weather information to aid in the construction of a beer cooling 

warehouse. 

"They needed to know just how hot and humid it gets in the summer so they 

could calculate the proper amount of insulation and specifications for a 

proper cooling system," he said. 

~-more-



Add 1--Weather watchers 

By using local weather records, Clark saved the company the time and 

expense of having to conduct its own weather investigations. 

"Collection of basic data is often 80 percent of the work of a research 

project," said Clark. "Anything to make that process less costly is going to 

save both industry and government money." 

In another instance, Clark located weather records needed by a microfilm 

manufacturer. "They needed humidity information which influenced a 

metal-plating process at the heart of their manufacturing. They were trying to 

improve product quality by adjusting their operation to [take into account] 

the effect of humidity on the plating process." 

Local weather information also is requested by insurance companies 

checking the validity of damage claims. "Someone may claim that lightning blew 

up their TV set. The insurance company needs weather information to see if 

that was even possible," Clark said. 

Insurance lawyers also use weather information to determine culpability in 

traffic accidents, he said. "Rain and fog can vary greatly from place to 

place. Insurance companies need to know exactly when the fog or rainstorm 

occurred at the precise location of an accident." 

Construction contractors rely on weather records to verify claims that 

weather was to blame for delays in contract work. "Weather records from a 

local observer become important evidence to show the number of dry and good 

working days that were available in the contract time," Clark explained. 

People become weather watchers by hobby and sometimes by occupation, Clark 

said. Of the 200 observers who make up the National Weather Service network in 

: Wisconsin, many are electric and gas utility or wastewater treatment plant 

operators. 

Radio and television stations are also a good source for weather 

information. "Some maintain weather stations, others have developed their own 

-more-



Add 2--Weather watchers 

network of weather watchers," said Clark. 

"Volunteers include gardeners, phenologists -- people who record the 

seasonal occurrence of natural events -~ and others interested in observing 

and recording weather patterns," he said. 

Brenneke says her weather watching started with a high school class 

project in 1938. During World War II she worked as an observer in the Green 

Bay office of the National Weather Service. 

"I was sorry to give that up after the war, but we wanted to start a 

family," she said. "I've never lost interest in the weather. Our oldest son is 

a forecaster with the Air Force." 

The Brennekes provide weather information to a local vegetable cannery. 

"We furnish maximum and minimum temperatures and precipitation totals daily 

during their growing and harvest seasons," Mrs. Brenneke said. 

Clark estimates it costs about $50 to set up a home weather station. He 

recently mailed a survey trying to locate all state weather observers to find 

out who's watching the weather and what information they're recording. The 

information will be added to the National Environmental Data Referral Service 

of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 

Weather watchers who would like to be included in Clark's survey may write 

to him at the State Climatologist's Office, 1225 W. Dayton St., Madison, Wis., 

53706. 

ttt 

-- Inga Brynildson (608) 262-9772
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RADAR SYSTEM TO IMPROVE WEATHER PREDICTION 

By JEFF GREGORY 

University News Service 

MADISON--A new radar system under development by a university-industry 

research group may spell the end for the weather balloon and dramatically 

improve weather prediction, according to University of Wisconsin-Madison 

researchers. 

William P. Birkemeier, UW-Madison professor of electrical and computer 

engineering, has been working with the Milwaukee-based Astronautics Corp. to 

begin moving the new device, called a wind profiler, into production and onto 

the market. 

"The weather balloon is about to become obsolete," he said. "The wind 

profiler measures the wind right over your head -- something we couldn't do 

before." 

Currently, most information about high-altitude winds is gleaned from 

balloons released twice a day from a hundred stations across the country. This 

device, instead of tracking balloons with radar as they move with the wind, 

tracks the wind itself by bouncing its beams off the water molecules caught up 

in breezes. 

A major advantage, said Birkemeier, is that information about high-level 

wind speeds can be obtained hourly rather then twice a day. Such information 

is particularly important to rocket launches. NASA recently began re-examining 

-more-



Add 1--wind profiler 

Birkemeier's theory that wind sheer -- sudden and powerful wind velocity 

changes undetected by meteorologists -- contributed to the January 1986 

Challenger disaster. 

The idea of the wind profiler, which Birkemeier describes as a "forest of 

TV antennas" about half the size of a football field, has been around for 

almost twenty years. The team's new version of the profiler required major 

improvements in radar detecting strategies and the computers needed to cope 

with the data produced by the system. 

Birkemeier developed a method of computer-enhanced radar pulses that helps 

screen out such interference as airplanes, which had been a_ significant 

problem in previous wind-profiler designs. The system also corrects for "range 

ambiguities," when the radar interprets distant objects as being nearby. 

Radar emits radio signals in short bursts and records the patterns 

reflected by an object. By changing the signal so that each pulse is different 

from the rest, the interference can be weeded out, he said. 

A computer developed at Astronautics specifically for the device makes the 

profiler a reality. According to Verner E. Soumi, UW-Madison professor 

emeritus of meteorology and now chief scientist at Astronautics, processing 

the vast quantities of data produced by the wind profiler is a big job. 

“Automating, making all this data available in real time definitely las 

been one of the major improvements," he said. 

Although some meteorologists are not yet convinced of the profilers:'s 

reliability, Soumi is confident that "by and large most are looking forward to 

our data." 

Jerry R. Normberg, project coordinator for the wind profiler at 

Astronautics, said each profiler is run by a separate computer. Data frrom 

satellites and the various stations are then collated at a central location. 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is currently operating 

-more-



Add 2--wind profiler 

five profilers experimentally in Colorado and has plans to spread 30 or more 

from the Rockies to the Appalachians by the early 1990s. 

All three researchers agree that the profiler will be much more economical 

than the balloon stations. 

Birkemeier believes there is money to made in wind profilers, and millions 

of dollare in government contracts are now the focus of industrial competition. 

"Everybody has now gotten into the act because it's been proven to work 

and the world needs more accurate wind measurement," he said. 

at 

-- Jeff Gregory (608) 262-9772
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SC LENCE/ METEOROLOGY: 

A small army of scientists is set to begin a massive three-week study of 

Wisconsin cirrus clouds using a version of the former U-2 spy plane and 
portable laser-driven radars. The project is the brainchild of pioneering 
UW-Madison space scientist Verner Suomi. 635 words 

CONTACT: Don Wylie (608) 263-7458 

SCIENTISTS TO PUT WISCONSIN'S CLOUDS UNDER A MICROSCOPE 

By TERRY DEVITT 

University News Service 

MADISON--Picture the following: 

Satellite eyes zoom in on Wisconsin cloud cover. A NASA ER-2 -- a 

high-flying, long-winged aircraft packed with sophisticated meteorological 

gear -- soars aloft from Madison's Truax Field. Scientists in Oshkosh and 

Wausau deploy and aim portable laser-driven radars toward the heavens. 

That scenario will become reality this week (Oct. 12) as scientists from 

around the country arrive in Wisconsin to begin an intensive three-week field 

study of cirrus clouds, feather-shaped streamers that play an important role 

in determining climate. 

"We're trying to build tools to predict climate," said Don Wylie, a 

University of Wisconsin-Madison Space Science and Engineering Center scientist 

and an assistant manager for the project. 

"You hear a lot about the greenhouse effect and the potential for climate 

change from things like volcanic eruptions," Wylie said, "but over the 

long-term, clouds play a far more important climatological role than any of 

mor e-



Add 1--Clouds 

those other things." 

The brainchild of UW-Madison's pioneering space and weather researcher 

Verner Suomi and Francis Bretherton of the National Center for Atmospheric 

Research in Boulder, Colo., the project is known as FIRE, a much shortened 

version of First International Satellite Cloud Climatology Program Regional 

Experiment. It is being directed by Steven Cox, a Colorado State professor and 

former student of Suomi's. 

Some 40 scientists and a small army of technicians, support personnel and 

students from 10 universities and federal agencies will take part in the study. 

They will employ the ER-2, a version of the former U-2 spy plane. The 

ER-2, equipped with infrared sensors and other gear designed to sample cirrus 

clouds, will crisscross the southern half of Wisconsin at altitudes as high as 

70,000 feet. 

According to Wylie, there will be at least two other aircraft equipped 

with sensors and particle samplers involved in the cloud survey. In addition, . 

at least four weather satellites will contribute information during the course 

of the FIRE field survey. 

In Oshkosh, Wausau and Madison scientists will deploy laser-driven radar 

known as LIDAR. By firing laser pulses at cirrus clouds and monitoring the 

reflection, much as radar operators monitor echoes produced by radio waves, 

scientists can determine such things as cloud height and density. 

Why all this interest in cirrus clouds? 

“There are two big problems in climatology," said Suomi. "One is the 

effect of oceans on climate and the other is the effect of clouds on climate." 

The clouds scientists think might be the most important in determining 

climate are cirrus clouds, the type to be studied in the upcoming FIRE field 

survey, and marine stratus clouds, low clouds that form in layers over the 

ocean and that usually cover a large area of sky. 

-more-



Add 2--Clouds 

Marine stratus clouds will be the subject of a second intensive FIRE field 

survey next summer off the coast of southern California. 

The two types of clouds are important to climate because they cover an 

estimated 70 percent of the Earth's surface. And although both cloud types 

play an important role in determining climate, they do so for different 

reasons, according to Wylie. 

"Cirrus clouds can do the same thing as the so-called greenhouse effect," 

Wylie said. "they're thin clouds that let sunlight through, yet they act like 

a blanket and trap infrared radiation emitted by the Earth. Marine stratus, on 

the other hand, reflect sunlight and because they're low in the atmosphere 

they become very warm and emit infrared radiation to space." 

According to Suomi, the two principal goals of FIRE are to learn more 

about the effect of cirrus and marine stratus clouds on the Earth's radiation 

budget and also how those two types of clouds form and decay. 

“We have an almost trivial understanding of cirrus clouds," Suomi said. 

“We need a basic understanding of cloud system evolution and their radiative 

properties. We need that understanding to improve our weather and climate 

prediction models." 

dE 

~-- Terry Devitt (608) 262-8282
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VIOLENT MILWAUKEE STORM TOUGH TO PREDICT: UW-MADISON METEOROLOGIST 

MADISON--Advances in technology allow meteorologists to track storms as 

violent and unpredictable as tornadoes with a high degree of success. But a 

storm like the one that brought more than six inches of rain to southeast 

Wisconsin Wednesday (Aug. 6) eludes early detection, according to University 

of Wisconsin-Madison meteorologist Patricia Pauley. 

"Radar and satellite data we saw showed nothing to indicate the terribly 

heavy rainfall rate," said Pauley, noting that UW-Madison's meteorology 

department gets its satellite information from the Man-computer Interactive 

Data Access System (McIDAS), a sophisticated weather computer developed at 

UW-Madison. 

"McIDAS gives us the proverbial view from the top," she said. "We can get 

infra-red images indicating cloud temperature, which in turn allows us to make 

inferences about potential precipitation. Tall clouds are normally cold clouds 

with a potential for heavy rain, but the cloud tops Wednesday were much lower 

than what we would expect for so much precipitation." 

Pauley said normally, cloud tops associated with fast, heavy rainfall peak 

between 50,000 and and 60,000 feet. Cloud tops at a maximum of only 25,000 

feet accompanied Wednesday's deluge. 

Because of prediction and observation problems, a storm like this is 

harder to prepare for in some respects than a hurricane or monsoon, Pauley 

-more- 
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said. "While very heavy rain comes with those weather patterns, you at least 

have some notion that they're coming and, once they're here, that they're 

going on." 

Scientists are currently trying to solve those problems, Pauley said. 

“There's a sensor that's been proposed to fly on the next generation of 

satellites. The sensor would be able to detect and measure precipitation rate. 

A device like that would perhaps have given a better indication of the 

storm's rainfall potential." 

Ht 

-- Barbara Wolff (608) 262-8292 
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UW-MADISON SCIENTIST SHARPENS TORNADO FORECASTING TECHNIQUES 

MADISON--If the work of a University of Wisconsin-Madison tornado expert 

pays off, weather forecasters may someday be able to quickly and accurately 

predict where tornadoes will strike and tell just how potent the twisters are 

likely to be. 

: By sharpening interpretations of satellite pictures of violent storms and 

by classifying tornado outbreaks based on the projected power of the tornadoes 

within a storm system, UW-Madison meteorologist Charles E. Anderson hopes to 

reforge what he calls "the weak link" in the nation's tornado warning system. 

The weakness of the present system, according to Anderson, is that a 

tornado warning -- meaning that a tornado has been sighted -- is often vague 

and based on information supplied by observers armed with nothing more than a 

knowledge of what a funnel cloud looks like. 

The upshot, he said, is that warnings frequently come late and with no 

clear indication of storm strength, location or direction. 

“What we're trying to do is provide some notion of how severe the 

tornadoes might be once a tornado watch-has been made, but before a tornado 

warning has been issued," Anderson said. 

"It's very important to be able to categorize the type of outbreak that's 

likely to occur," Anderson said. "At the moment, there is no specific 

indication given as to the intensity of the tornado to be expected even when a 

tornado watch or a tornado warning is issued. 

-more-
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"It could be anything from a small storm that will only knock a few signs 

over to something so powerful that it could carry a house away," he said. 

According to Anderson, providing trained local forecasters with 

computer-based image processing as well as “real-time” weather information 

from satellites and radar, would enable them to monitor and track storms that 

could spawn tornadoes. "The idea is to not just gauge strength, but to 

pinpoint a specific pathway," he said. 

Such a capability would allow for earlier and more specific tornado 

warnings and would ultimately save lives, Anderson said. 

Working under a two-year grant from the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) and using McIDAS, a sophisticated computer imaging 

system, Anderson and graduate student Kevin Schrab are studying satellite 

images of past tornado outbreaks to learn about the life cycle of such storms. 

The project is akin to what a football coach does with game film. Tapes 

and pictures of storm systems are played and analyzed until a clear picture 

develops of how the killer storms form, grow and move across the landscape. 

Anderson's studies of past storms show that the most violent storms are 

the most vigorous. "It's almost a one-to-one relationship," Anderson said. 

"The strongest storms grow very quickly. This is something you can easily see 

in a sequence of satellite pictures." 

Another clue to storm strength, said Anderson, is to what degree a 

thunderhead's anvil -- the distinct protrusion at the top of a thundercloud -- 

deviates from the winds aloft. 

"From the storms that we've looked at, we've found that the greater the 

deviation angle, the more powerful that individual outbreak is. The deviation 

angle seems to indicate the intensity of rotation within the storm." 

dE 

-- Terry Devitt (608) 262-8282
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WISCONSIN SCIENTISTS TO PARTICIPATE IN STUDY OF EAST COAST STORMS 

MADISON--For two months this winter, University of Wisconsin-Madison 

scientists will participate in the largest study of East Coast storms ever 

attempted. 

The study, involving some 25 universities, federal agencies and private 

institutions, is aimed at improving short-range forecasting of coastal storms, 

storms which cause extensive property damage and loss of life each year, 

according to UW-Madison researcher William L. Smith. 

Smith said the study, known as GALE for Genesis Atlantic Lows Experiment, 

is intended to learn more about the interaction between large storms and the 

ocean. Scientists also hope the study will help them create better computer 

models to predict major storms. 

UW-Madison scientists, working through the Space Science and Engineering 

Center (SSEC) here, will provide support through a state-of-the-art, 

computerized imaging system called McIDAS, for Man-Computer Interactive Data 

Access System. It provides immediate access to satellite images and other 

important weather data as it is being gathered. 

Information processed by McIDAS here will be funneled to a McIDAS 

workstation at the Raleigh-Durham, N.C., airport, field headquarters for the 

$10 million project. 

Smith said the field phase of the experiment will begin Jan. 15 and 

continue through March 15. After that, the information collected will be used 

-more-
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to help UW-Madison researchers at the Cooperative Institute for Meteorological 

Satellite Studies develop and refine improved rain forecasting techniques. 

While GALE is under way in the U.S., Canadian scientists will be 

conducting a similar experiment in Canada's Atlantic provinces with similar 

support from UW-Madison's SSEC. 

The SSEC portion of GALE's $10 million budget is $300,000. 

HE 

-- Terri Gregory (608) 263-3373/271-1358
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WISCONSIN COMPUTER SYSTEM HELPED HURRICANE CENTER TRACK GLORIA 

MADISON-~As Hurricane Gloria raked the eastern seaboard this week, a 

computer system developed at University of Wisconsin-Madison was key to 

providing enough warning for hundreds of thousands of people to flee areas 

endangered by one of the most powerful Atlantic storms in memory. 

A sister version of the same computer-driven imaging system, known as 

McIDAS, was credited this June with saving thousands of people when a Bay of 

Bengal hurricane lashed the coast of Bangladesh. 

National Hurricane Center forecasters in Florida used McIDAS's 

computer-generated pictures and information to track and predict Gloria's path 

as it swept toward a 750-mile stretch of seacoast between North Carolina and 

Maine. Christopher S. Velden, a McIDAS specialist from UW-Madison's Space 

Science and Engineering Center, was in Florida helping NHC meteorologists 

learn how to use the recently-installed system. 

"McIDAS has been enormously useful for giving us a look at weather like 

we've never gotten before," Velden said in a telephone interview. "Its 

graphics make the (weather) systems very easy to visualize." 

Many of those same computer-generated pictures have shown up in newspaper 

and television reports as Gloria stalked north toward landfall. 

The system at NHC -- which got its baptism under fire by tracking 

Hurricane Elena -- draws information from weather satellites, radar and 

teletyped weather reports. It then creates computer images of the weather as 

-more-
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it happens, and can overlay numbers and symbols representing factors such as 

wind speed, temperature and humidity. It also is linked to the master McIDAS 

system at UW-Madison's space science center. 

The computer does not do the actual forecast, Velden said, but makes the 

job easier for meteorologists. "McIDAS is a tool that puts all the data 

together on one screen, allowing a forecaster to think clearer and quicker," 

he said. 

By tracking storms in “real time," meteorologists are better able to 

predict the time and place the storm will strike. These predictions of 

Gloria's path let those in its way flee or find shelter in time. 

The first version of McIDAS, which is short for Man-computer Interactive 

Data Access System, was developed at UW-Madison's space science center in the 

early 1970s. Designed originally to use satellite pictures to track wind 

patterns, it has evolved into a much more sophisticated system that handles 

billions of bits of data involving almost every aspect of Earth's atmosphere. 

Although McIDAS can display weather within minutes of the time it happens, 

observers now can view the weather only from a satellite's perspective -- 

looking straight down. A planned upgrade, however, will allow users to alter 

their perspective up and down, and in effect "fly" the video terminal through 

weather systems of interest. Another feature gives a three-dimensional effect 

if a user wears special 3-D glasses. 

Scientists at the Space Science and Engineering Center said that McIDAS 

was developed as a research tool that would let UW-Madison meteorology and 

planetary atmosphere professors study and develop theories to explain the 

weather. A number of U.S. agencies and foreign governments, however, have 

bought versions of the system for uses that include operational weather 

forecasting. 

Besides the hurricane center, other users now include the National Severe 

Storms Forecast Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, U.S. 

Air Force, People's Republic of China, Bangladesh and Australia. 

Het 

-- Jeff Gregory, University-Industry Research Program, (608) 263-2876
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STUDY IDENTIFIES LIGHTNING AS CHIEF CAUSE OF STORM-RELATED DEATHS 

By TERRY DEVITT 
University News Service 

MADISON--While tornadoes usually get top billing among Wisconsin's 

storm-related killers, death by lightning is at least three times more likely, 

according to a University of Wisconsin-Madison study. 

Using data collected over a 24-year period by the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), climatologist Waltraud A. R. Brinkmann 

found that lightning is responsible for more than 50 percent of all deaths 

that occur during violent storms in Wisconsin. 

By comparison, tornadoes account for only 15 percent ot storm-related 

deaths, 

Yet, said Brinkmann, most people think of tornadoes when they think of 

dangerous storms. 

“Death by lightning is a single event and gets little attention," he said. 

“gernaaoes are more dramatic and always make the evening news." 

Although tornadoes are a secondary cause of storm-related death everywhere 

in the state, they are the primary cause of storm-related injuries. According 

to the study, tornadoes are responsible for 50 percent of all such injuries, 

while lightning accounts for just 16 percent. 

The discrepancy, Brinkmann said, is because an individual struck by 

lightning is far more likely to be killed than injured. . 

~more-
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According to the stucy, death by lightning occurs more frequently in 

northern Wisconsin where fishing, boating and other outdoor activities are at 

their peak during the height ot the thunderstorm season. 

Storm-related deaths in the densely populated southern portion of the 

state are more likely to be caused by rain and wind, particularly drowning, 

said Brinkmann. According to the study, wind and rain account for 34 percent 

ot deaths linkea to storms. 

Brinkmann's study also showed that much of the state's severe thunderstorm 

activity is confined to two broad tracks, one in southern Wisconsin and the 

other in the northwestern corner of the state. 

Most of the state's severe thunderstorms track across a 13-county area in 

southwestern and southcentral Wisconsin in spring and early summer and then 

migrate northward with the jet stream to northwestern Wisconsin later in the 

year, Brinkmann said. 

Counties in the southern track include Crawford, Vernon, Richland, Monroe, 

Iowa, Green, Juneau, Adams, Marquette, Jackson, Lafayette, Buffalo and Pepin. 

The northern track, according to the study, covers Douglas, Burnett, Washburn, 

Ashland, Iron, Sawyer, Rusk and Taylor counties. 

“Thunderstorm activity is especially intense in early spring when most of 

the activity is taking place along the southern track," Brinkmann said. “By 

early June, the area of maximum activity is over the northern portion of the 

southern track and activity over the northern track is just beginning." 

Tne tracks are miniature reilections of the two major cyclone tracks that 

cut across North America, Brinkmann said. 

Thunderstorm activity is the lowest in central Wisconsin and along Lake 

Michigan where solar radiation, a principal ingredient of the thunderstorm 

recipe, is absorbed by the lake in a process known as the “lake effect." 

Hit 

-- Terry Devitt (608) 262-8282
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LIGHTNING OFTEN THE SPARK OF DEATH, SAYS UW-MADISON PROF 

By Sue Reynard 

UILR Science Writer 

MADISON--The return of thunderstorms may bring a spark of life to parched 

crops, but the lightning they bring often is the spark of death. 

Each year, lightning claims an average of 200 lives in the U.S. alone. 

Just last week (Saturday, July 27), two hikers in Yosemite National Park were 

killed by lightning and two others were seriously injured as they climbed the 

park's famous Half Dome. 

And lightning-sparked fires cause more property damage nationwide than any 

other weather-related source, says University of Wisconsin-Madison 

meteorologist Charles E. Anderson. 

"Worldwide there are about 2,000 thunderstorms occurring at any instant," 

he said. 

Storms play an important role in maintaining the proper balance of 

electrical energy in the earth's atmosphere, said Anderson. But their power 

can wreak havoc on the ground. 

"One problem is that it's impossible to predict where the lightning from 

these storms will hit," Anderson said. This unpredictability contributed to 

the problems faced recently by firefighters in the western United States. 

But lightning poses a threat wherever it occurs, simply because each 

-more-
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thunderbolt carries an immense amount of energy. 

Anderson called lightning "a flow of electrical energy between negative 

charges in one storm cloud and positive charges in the ground or another cloud. 

"The negative charges slowly and invisibly establish contact with the 

positive charges. But the return flow of charge, positive to negative, is a 

swift, brilliant flash. That's lightning." 

A lightning flash travels upward from the ground, not down from the cloud 

as is commonly believed, Anderson said. 

"The flash, or return stroke, can carry an electrical current tens of 

thousands of times more powerful than household current," said Anderson. "Even 

an average thunderbolt can heat the inside of a tree to over 50,000 degrees 

Fahrenheit -- that's more than enough to make it burst into flames." 

It's also enough energy to kill a person or an animal by causing fatal 

burns or stopping the heart. 

"A storm can be more serious than it appears, because often what we see as 

a single flash of lightning can be ten or more strokes," added Anderson. 

The only real advance in preventing lightning damage came when Benjamin 

Franklin invented the lightning rod in 1752, said Anderson. These rods attract 

lightning that approaches a building and conduct it to the ground where it 

dissipates harmlessly. 

Other efforts to control lightning damage have been largely unsuccessful 

because no one really know how or why lightning forms, Anderson said. 

"We understand many of the basic principles, such as the reason for the 

flow of charge," said Anderson, "but the major unsolved problem is how the 

negative and positive charges get separated in the first place." 

Scientists are also baffled about how a thunderstorm can recharge itself 

quickly enough to release so much current. 

"A typical isolated thunderstorm will exist for about an hour," Anderson 

said. "During most of this time, it can discharge up to 30 lightning bolts per 

minute. In general, opposite electrical charges rapidly equalize and their 

current dies out. But in these storms they manage to stay separated and keep 

generating bolts." 

dE 

-- Sue Reynard (608) 263-2876
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UNIQUE STORM PRODUCED BARNEVELD TWISTER 

By LANCE QUALE 
University News Service 

MADISON--The killer tornado that devastated Barneveld, Wis. in June, 1984 

was just one of seven tornadoes produced by a single storm system, a system 

nearly 10 times larger than any previously identified with tornadoes, 

according to a University of Wisconsin-Madison researcher. 

The seven tornadoes that raced across Wisconsin on June 8, 1984 came out 

of a giant storm more than 60 miles across, meteorology Professor Charles E. 

Anderson said. A typical tornado-producing storm has about a six-mile diameter. 

Anderson said most of that night's tornadoes seem to have been produced in 

rotating spiral arms that developed out of the central body of the storm. 

“People in the tornado warning business should be alert to this type of 

phenomenon," Anderson said. 

Anderson has tentatively named the new type of storm system a “spiral 

mesolow" ~- spiral to describe the rotating pattern, and mesolow to describe 

the large size of the main storm. 

Anderson will present his findings at the American Meteorological 

Society's Severe Storms Conference in Indianapolis in October. 

According to Anderson, the Barneveld tornado caught forecasters by 

surprise because the storm did not resemble those that typically produce 

tornadoes. Usually, tornado watchers use radar to look for small rotating 

thunderstorms that produce small "hook echoes" that look like a figure "6" on 

-more-
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the radar screen. 

Tornadoes frequently spin out of the hook, which may then produce other 

tornadoes, Anderson said. Multiple tornadoes may also be produced by a series 

of separate small thunderstorms, as was the case earlier this year when 

powerful tornadoes struck Ohio, Pennsylvania and Ontario. 

But the single large storm that gave rise to the Barneveld tornado 

produced at least six other tornadoes, several of which may have been produced 

simultaneously in different parts of the storm, Anderson said. 

The unusual pattern initially puzzled meteorologists. "In the beginning, 

we didn't know what we had. We were looking for the standard hook echo. 

“But this may be more common than we suspect. We haven't been looking for 

it. If we go back and examine past events more carefully, we may find this 

pattern." 

Anderson said the tornado that struck Barneveld received the highest 

possible rating on the Fujita scale of tornado intensity. 

“That was probably the only F-5 tornado in the United States in 1984," he 

said. "It could be that the intensity was related to the tremendously 

large-scale rotating system, which, if localized, could create a very great 

internal spinning capability. I think that's one of the dominant factors here." 

Anderson's findings are based on radar images obtained from ground 

stations at Neenah, Wis. and Marseilles, Ill. Using color enhancement 

techniques and a sophisticated UW-Madison weather computer, Anderson obtained 

much more detail than through traditional tornado-monitoring techniques. 

Anderson's study of debris fallout patterns from the Barneveld tornado 

also provided additional information on the size and scope of the storm system. 

Het 

--Lance Quale (608) 262-3846
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METEOROLOGIST EXPLORES TORNADO SAFETY MYTHS 

MADISON--Lightning streaks across the sky. Branches rap against the 

windows. The scream of sirens cuts the night, announcing the sighting of a 

nearby tornado. 

What to do? Where to take shelter? 

Charles E. Anderson, who has studied tornados for 25 years at the 

University of Wisconsin-Madison, says it is probably safest to head for the 

area under your basement steps. 

Although at one time the National Weather Service advised people to go to 

the southwest corner of the basement during a tornado, the meteorology 

professor said those safety instructions have been revised in light of recent 

research. 

"Civil engineers have pretty well demonstrated that going into the 

southwest corner doesn't offer much protection if the house above it caves 

in," Anderson said during a recent interview. "But the basement steps are 

usually strong enough to shelter people from falling debris." 

In a house without a basement, he said a bathroom or utility room may 

offer some protection during tornados. He explained that the plumbing provides 

structural reinforcement and may help keep the room intact. 

Another common action -- to open a window to equalize the pressure inside 

and outside the house during a tornado -- may do more harm than good, he said. 

Most houses leak enough air to prevent a large pressure difference without 

-more-
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having to open a window, according to Anderson, and closed windows can prevent 

flying debris from getting into the house. 

Anderson added that one myth about tornado safety is that surrounding 

lakes, rivers or hills will offer some natural protection. But the geographic 

placement of a city or village doesn't guarantee its safety, he said. Tornados 

have crossed mountains and cut swaths of destruction up and down the hillsides. 

“Tornados will move across lakes and become waterspouts," he said. "There 

are also reports of tornados moving across rivers and draining them at those 

points." 

Anderson said Wisconsin is a tornado prone state. 

"Simply because we're fairly far north doesn't mean we're free from the 

threat of tornados," he said. "We're prime tornado country. That includes the 

whole area east of the Rockies, although the lower part of the Mississippi 

Valley region has the highest incidence of tornados." 

Anderson said Wisconsin, on average, suffers more tornado damage than 

neighboring Illinois. About 18 tornado sightings occur in Wisconsin each yeer, 

he said, but this season's total is likely to be above average. 

“With the sightings on April 27 and again last week," he said, "we're 

running ahead of schedule. So far, about 16 tornados have been sighted this 

year." 

Although tornados can form almost any time during the year, he said they 

occur most frequently during the early summer months because warm, unstable 

air from the Gulf of Mexico comes in contact with centers of cool air and high 

pressure from Canada. This mixture of air produces the rotating thunderstorms 

in which tornados form. 

"The month of June is normally our heaviest tornado month," he said. 

tHE 
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CLIMATE FORECASTS STILL NEED PERFECTING, SAYS UW-MADISON SCIENTIST 

MADISON--Long-range climate forecasts are not yet accurate enough for 

scientists to estimate in advance how climate will affect crop yields around 

the world, but they still can be useful to agricultural policymakers, 

according to a University of Wisconsin-Madison climatologist. 

Reid A. Bryson told colleagues at the annual meeting of the American 

Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) here today (May 26) that the 

best forecasting methods now available have a 55 to 70 percent chance of being 

correct, depending on place and season. 

“This is enough, at least, to provide guidance on which way to hedge a 

food-supply policy decision," he said. 

Bryson, director of the Institute for Environmental Studies at UW-Madison, 

has been working for 11 years to develop forecasting models that can predict 

with reasonable accuracy, months or even years in advance, such things as , 

temperature and precipitation. 

At an AAAS session on world food production potential, he said climatic 

variation, like food production itself, is a complicated thing driven by many 

factors. Scientists have isolated what they believe to be a number of those 

factors, he said, but nobody has solved the puzzle of how to incorporate them 

all in a single forecasting method. 

If accurate enough, long-range climate forecasts would take some of the 

guesswork out out of agricultural planning for farmers and government 

~-more~
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officials. They would make it easier to anticipate and cope with drought and 

other weather-related threats to food production. 

Computer models that simulate the present climate have improved rapidly in 

recent years, according to Bryson, but models that can actually predict 

climate change have been much more difficult to perfect. 

He said scientists have many clues to the factors behind changes in 

climate. The amounts of carbon dioxide and volcanic aerosols (mostly tiny 

droplets of sulfuric acid) in the atmosphere, albedo (the degree to which the 

earth reflects the sun's energy back into space), and astronomical variations 

are all thought to be partly responsible. 

Bryson said when those factors are used individuaily in climate 

forecasting, they show some utility in making long-range predictions of 

temperature and precipitation, but not a great deal. 

Pary of the problem is that most of the models developed so far take only 

one or two factors into account at a time, he said, and there is a need for 

models and forecasting methods that take them all into account. 

tHE 

-- Tom Sinclair (608) 263-5599
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SPACE-AGE TOOLS IMPROVING 'TORNADO WATCH' FORECASTS 

by Mark Bello, 
University News Service 

MADISON--Using new tools to track the erratic movements of violent storms, 

scientists at the National Severe Storms Forecasting Center in Kansas City, 

Mo., have improved the accuracy of their tornado forecasts by 20 percent. 

That's one encouraging development cited in a recent review of the 

benewcts cyosseariols Centralized Storm Information System, an experimental 

computer system intended to help forecasters evaluate the huge amount of 

weather information gathered on land, at sea and in space. 

At the heart of the storm information system is McIDAS, the Man-computer 

Interactive Data Access System. It is the product of a decade of research and 

development at University of Wisconsin-Madison's Space Science and Engineering 

Center (SSEC). Through McIDAS, forecasters in Kansas City have almost 

immediate access to satellite images and other important weather data as it is 

being gathered. 

During 1982, the first year the storm information system was operating, 

tornado forecasts were correct more than half the time, as compared with a 

success rate of about 40 percent in 1981, according to an evaluation done by 

Fred Mosher, a UW-Madison scientist, and J.T. Schaefer, head of the National 

Weather Service's Techniques Development Unit in Kansas City. 

-more-
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Mosher and Schaefer also reported that when Kansas City forecasters 

sounded a generalized severe storm watch for a particular area, a record four 

out of five predictions were correct in 1982. Preliminary data indicate the 

same rate of forecasting precision for 1983. 

Severe storms include tornadoes, dust storms, thunderstorms, snowstorms 

and other types of violent weather. Forecasters at the Center are responsible 

for issuing severe-storm "watches," which means they must contact local 

agencies when they diagnose conditions as ripe, say, for a tornado or 

snowstorm. "Warnings" are the responsibility of local officials and are issued 

only when a funnel cloud or severe storm is sighted. 

Mosher, who directed the installation of McIDAS at the Kansas City center, 

said the computer provides a way to pull together the deluge of weather data 

coming into the facility into meaningful patterns -- maps, graphs, charts, 

enhanced and superimposed images -~ on a television screen. 

"The forecasters are looking at more data," said Mosher. "But because the 

data presentations have a higher information content, forecasters spend less 

time staring at data and more time understanding what's happening with the 

weather." 

Rather than evaluating radar blips to assess the growth and movement of 

severe storms, many forecasters in Kansas City now monitor storms using 

real-time satellite images on the screens of their computer terminals. That 

capability not only permits better storm surveillance, but also allows 

forecasters to monitor more storms than is possible with radar. 

As a result, forecasters have a better vantage point for identifying 

conditions that could spawn tornadoes and other types of short-lived but 

destructive storms. 

Within the torrents of data streaming into the McIDAS computer terminals 

at the severe storms center are temperature and humidity soundings from a 

satellite-borne device called VAS. Like McIDAS, the experimental sounding 

-more-



Add 2--Severe weather forecasts 

device originated at UW-Madison's SSEC. And it, too, promises to be a boon to 

severe-storm forecasting. 

Able to detect infrared light, VAS probes the earth's atmosphere to gather 

temperature and humidity data at several levels. Prior to VAS, which was 

conceived in 1971 by SSEC Director Verner Suomi, such data was available only 

from scattered weather balloons and a polar-orbiting satellite that has a 

field of view smaller than higher-orbiting VAS satellites. 

VAS can monitor the same storm system almost continuously because the 

satellites carrying the instrument are in geosynchronous orbit -- seemingly 

fixed in one position above the earth. Perched 22,000 miles above the earth, 

three VAS-equipped satellites are providing scientists with their first 

glimpses of the energy exchanges believed to trigger hurricanes, tornadoes, 

thunderstorms and other violent storms. 

As researchers refine their VAS methods, they also are discovering new 

uses for the instrument. 

In its most recent battery of tests, VAS provided the most accurate 

measurements to date of sea surface temperatures, a key variable in modeling 

large-scale and seasonal weather systems, concluded researchers participating 

in a workshop at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California. 

In tests conducted over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans during March and 

July 1982, temperature estimates based on measurements made by VAS's closest 

competitor, a device called an Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer that 

is aboard a polar-orbiting satellite, were confounded by volcanic aerosols. 

As a result, said UW-Madison space scientist John Bates, VAS was the only 

instrument to detect the onset of El Nino, the warming of eastern Pacific 

Ocean waters that has been blamed for much of the world's unusual weather 

during 1982-83. 

HEE 
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wiETEOROLOGISTS PIECING TOGETHER MONSOON JIGSAW 

MADISON--Indian and Wisconsin scientists are unraveling the complex 

set of forces that drive the summer monsoon-~the world's most important seasonal 

weather phenomenon. 

Atmospheric physicist if.S. Narayanan, of India's Space Applications 

Center, and meteorologist David Martin, of the University of Wisconsin-Madison's 

Space Science and Engineering Center, have been poring over satellite photographs 

and soundings of the 1979 summer monsoon. With the data collected during the 

Global Weather Experiment, they are pinning down some of the factors that influence 

the enormous and often-erratic wind system. 

Among their findings so far is an atmospheric "lid" that keeps the 

monsoon intact until it can deliver its precious rain to sun-baked southern Asia. 

The monsoon winds, which may reach hurricane force, bring life-giving 

rains to India and the rest of the region, filling reservoirs and quenching parched 

agricultural areas. The lives of nearly half the world's population revolve 

around the four- to five-month monsoon season, 

"Everything is so critically dependent on the monsoon" in India, 

explained Narayanan, who recently returned to India after a year of research at UW- 

tladison. "A (rainfall) delay of 10 or 12 days seems trivial here (in Wisconsin), 

but it can bring down the whole system in India." 

- more -



Add one--monsoon 

Research that sheds light on the monsoon's fickle nature does more than 

satisfy scientific curiosity. It also is a step toward a model for forecasting 

monsoon behavior, an elusive achievement that would eliminate the crucial guessing 

game Asian farmers must play with the weather. 

But before scientists can develop a forecasting model, they must 

assemble all the parts of the model. That's the task Narayanan and Martin have 

taken on. 

Narayanan is the first to "see" in satellite data a thin layer of warm 

air that positions itself over the monsoon system as the winds develop in the 

Arabian Sea between Arabia and India, usually in early June. 

The 1,500-foot-thick layer, warmer than the air below it, acts as a 

lid to prevent cooler, moisture-laden air from rising. Without a lid, the air 

would continue to rise and cool, releasing its moisture prematurely as rain over 

the ocean. 

According to Narayanan, the lid is warm air from the coast of Arabia 

and Africa that settles over the cooler oceanic air and, in effect, seals the mon- 

soon system. The inversion prevents rain from falling over the ocean and usually 

breaks up when the monsoon reaches the coast of India, he said. 

The Indian scientist said nobody understands all the forces that con- 

tribute to the benevolent natural phenomenon, but he suspects that dust particles 

blown from the arid Arabian Peninsula play an important role. 

"The more dust in the air, the stronger the inversion appears to be," 

Narayanan said. 

Martin and a UW-ifadison colleague, Michael Howland, are developing a 

method for compiling what would seem to be the most basic of weather information-- 

daily rainfall totals. But rainfall measurements are not available for much of the 

monsoon region. 

- more -



Add two--monsoon 

Observation stations on six Arabian Sea islands provide scattered rain- 

fall information during the early stages of the monsoon. On land, monitoring is 

more extensive, but less than complete. 

But by using infrared and visible-light satellite photos, "we think we 

will be able to provide maps of daily rainfall to serve many needs," Martin said. 

One need is forecasting. The monsoon owes its beginnings to the sun's 

energy, but other factors, including the energy released by condensation, come into 

play as the system matures. 

"The energy (from condensation) represents a source of heat for the 

atmosphere, and this heat can alter the winds that create the rain clouds and steer 

them through southern Asia," Martin said. 

Martin and others have proved that visible-light and infrared 

satellite photos can be used to measure rainfall, but their analytical methods must 

be refined and simplified before they can be practical. 

A day's worth of satellite photos of the monsoon region yields a 

hundred billion bits of information. With the aid of a computer, the Wisconsin 

researchers can scan the enormous amount of pictorial data for brightness and 

textural patterns representing rainfall. 

They have yet to meet their goal of processing a day's worth of 

photos in 24 hours, however. To shorten the analysis, Martin and Howland will 

automate more of the scanning process, leaving only the most important data for 

meteorologists to evaluate, 

Even with a perfected method for measuring rainfall, weather re- 

searchers are a long way from accomplishing their ultimate goal of predicting 

monsoon behavior. Researchers also must account for many other factors--"from the 

molecular to the planetary"--that influence the mammoth weather system, Martin said. 

“Predicting monsoons over their lifetimes remains a distant goal," he 
said. "It's the kind of problem that will occupy the efforts of the next genera- 
tion of meteorologists." 
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WEATHER SATELLITE PROPOSAL RAISES RESEARCH CONCERNS 

MADISON--The executive director of a major center for weather research 

said Friday he would object to giving full control over the nation's weather 

satellite system to private industry. 

Robert J. Fox, executive director of University of Wisconsin-Madison's 

Space Science and Engineering Center, said he was not necessarily against the idea 

but was concerned about "the continuing evolution of our system for collecting and 

analyzing weather data." He said he was still waiting for details on a Reagan 

administration proposal to sell the nation's four weather satellites. 

"My initial reaction is neither one of opposition nor one of strong favor," 

Fox said. "I want to know whether NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis- 

tration) and NASA (National Aeronautical and Space Administration) will have a 

chance to advance the satellite system." 

NOAA, the Commerce Department agency charged with developing the ability to 

forecast the weather adequately, funds much of the weather research at the SSEC. 

Fox estimated that 60 percent of the center's annual research budget of $6 million 

supports weather-related studies. 

SSEC has designed, or participated in research leading to, many of the 

meteorological sensing devices on weather satellites now in orbit. Currently, two 

SSEC projects are developing instruments for the next generation of weather 

satellites. 

~ more -



Add one--weather satellites 

"A lot of what NOAA funds is in basic research," Fox said. "Take the 

research away and the (satellite) system can run on inertia for a couple of years. 

Then development would stop." 

The National Weather Service uses atmospheric information collected by 

NOAA satellites for its forecasts; researchers use the same information to improve 

their understanding of the factors influencing weather. 

"No one has ever proposed that we commercialize our planetary programs, 

because they are regarded as true research," Fox said. '"Weather-satellite studies 

are research of the planet earth." 

If satellite data were used solely for day-to-day forecasts, he added, 

then "commercialization would be a more clear-cut issue.” 

Fox also said a good system for collecting weather data "is as much a 

national necessity as is an interstate highway system." He cited agriculture, 

construction, shipping and utilities as examples of industries that would benefit 

greatly from improved weather forecasting, especially for five- to 30-day periods. 

"Improvements in these forecasts are closely coupled to the rapid imple- 

mentation of new research results into the operational system," Fox said. 

Selling the satellites must not "disrupt this close coupling or it will leaa 

to the stagnation of weather services," he stressed. 

However, Fox said he is "not positive" that transferring the satellites to 

private industry would lead to stagnation. He said he "only suspects" that it 

would. The Reagan administration has argued that the private sector would operate 

the satellites more efficiently than NOAA. 

Private weather-forecasting services do already exist, selling their inter- 

pretations of satellite and other data available from the National Weather Service. 

Fox's boss, SSEC director Verner E. Suomi, said he expects to learn more 

about the proposed satellite sale when he testifies Monday before the U.S. Senate 

Subcommittee on Science and Technology. Suomi, who has been involved in the weather 

satellite program since it began in the early 1960s, will testify on the impact of 

proposed cuts in NOAA's budget. 
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ANCIENT CHINESE RECORDS LINK WINTER THUNDER WITH COLD 

MADISON--By studying ancient Chinese records, a University of Wisconsin- 

Madison meteorologist has found that rare winter thunderstorms may signal a colder- 

than-average winter. 

Professor Pao-Kuan Wang of UW-Madison's meteorology department looked at 

the winter thunderstorm precisely because it is so rare, and thus was recorded by 

ancient Chinese scribes. He concentrated his search on extensive official 

histories which reach back about 3,000 years. 

Wang said climatic and astronomic happenings were considered very important 

in ancient China. The feelings of God, according to ancient astrologers, would be 

displayed by unusual phenomena. Solar eclipses or winter thunderstorms, since they 

are so infrequent, were often regarded as evil, possibly portending political 

collapse or danger to the ruler. 

"These events are strange and the scribes wrote down anything strange," 

Wang said. "It becomes a very complete record." 

Wang compared his findings to ancient Chinese winter temperature data 

collected by K. C. Chu of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Chu looked at 

temperature indicators within the official histories that even included plant and 

animal reactions to changing weather. 

- more -



Add one--Chinese weather 

When Chu's graph of winter temperature fluctuations was plotted alongside 

a graph of Wang's winter thunderstorm frequency, even Wang was surprised. "It's 

almost a peak-to-peak correspondence," he said. 

"If you compare the two curves, you find that the colder the winter is, 

the more likely you'll have winter thunderstorms."' More broadly, "it appears that 

in China, temperature and electrical activity in the atmosphere are associated." 

Wang doesn't claim to understand the phenomenon completely, but noted that 

lightning accompanying heavy snow indicates very strong frontal instability. That 

means the air at the storm front is likely to produce heavy weather. 

The mechanism of cloud electrification that produces lightning is, even 

today, unexplained, he noted. 

Wang wouldn't hazard a guess on the chances for winter thunderstorms in the 

coming season, but did cite a "controversial" Chinese stydy that used planetary 

alignment to predict that a cold 1982-83 winter is coming. "We better watch out," 

he laughed. 

Originally from Taiwan, Wang has studied the ancient Chinese histories 

most of his life. He said the documents are written in a literary form of Chinese 

that has never been spoken. He also is a virtuoso artist of the xiao, a vertically- 

held bamboo flute of Chinese origin. 
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"BLACK HOLES’ MAY POINT TO TORNADOS 

MADISON-~Researchers at University of Wisconsin-Madison are studying a 

phenomenon that could let weather forecasters spot severe tornados from space before 

they cause damage on earth. 

"Black holes," or cloud-void areas that appear on satellite photographs 

of some severe storm clouds, seem to be associated with "killer tornados," says 

meteorology Professor Charles E. Anderson. 

One such cloud-void area showed up on 1981 satellite photographs of the 

Binger, Okla., area about 30 minutes before a powerful tornado actually touched 

down, Anderson said, suggesting the phenomenon might constitute a warning signal 

when it is better understood, 

"We're looking at any possible help we can get," he remarked. 

Anderson currently heads a team that has been studying severe storms for 

the past 11 years with funding from the National Science Foundation. The 

researchers use the McIDAS system, developed by UW-Madison's Space Science and 

Engineering Center, which pulls together satellite images and other weather 

information into a single TV picture, and can then calculate and display other 

results. 

Anderson had speculated on the significance of the black holes in an 

article three years ago, but until recently there was no proof that they were any~ 

thing more than shadows cast by irregularities on top of the cloud formations. 

- more -



Add one—tornado 

Last month, however, the National Severe Storms Forecast Center in Norman, 

Okla., released a report based on Doppler radar observations. Among other firsts, 

the scientists found an echo-free center, a place in the tornado where there was 

almost none of the precipitation, dust, or other objects that reflect radar beams. 

The echo-free center coincided in size and location with the tornado 

funnel. Moreover, Anderson observed, it coincided with the cloud-void area in the 

satellite photographs. "They had a hole in the radar, and we had a visual,” he 

explained. ‘This is the first time for visual and Doppler radar confirmation of the 

same phenomenon,” 

The Binger twister, which struck May 22 last year, generated winds up to 

196 miles per hour and averaged a half-mile in width during its 14-mile journey 

along the ground. It picked up and hurled from its funnel cattle, farm combines, a 

semi-trailer truck, oil storage tanks and other debris. 

The UW-Madison team is now reviewing photographic records of a number of 

other storms, including a tornado that killed 66 people in Wichita Falls, Texas, on 

April 10, 1979. 

Anderson and scientists at the Norman center believe that, unlike the rest 

of a tornado where updrafts produce condensation and precipitation, air within the 

funnel is sinking, and so must be dry and clear. It is also probably warmer than ai: 

in the surrounding vortex, Anderson noted, so that infra-red nighttime satellite 

observations may reveal the same phenomenon that is visible as a black hole in day- 

light cloud photographs. 

"Tornados are so widespread, so frequent," said Anderson, that "there must 

be some common denominator—some way of explaining them." So far, cloud-free voids 

have been spotted in the clouds of only the most violent of tornados, but that is 

significant, according to the scientist. "It's the killer tormmados that the public 

needs to be warned about," he said. 
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YEAR-IN-ADVANCE CLIMATE FORECASTING POSSIBLE ri A\ 

Madison, Wis.--A new technique making forecasts of monthly 

average weather--temperature and precipitation--a year or more 

in advance with some degree of accuracy has been developed by 

meteorologists at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

: The method has undergone regular testing and improvement 

since 1976, with results indicating that an accuracy of about 

10 per cent over what could be expected by chance can be achieved. 

The forecasts are not for particular days but for monthly 

means--whether the temperature and precipitation for the month 

| will be above or below the long-term average. 

| "Forecast skill, though small, was significantly better 

| than would be expected by chance," says Reid A. Bryson, 

meteorologist and director of the UW-Madison's Institute’ for 

Environmental Studies. 

; -more-



add one--weather forecasts 

With colleague J.B. Blechman, Bryson has made forecasts of 

monthly precipitation and mean temperature a year in advance for 

some 200 stations in North America and Asia. Some 2000 forecasts 

were then checked against the actual records for the period. 

"For partly unknown reasons the precipitation forecasts were 

more accurate than those for temperature," the scientists report. 

The purpose of the research is to devise a forecasting method 

capable of indicating climatic conditions a year or more in advance 

for farmers and industries. 

"When we began, we were aware that forecasts of factors other 

than temperature and free eae es would also be useful, but felt 

that if we could not predict these we certainly could not predict 

others such as net radiation and potential evapotranspiration," 

Bryson points out. 

There is a certain part of the variability in climate, he 

adds, that remains, and may always be, beyond the capability of 

meteorologists to predict, but there appears also to be a certain 

amount of predictability in climate, the result of physical 

factors at work on the atmosphere. 

These forces or influences at work on the atmosphere include 

such measurable events as volcanism, atmospheric tides caused by 

the sun and moon, and a slight wobble--called the Chandler effect-- 

of the earth around its axis, somewhat like the wobble of a spinning 

top. 

The effects caused by these forces are small but measurable, 

and are sufficient for example to create average winds of up to 

one meter per second and-influence seasonal weather patterns. 

-more-



add two--weather forecasts 

"These forces are sufficient to modify the normal monthly 

general circulation patterns," the Wisconsin scientists point out. 

The strength of the tides and the effect of the Chandler wobble 

ebb and wane over different cyclic time periods, and these, combined 

with variations in the intensity of volcanic activity, result ina 

complex pattern of global atmospheric effects that have been 

programmed into a computerized model by Bryson, Blechman, and a 

group of students. 

Over the years since 1976, they have made forecasts a year or 

more in advance and deposited the forecasts with a variety of : 

agencies to lend credence to subsequent calculations of forecast 

accuracy.. The agencies included the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration, the U.S. Air Force, the U.S. Office of 

Technology Assessment, and Daqeeice Livermore Laboratories. 

A forecast was considered correct if it correctly predicted 

that precipitation would be above or below the mean for the month; 

it was also considered correct if it predicted that temperature 

would be near the mean, in the upper-third, or in the lower-third 

of all past cases. 

Temperature data usually fall equally above and below the 

mean, and thus, climatologically, one may expect 50 per cent of 

the signs of the departures to be correct if no skill were present, 

Bryson points out. This is not quite true for precipitation, so 

they have made adjustments in the methods to allow for that fact. 

Thus, he adds, any verification score that exceeds 50 per cent 

correct will demonstrate that the prediction is more accurate than 

would be expected by chance. . 

-more-



add three--weather forecasts 

"Scores on the individual months range from’excellent to 

terrible," says Bryson. "Overall, the forecasts improve on chance 

by something better than five per cent. For some months, however, 

forecast accuracy was consistently better. At present we are able 

to forecast large departures from the mean with more skill in summer 

and small departures better in winter." 

The Wisconsin meteorologists at first believed that 

precipitation would be more difficult to forecast correctly than 

temperature. This turned out not to be the case. 

"From our results, it appears that July precipitation forecasts i 

can be made with an accuracy of nearly 70 per cent. The accuracy 

of the temperature forecasts for July, as well as for the average 

over the rest of the year, was quite a bit less accurate, averaging 

about 60 per cent." 

In addition to forecasts for the U.S., Bryson and his colleagues 

‘made forecasts for the Indian monsoon, for the U.S.S.R., and for 

Japan. In general, forecast accuracy for these parts of the world 

were comparable to those for the U.S. Most accurate were forecasts 

for summer precipitation in the Soviet grain belt. 

In forecasts of precipitation, predictions of up to as long 

as six years in advance appeared as accurate as those for one year, 

but this was not true in the case of temperature. 

While the technique has not been perfected to the point where 

it is immediately useful to everyone, Bryson and Blechman are 

optimistic about the possibilities for improvement. 

-more- .



add four--weather forecasts 

"Only a few physical factors have been used so far, but 

forecasts based on them do, indeed, improve our forecasting skill, 

and thus constitute a step toward better and longer-range forecasts. 

"The results show that the long-range forecast problem is not 

an intractable one. We did not need a large and complex monitoring 

program carried on for many years. We did not need to wait for 

the development of some kind of super-computer. 

"We believe that better-than-chance forecasts can be produced, 

and perhaps eventually we will find that climatic forecasting will 

be less difficult than weather forecasting. 

FEET EERE EE
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UW-MADISON GETTING A '3-D' LOOK AT EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE 

MADISON-~After some nervewracking teething troubles and "a week of 

frantic checkout," scientists at University of Wisconsin-Madison are getting the 

world's first, continuous three-dimensional look at the earth's atmosphere from 

space. 

A detector called BAS, launched aboard the GOES-D weather satellite Sept. 

9, "is performing as specified," said Space Science and Engineering Center scientist 

Paul Menzel. The detector picks up infrared radiation from the atmosphere on a 

dozen different wavelengths, each representing the temperature or humidity of a 

specific altitude range, and then transmits the information back to earth. 

Scientists can use the data to paint an in-depth picture of the atmosphere over a 

continental-sized area. 

UW-Madison scientists involved in the project say the information received 

so far is “right on target" with readings from weather balloons known to be accurate. 

Fred Mosher, project manager, said VAS will be used soon to probe thunder- 

storms, winter storms and even hurricanes, as well as for the more prosaic cloud- 

tracking chores meteorologists perform to get an overall idea of how the air moves. 

Although the data is coming through now, problems at the Wallops Island 

receiving station in Virginia caused some anxious moments when the system checkout 

began Sept. 22. "It was a week of frantic checkout," Menzel said, before scientists 

were convinced "everything in the sky is working beautifully." 

- more -



Add one--VAS working 

The scientists are still testing VAS's capabilities, but already it has 

produced several times more data in one day than its chief rival, the U.S. network 

of weather balloons. Although VAS is not as accurate at any given altitude as a 

balloon's thermometer, its overall temperature profile is almost as good, it takes 

readings which blanket a viewing area, and--most importantly--it can take readings 

much more often. 

Weather balloons are normally sent up every 12 hours from stations 

scattered throughout the United States. VAS already has done the United States 

twice that fast, and has the eventual capability of checking small areas every 10 

or 20 minutes. 

The GOES-D satellite, operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA), is parked now in a stationary orbit over the equator south 

of America's Great Plains. It will remain there until it must be moved to replace 

one of two other satellites expected to fail soon. Meanwhile, testing is going on 

eight hours a day, five days a week at the Space Science and Engineering Center, the 

only place besides Goddard Space Flight Center in Maryland to receive the signals as 

they are sent, 

UW-Madison originated the design concept for VAS here in the late 1960s, 

worked on the VAS instrument beginning in the mid-1970s, and began development of 

the computer programs to receive the data about three years ago. 

When NOAA decides the testing phase is over, it will start the clock 

ticking on a 79-day period of scientific data gathering from VAS before taking it 

over for its routine weather observation mission. Two other VAS-equipped satellites 

are in the works, however, with the first, GOES-E, scheduled for launch in March. 

The only other satellites with a capacity resembling GOES-D are in low, 

polar orbits that don't give a view of the same area twice in succession. 

VAS is an acronym for VISSR Atmospheric Sounder. VISSR, in turn, is short 

for Visible Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer. 
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SEVERE STORM FORECASTERS EYE UW-MADISON'S McIDAS 

MADISON--A weather research tool developed at University of Wisconsin- 

Madison points the way to faster and more precise forecasts of severe storms and 

tornadoes, say officials of the National Severe Storms Forecast Center in Kansas 

City, Mo. 

Since St. Patrick's Day, federal severe storms forecasters have been test- 

ing the capabilities of a system of computers and color TV screens named McIdas by 

its creators here at UW-Madison's Space Science and Engineering Center. The system 

pulls together weather satellite images and normal earthbound readings, and can 

display combinations of the information on a color TV screen. 

"McIdas has given us, as forecasters and as researchers in severe storms, 

a viewpoint of the data we have never really had before,‘' according to Joe Schaefer, 

chief of the National Weather Service's Techniques Development Unit in Kansas City. 

He noted that McIdas' satellite information is received 24 minutes faster 

and shows more detail than the present pictUres relayed through Washington, D.C. 

The advantage of being able to “superimpose and juxtapose observations from different 

sensors on the same color screen” is unmatched, Schaefer added. 

This ability to pull the information together into a meaningful pattern is 

what makes McIdeas so valuable to a forecaster sitting in front of its screens and 

keyboards, developers say. That's also why, when they began putting it togehher six 

years ago, they named it McIdas~-short for Man-computer Interactive Data Access 

System. Snore =



Add one~-severe storms 

More than just a display unit, McIdas can use the raw information to 

calculate tables, graphs, contour lines and wind speeds. It then can overlay them 

in a single, multi-colored picture--superimposing, for example, high altitude 

temperature readings on a live, infra-red satellite image. 

Edward W. Ferguson, manager of the Satellite Field Services Station in 

Kansas City, praised the ability of McIdas to fill the gaps between weather station 

reports with calculations and satellite information. "What we did before in our 

minds," he noted, "we do at the touch of a button. It upstages the heck out of our 

present way of operating." 

The move to test McIdas'’ abilities came from the Weather Service's 

knowledge of how the system has developed since 1974, and from a Texas tornado which 

slammed into Wichita Falls with scant warning last year. A congressional delegation 

led by Reps. Don Fuqua, D-Fla., and Larry Winn Jr., R-Kan., both of the House Sub- 

committee on Space Science and Applications, was shown McIdas videotapes last 

summer which indicated the warning time might have been increased with a system like 

MclIdas. 

Representatives of both the federal forecast services and UW-Madison 

stress that McIdas is not being used as an "operational" system--it's an experiment 

to show what can be done. 

Hit
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TORNADO PREDICTION GOAL OF RESEARCH 

Photograph Available en 

by Barbara Voss 
UW Science Writer 

Madison, Wis.--On Palm Sunday, April 11, 1965, a tornado ripped 

through Monroe, Wisconsin, without "official warning," causing up to 

$20 million in damage and injuring some 100 persons. 

In April, 1974, the worst Wisconsin tornado of the year plowed 

into Oshkosh, Wisconsin, doing $3 million in damage and killing two 

people. Without "official warning." 

Saturday evening, June 9, 1979, a tornado touched down in 

Monroe--the same town hit in 1965--causing a million dollars' worth 

of damage and injuring four persons. Again: no "real warning." 

The most skilled meteorologists today cannot predict when a 

tornado will form--or where it will travel when it begins its vicious 

life-cycle. 

-more-



add one--tornadoes 

Meteorologists know that nature's most concentrated knockout 

punch begins life as a spiral of air in a thunderhead--the towering 

dark cloud with the anvil-like top that characterizes thunderstorms. 

All thunderheads have updrafts--some as Paee as 70-90 mph--and 

downdrafts that slowly spin and spiral inside the black tower, to 

accompanying tune of thunder and the flashing light of thunderbolts. 

But the question is: which one of these thunderheads begets the + 

violently rotating column of air--the tornado? 

Meteorologists can determine when conditions are ripe for tornado 

formation; but the only accurate tornado warnings today occur when a 

funnel is sighted--either on weather station radar or by someone 

observing it directly. 

But even weather station radar can be deceptive. On the radar 

screen, a hook on a side of a spiralling cloud usually indicates the 

formation of tornado. But--as in the Monroe tornado of June 9--a 

tornado formed between two or more "hooks," deceiving the meteorologists 

and yielding an inaccurate prediction. 

The goal of Project Sesame--a joint venture undertaken by a number 

of meteorologists at midwestern universities and government laboratories-- 

is to understand the dynamics of severe thunderstorms. This information 

may make it possible to issue warnings to endangered areas up to an 

hour or more in advance of tornadoes. 

With present knowledge and equipment, the most anyone can expect 

is a half-hour's warning. As evidenced by the many tornadoes that 

have defied prediction, this system is uncertain at best. 

"We hope eventually to identify the storm cloud that will produce 

a tornado by the outflow of air in a certain section of the cloud," 

says meterologist Charles Anderson, head of the participating research 

group at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

-more-



add two--tornadoes 

Anderson has been studying cloud patterns associated with different 

tornadoes, including the April 10, 1979, twister that hit Wichita Falls, 

Texas, with deadly effect. 

"In this day and age the loss of 54 lives from a tornado is 

simply not necessary--we're in the horse-and-buggy days of tornado 

prediction," says Anderson. "Most persons killed in the Texas tornado 

were caught in automobiles. With proper forewarning, at least many of 

them could have been spared." 

Project Sesame will not lead to tornado prevention--but it will 

most likely lead to more accurate tornado prediction. 

Anderson points out that if meteorologists could measure what 

is termed the swirl ratio--the amount of air flowing into the funnel 

cloud versus the amount spiralling up and out--they could predict 

precisely the location, time, and intensity of the tornado. 

Using infrared satellite photographs, Anderson is developing 

ways to measure the amount of air flowing out of the anvil of a 

tornado-producing thunderhead. He can then determine the swirl ratio, 

using data from weather stations to obtain estimates of the amount of 

air flowing into the cloud. 

The complexity of the task of measuring these two air-flow 

patterns is the result of the complexity of the tornado; it is a 

small cloud, less than a mile in diameter, sometimes narrowing at 

the bottom. The funnel contains water drops, dust, and debris. 

The classic tornado is a single funnel, and these are by far 

the most common, but multiple tornadoes have been observed--the 

Oshkosh tornado was multiple until it re-formed into a single funnel 

just prior to hitting the city. The multiple tornadoes are wider, more 

diffuse and turbulent, and have several funnels revolving like tops 

around a common center. 

-more-



‘add three--tornadoes 

All of this variation causes great difficulty to meteorologists 

attempting to interpret what can been seen from satellites or on a radar 

screen. 

Once meteorologists begin to use new theories and instruments to 

probe into the tornado's inner workings, the weather service accuracy 

in tornado prediction should increase. 

The midwestern United States is the main tornado belt in the world; 

tornadoes are most likely tooccurin the spring or summer--and always 

within thunderstorms. 

Thunderstorms form as a result of what is called thermal 

instability in the atmosphere. The cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds, 

typical of thunderstorms, are boxes of air that have been lifted to 

a point high enough to condense water vapor. 

Cumulus clouds begin their movement as a result of atmospheric 

instability. The air surrounding the warmer lighter air of a cumulus 

cloud forces the air upward at a rapid rate. After the rising cloud 

grows to certain size, it begins to fall, continuing to increase in size. 

The atmospheric instability in which thunderstorms begin may be 

a result of the cooling of cloud tops, heating of a cloud base from the 

ground, or warm and cold air fronts meeting one another. Thunderstorms 

occur in a relatively small local area. Tornadoes occur in only a 

very anal percentage of thunderstorm clouds. 

Meteorologists know little about the mechanism creating spin in 

the drafts of vertical air. The swirling motion seems to originate 

when sheets of vertically moving air masses tilt toward the horizontal 

plane. Two motions--the vertical air movement and the rotation-- 

produce the tornado funnel. 

-more-
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Anderson simulates tornadoes in a "Tornado Vortex Simulator." 

A project of three graduate students--Jerry Blechman, Wayne Madsen, 

and Gary Wade--the machine has three basic parts. The top is a 

honeycomb-like structure of one-inch straws, below this is a Plexiglas 

enclosure, and at the bottom is an upright screen attached to the floor 

of the Plexiglas container. Through this screen, air can enter the 

chamber. 

Air is sucked upward through the straws at the top. This creates 

an upward flow of air in the container; the screen rotates, giving the 

flowing air a spinning motion. The operator feeds dry ice into the 

inflowing air to make the air patterns visible. 

The screen can be rotated at various speeds and Anderson relates 

the behavior of air in the simulator to atmospheric patterns observed 

in satellite photographs--studying the relationship between size of the 

anvil and the swirl ratio. 

With the present inability to predict with accuracy just where 

and when a tornado will strike, meteorologists are forced to base 

predictions on the possibility that a tornado may form in an area up 

to 200 miles wide, and at almost any time over a period of several 

hours. This need to be indefinite and imprecise usually results ina 

lack of really adequate precaution on the part of the people who may be 

involved, and accidents and deaths are certain to occur when a severe 

tornado hits. 

When swirl ratios produced under various conditions in the 

simulator are known, the knowledge will be used to identify the 

atmospheric conditions that exist in tornado-producing thunderheads. 

With satellite photographs, cloud characteristics of tornado-forming 

storms will be identified and the knowledge will be useful for making 

much more accurate tornado predictions. 

-more+



add five--tornadoes 

There will probably be as many tornado watches if not more, but 

more precise tornado warnings. The time when funnel clouds form and 

the place where they are found will be known with a greater degree of 

accuracy. 

Meanwhile, forecasters must rely on the somewhat more vague 

forecasts with which everyone is now familiar--with the hope that the 

somewhat uncertain warning possible now is better than no warning at 

all. 

Considering that even this degree of accuracy was not possible 

10 or 20 years ago, it is reasonable to expect that much better tornado 

forecasting can be expected in the next decade with modern techniques 

available--satellites and tornado simulators in meteorological laboratories. 

# # #
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'vAS' TO CAST A KEEN EYE ON SEVERE STORMS 

MADISON--The most up-to-date system ever assembled for studying severe 

weather such as thunderstorms and tornadoes is scheduled to go into operation next 

year at University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

Researchers said the system will collect information from present ground 

stations and satellites, and add data from a sophisticated weather instrument due 

for launch into stationary orbit next summer aboard the GOES-4 weather satellite. 

All the information will be fed into a single computer at the University's Space 

Science and Engineering Center for study by weather experts. 

The new instrument, called VAS, will provide information of the kind only 

available now every six hours from polar orbiting satellit~s. Aboard the stationary 
GOES-4 the delay between observations will be cut to as little as 15 minutes. 

In severe weather forecasts, noted Paul Menzel, manager of the UW-Madison 
project, time is a critical factor in warning a community of danger or giving a 

reliable "all clear." 

Menzel said VAS, developed and built with assistance from the space 

science center, will look down at the atmosphere's infrared light, measuring it at 

a dozen different frequencies. 

"You can get vertical information if you take pictures in different infra- 
red frequencies," Menzel said. With 12 of them, VAS will let weather researchers 
and forecasters look at the atmosphere layer by layer, in roughly three-mile bands 

from the ground up to 36 miles high. That's important, he said, because severe 

weather is basically vertical weather--caused by the tumbling of air layers at 
different altitudes, temperatures and humidities. 

Trying to make sense out of quickly changing weather--like thunderstorms 
and tornadoes--requires an even more complete picture, however. Menzel said that's 
the aim of equipment and computer programs developed here over the past 10 years, 

and now being redone to accommodate VAS; they will pull together the information 

from VAS, four other satellites and normal earth-bound stations. 

The images and numbers will go into the computer, to be compared, 

analyzed and saved. A weather expert sitting in front of two television screens 

then will be able to display combinations of information and pictures by using a 

keyboard and two toggle-like "joy sticks." 

- more -



Add one--VAS 

The difference between VAS and earlier infrared systems is the difference 
between a motion picture and a snapshot, Menzel said. 

Presently, two infrared monitors are in polar orbits passing over the 

United States at six-hour intervals. But VAS, in its stationary orbit west of Peru 

and due south of Kansas City, will give continuous coverage of the contiguous 48 
states. Depending on how much of an area operators want to scan, it can return a 

new, dozen-layered image as fast as every 15 minutes. 

"You've got to be able to watch storms develop," Menzel said, because they 
happen so fast. "You can't just take a snapshot." 

UW-Madison researchers expect access to VAS for 79 days during the first 
year after its scheduled launch in August 1980. A typical day, said Menzel, will 
consist of checking early morning ground reports to find potential trouble spots and 
then telling VAS to look there. As the day's storm pattern develops, VAS will be 
reprogrammed to concentrate its attention on the more serious storms. 

UW-Madison will be using VAS as an experimental research tool--to learn 
more about severe storms and how they can be predicted. Forecasting will be a 

secondary interest, done to test the theory. 

Links already have been established, however, with computers at Goddard 

Space Flight Center, the National Meteorological Center and the National Center of 
Atmospheric Research. And one of the major lines of research will be to develop 

weather rules that can be turned into programs for the giant forecasting computers. 

In addition, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has 
expressed interest in using VAS in day-to-day forecasting and has explored consulting 
with UW-Madison in helping them build a similar information system. 

"The part of the program that's missing is how to get the information to 

the public," said Professor Verner E. Suomi, director of the Space Science and 
Engineering Center. "This needs considerably more development." 

Questions on the distribution of severe storm information also will bring 
a Congressional oversight committee to Madison this weekend (July 14-15) to study 

the VAS approach. 

The concept of VAS goes back 10 years to ideas developed by Suomi, who 
once likened the gathering of weather data to "trying to take a drink from a fire 
hydrant." VAS information will be handled by the center's present McIDAS System, 
built starting in 1972. McIDAS combines human and computer analysis and already 

has links to satellite and ground stations. 

The VAS system research here is being funded by the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration. Much of the theoretical work is being done by a National 
Environmental Satellite Service team which has been at UW-Madison almost two years. 

=o = 

EDITORS: "VAS" stands for "visible infrared spin-scan radiometric atmospheric 
sounder." That's why we didn't tell you earlier! 

tHE
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CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT GROUP TO VIEW WEATHER RESEARCH 

MADISON--The University of Wisconsin-Madison will be one of three planned 
stops this weekend for a Congressional oversight committee looking into the present 
and future of severe storm forecasting. 

Led by Rep. Don Fuqua, D-Fla., head of the House Committee on Science and 
Technology, the group will see the National Severe Storms Forecast Center in Kansas 
City on Friday (July 13); the National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, 
Colo., on Saturday; and UW-Madison's Space Science and Engineering Center on Sunday. 

In Madison, the oversight group will be briefed on the progress made by 
UW-Madison researchers on a computerized weather information system called VAS. The 
system will combine ground and present satellite observations with information from 
a sophisticated new weather satellite, GOES-4, slated for launch in August 1980. 

The oversight tour was spurred by Congressional hearings on severe weather 
forecasting last July and by tornadoes this year which killed 59 persons in Wichita 
Falls, Texas, despite storm warnings. "This raises the obvious question of whether 
there are serious shortcomings in the methods being employed in developing a weather 
forecast and effectively disseminating it to the public," according to an oversight 
committee statement. 

GOES-4 will be able to supply information on weather conditions at a dozen 
altitudes from the ground up to 36 miles, The VAS system, under development here 
for 10 years, will analyze the information through UW-Madison's existing McIDAS 
System--a computer-human combination which can display weather information and 
pictures on television screens. 

HEE 

EDITORS: See accompanying story on VAS. 

The eight-member oversight group will arrive in Madison Saturday evening 

and stay at Howard Johnson's (251-5511). The briefing at UW-Madison is 

scheduled to begin at 9:30 a.m. Sunday in Room 648 of the Meteorology and 

Space Science Building, 1225 W. Dayton St. The actual demonstration is 

expected to begin about 11 a.m, and last about an hour. Members of the 

oversight group and UW-Madison researchers should be free to answer press 

questions just before lunch, slated at 12:15 in the third floor conference 

room, The tour will conclude about 2 p.m. Wisconsin legislators have 

been invited to join the group on its oversight tour. 
. dE
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UW RESEARCH LIDAR PROBES ATMOSPHERE 

by Larry Arbeiter ; 
UW Science Writer 

Madison, Wis.--Five-foot-long pulses of pure blue laser light 

are probing the skies of Madison. 

A light detection and ranging (lidar) device, newly developed 

by University of Wisconsin scientists and located on the 19th floor 

of the tallest campus building, is being employed to study the 

effect of dust, smoke, and other suspended particles in the atmosphere. 

The lidar experiment is the result of the work of six scientists-- 

meteorologists Scott Shipley, Ed Eloranta and James Weinman, and 

.physicists Dave Tracy, John Trauger and Fred Roesler. They devised 

the experiment to study how atmospheric aerosols--particles suspended 

in the air--affect the atmosphere's temperature and rainfall patterns. 

Aerosols affect the weather by absorbing sunlight, according to 

Weinman, director of the project. Solar radiation that would warm 

the earth's surface if aerosols were not present may warm the aerosols 

instead. The aerosols can give up some absorbed heat to the air; this 

changes the circulation of the atmosphere and modifies weather patterns.



add one--lidar 

A particular value of the lidar instrumentation is that it can 

be used to measure the distribution of aerosols in the atmosphere 

remotely. The lidar system, for example, can be flown over large 

regions of the earth in a short time, gathering information from 

different geographical areas almost simultaneously. 

The lidar system is a composite of instruments; two lasers, a 

powerful spectrometer, and a computer. The first laser energizes 

the second, which sends the pulse of blue light through a telescope 

and into the atmosphere. When air molecules or aerosols reflect a 

small portion of the light back toward the source, the telescope 

focuses it into the spectrometer. 

The spectrometer sorts the aerosol and molecular reflections 

and passes each separately to the computer. By measuring the intensity 

of the returned signal, the computer indicates the density of the 

aerosols in the air column traversed by the light. 

The precise distance from the lidar to the reflecting aerosols 

is given by measurement of the time elapsed between the emission and 

return of each laser pulse. 

The University of Wisconsin lidar will be tested from a research 

jet this summer over the Arizona desert and the industrial east coast. 

The results should prove that aerosols can be measured remotely. In 

that case, the lidar will be a forerunner for more advanced systems 

that may measure aerosols and their effect on the weather from 

satellites in earth orbit. 

# # #
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FACT SHEET -- PIONEER VENUS PROBES / 
le 

KEY QUESTIONS of) 

Why did Venus, in many ways the Earth's twin, evolve into a world of searing 
heat and deadly atmosphere while the Earth luxuriates in a climate friendly to life? 

What can the atmosphere of Venus tell us about the future of our own atmosphere‘ 
For example, as we pump more and more carbon dioxide (from burning fossil fuels) int« 
our atmosphere can we expect serious permanent rises in temperature (the "greenhouse 
effect")? 

If Venus is as dry as it seems, where did the planet's oceans go, if any ever 
existed? 

How does the Venus "weather machine" work, and how is it similar to Earth's? 

What are Venus' clouds made of? 

What is Venus' lower atmosphere made of, and why is it so hot? 

WHY VENUS? 

Scientists think Venus may be an unusually good place to study the mechanics 
of atmospheres because its atmosphere appears to be a relatively "simple" weather 
machine. The important atmosphere circulation motions appear to be global, There 
are no tides or season changes on Venus, Therefore the continuous measurements from 
the spacecraft being sent to study various parts of the atmosphere may provide a 
rough picture of how the Venus "weather machine" works. 

PIONEER VENUS I (ORBITER) 

Launched May 20, the "orbiter" will circle more than 482 million miles around 
the sun in a flight designed to reach Venus on Dec, 4, five days ahead of the "multi: 
probe" package of Pioneer Venus II, The earlier arrival will allow the orbiter's 
instruments to establish data on the Venus environment while in the first spacecraft 
orbit of the planet, The measurements will be compared later with those taken by 
the "multiprobes," 

The orbiter will act as a radio relay station for the data from the multiprobe, 
which will be sent for about an hour, It will then return to sending its own ob- 
servations of the planet's atmosphere and surface during an eight-month (one 
Venusian year) period of orbiting Venus. 

PIONEER VENUS II (MULTIPROBE) 

Although launch will be 2% months after the orbiter (on Aug. 7), differences in 
weight and other constraints will cause the "multiprobe" spacecraft to travel the 22¢ 
million miles to Venus by Dec. 9. 

Shortly before reaching the planet, the package will split into three small 
probes, one large module, and a transport "bus."' The bus will burn up soon after 
entering the atmosphere, while the four remaining probes descend toward different 
targets in Venus' atmosphere, The devices will transmit back data for about one 
hour, before crashing into the planet's surface, They are not expected to survive 
impact, 

- more -
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SOVIET PROBES 

The Soviet Union is expected to launch two Venus probes of its own in August, 

which are expected to make soft-landings on the planet in late 1978 or early 1979. 
American and Soviet space scientists will meet in Innsbruck, Austria, June 10 to 
discuss trading information gathered from the various probes. 

The Soviet Union has led the way in the exploration of Venus, with 10 flights 
that have included five soft landings on the planet's surface, The U.S. has had 
three ''fly-by" missions, however Pioneer I and II are described as the "most 
sophisticated looks yet" at Venus, 

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN'S ROLE 

Three identical "net flux radiometers," developed at the UW Space Science 
Center in Madison, will be aboard each of the small probes which will pierce Venus' 
atmosphere Dec. 9. 

The radiometers will operate for about 58 minutes, beginning about 43 miles 
above the planet, The atmospheric data they send back will be recorded by 
receiving stations in Chile and Australia, before being transferred to the 
University (among others), 

Space Science Center director Verner Suomi will be principal investigator in 
an analysis aimed at locating and mapping points in Venus' atmosphere that radiate 
unusual amounts of heat or absorb unusual amounts of energy from the sun. Such 
heat distribution powers the atmospheric circulation on both Earth and Venus, 

Dr. Suomi is an internationally recognized authority on atmospheric circulation, 
He was involved in the study of photos of Venus’ atmosphere taken in a "fly-by" of 
the planet in 1974, 

That probe revealed the atmosphere of Venus to be made up mostly of carbon 
dioxide, apparently containing many sulphuric acid droplets, The atmospheric 
pressure on the surface of Venus is thought to be 100 times that on Earth, a 
crushing 1400 pounds per square inch. The surface temperature, which changes little 
from day to night or pole to pole, is from 800 to 1060 degrees Fahrenheit. 

Selection of the UW proposal to build as well as design the radiometers is 
quite unusual, NASA usually contracts with outside companies to construct 
instruments after they are designed by university scientists. The main reason for 
this is that few universities have the technical personnel and equipment to carry 
out such complex work. 

Design work on the Venus probe instrumentation began in October 1973, The 
completed radiometers were delivered in April 1977. 

Principal Investigator: 

Prof, Verner E. Suomi (608) 262-6172 
Acting Program Manager: 
Evan E, Richards (608) 262-5938 

NASA audio report on status of mission: 
(415) 968-5600 --University of Wisconsin News Service 

19 Bascom Hall, 500 Lincoln Drive 
Madison, WI 53706 
Telephone (608) 262-3571



VERNER E. SUOME 

Prof, Suomi is one of the nation's leading space scientists and an inter- 
nationally recognized authority on the dynamics of the atmosphere. He is currently 
the Harry Wexler Professor of Meteorology and director of the Space Science and 
Engineering Center at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

Among his awards is the National Medal of Science, which was presented to him 

by President Carter in a White House ceremony last November, The citation termed 
Suomi "a major driving force in the application of space systems for improved 
weather service to the public." 

A native of Minnesota, Prof, Suomi joined the UW-Madison faculty in 1948, with 
a joint appointment in meteorology and soils. He was chairman of the department of 
meteorology from 1950-1952 and from 1954-1957. He organized the Space Science and 
Engineering Center in 1966, 

Prof, Suomi's work with satellites began in 1959, when Explorer VII carried 
aloft instruments that he designed to measure the earth's heat budget. Results 

showed the great importance of cloud systems in controlling the earth's heat loss. 
He has also been involved in developing instrumentation for subsequent earth 
satellites, as well as Jupiter and Venus space probes. 

Suomi's invention, the spin scan camera, provides the basis for accurate 
measurements of cloud movements from satellites, a process vital to the improvement 
of long-range weather forecasting. 

Suomi is currently vice chairman of the U.S. Committee for the Global 
Atmospheric Research Program (GARP), a councilor of the American Meteorological 
Society, and vice chairman of the National Academy of Sciences Committee on 
Atmospheric Sciences. 

EVAN _E. RICHARDS 

Since 1977 Richards has been the acting program manager for the Pioneer Venus 
Net Flux Radiometer Experiment. He is also the instrument manager of the High Speed 
Photometer aboard the NASA Space Telescope, being developed at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison for use in future space investigations. 

Richards also has held the position of product assurance manager with the UW- 
Madison Space Seience and Engineering Center since 1970. In that role he has been 
responsible for establishing and implementing reliability, quality assurance and 
configuration management for space flight hardware contracts. 

Richards obtained his master of science degree in electrical engineering from 
the UW-Madison in 1970. He has worked as a design engineer for the Collins Radio 
Co. and a development engineer for the missile systems division of the Raytheon Co. 

Prof. Verner E. Suomi (608) 262-6172 

Evan E, Richards (608) 262-5938
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FACT SHEET -- PIONEER VENUS PROBES / 
5/26/7 

KEY QUESTIONS gt) 

Why did Venus, in many ways the Earth's twin, evolve into a world of searing 
heat and deadly atmosphere while the Earth luxuriates in a climate friendly to life? 

What can the atmosphere of Venus tell us about the future of our own atmosphere’ 
For example, as we pump more and more carbon dioxide (from burning fossil fuels) intc 
our atmosphere can we expect serious permanent rises in temperature (the "greenhouse 

effect")? : 

If Venus is as dry as it seems, where did the planet's oceans go, if any ever 
existed? 

How does the Venus “weather machine" work, and how is it similar to Earth's? 

What are Venus' clouds made of? 

What is Venus' lower atmosphere made of, and why is it so hot? 

WHY VENUS? 

Scientists think Venus may be an unusually good place to study the mechanics 

of atmospheres because its atmosphere appears to be a relatively "simple" weather 
machine. The important atmosphere circulation motions appear to be global, There 
are no tides or season changes on Venus, Therefore the continuous measurements from 

the spacecraft being sent to study various parts of the atmosphere may provide a 

rough picture of how the Venus "weather machine" works. 

PIONEER VENUS I (ORBITER) 

Launched May 20, the "orbiter" will circle more than 482 million miles around 
the sun in a flight designed to reach Venus on Dec, 4, five days ahead of the “multi 
probe" package of Pioneer Venus II, The earlier arrival will allow the orbiter's 
instruments to establish data on the Venus environment while in the first spacecraft 
orbit of the planet. The measurements will be compared later with those taken by 
the "multiprobes," 

The orbiter will act as a radio relay station for the data from the multiprobe, 
which will be sent for about an hour, It will then return to sending its own ob- 
servations of the planet's atmosphere and surface during an eight-month (one 

Venusian year) period of orbiting Venus. 

PIONEER VENUS IL (MULTIPROBE) 

Although launch will be 24 months after the orbiter (on Aug. 7), differences in 
weight and other constraints will cause the "multiprobe" spacecraft to travel the 22¢( 
million miles to Venus by Dec. 9. 

Shortly before reaching the planet, the package will split into three small 
probes, one large module, and a transport "bus."" The bus will burn up soon after 
entering the atmosphere, while the four remaining probes descend toward different 

targets in Venus' atmosphere, The devices will transmit back data for about one 
hour, before crashing into the planet's surface. They are not expected to survive 

impact. - 

- more -
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WILL THE 'GREENHOUSE EFFECT' TURN EARTH INTO ANOTHER VENUS? 

UW-Developed Equipment Is Apoard Latest Space Probe 

EDITORS: 

Some scientists fear that the increasing amount of carbon dioxide being 

added to the Earth's atmosphere may some day make our planet as inhospitable as Venus. 
It is generally assumed the carbon dioxide atmosphere of Venus acts as a "green~ 

house," allowing solar radiation to reach the surface but keeping it from being 

radiated back into space. Experts believe the thick Venusian clouds rain sulphuric 

acid on a planet with a surface hot enough to melt lead, tin and zinc. 
A major goal of the nation's new Pioneer Venus probe will be to learn why 

Venus and the Earth, though similar in size, density, and proximity to the sun, 

have such different environments, 
The important role of the University of Wisconsin-Madison in the NASA- 

sponsored project will be discussed in a news conference to be held this Friday 
(May 26) at 11 a,m. in Union South, 227 N. Randall Ave, The exact room location 

will be posted at the entrance to the building on Friday. 

National Science Award winner Verner Suomi, director of the Space Science 
and Engineering Center, will discuss the mission, using scale models of Pioneer 
Venus I and II, the two spacecraft being used in exploration. Research scientist 

Evan Richards will also participate, 
Equipment on board the spacecraft, the first of which was launched May 20, 

will probe the planet's gas blanket and gaze into its clouds beginning next 
December, 

Besides helping solve the puzzling questions about Venus, the investi- 
gation could provide clues to the future evolution of our own atmosphere and tell 

more about the basic workings of a planet-scale weather machine, 
The University of Wisconsin research team developed a device designed to 

collect information about the temperature, wind, and clouds of Venus. The "net flux 
radiometer" will be used to map the planetary positions of sources and absorbers of 
heat and sunlight and their vertical distribution. The distribution of such energy 

powers the planet's weather machine, just as it does on Earth, 
The device, which weighs a little less than two and one-half pounds, will 

start operating about 45 miles above the planet and continue until the spacecraft 
crashes, 

The Wisconsin-developed equipment will be aboard Pioneer Venus II, which 
will be launched Aug, 7. Pioneer Venus II will reach its destination in early 
December, when it will separate into five spacecraft for descent into the Venusian 
atmosphere. The Pioneer Venus I craft will reach Venus about the same time, but 
will go into an orbit around the planet for a Venusian year. 

--Richard Mahler (608) 262-0065 

Parking for the news conference will be available in Parking Lot 14, approximately 
one block west of Union South, next to the Engineering Research building. Your 

vehicle should display your news media "B" parking permit. 

Office of Information Services / Publications Office / On-Campus Services / University News Service
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Immediately 7/28/77 cmb ( 
Release: 

CONTACT: J. T. Young (608) 262-0118 

McIDAS SHOWS 'EM HOW TO SCAN NORTH TO SOUTH POLES IN 18 MINUTES 

MADISON--There's a 99 per cent chance of 50 meteorologists leaving town 

Friday with plenty of notes on the University of Wisconsin-Madison's weather 

computer. 

The meteorologists, representing universities, television stations, airlines. 

NASA, NOAA (National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration) and private 

meteorologists nationwide, have been attending a workshop on "McIdas," the '"Man- 

Computer Interactive Data Access System." 

Designed and built in 1972 by UW-Madison scientists, the system is a 

“general purpose image processor" for, among other things, analyzing the atmosphere 

of Venus and the spectra of stars, or photographing temperatures and heat loss from 

buildings. 

McIdas's dominant use in collecting data and photographing cloud movement 

from a satellite situated over the Colombia/Peru/Ecuador border. The system is a 

"real time" data access machine, able to scan about one-third the globe from the 

north to south poles in 18 minutes and then have the data visible on the screen 30 

seconds later. 

The satellite pictures, transmitted to dish-shaped antennas atop the Space 

Science and Engineering Building, can photograph objects down to one-half a mile, so 

even Lakes Mendota and Monona and Picnic Point can be charted. It's also possible 

by looking at the video screen to pinpoint the position of a nearby cloud and then 

look out the window and find it in the sky. 

The workshop's purpose is to discover what would best suit the other 

universities' and institutions’ future needs, according to UW-Madison scientist J. T. 

Young. fate
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Release: Immediately 12/23/76 rt 

CONTACT: Reid Bryson (608) 262-5957 

FIVE MORE YEARS OF DRY WEATHER EXPECTED BY METEOROLOGIST BRYSON 

MADISON--While the drought that hit most of the midwestern United States 

in 1976 may be over, its effects may still be felt next spring, and the long-term 

outlook for rainfall is not good, according to a University of Wisconsin-Madison 

meteorologist. 

Prof. Reid Bryson, director of the Institute for Environmental Studies, 

pointed out that due to the serious lack of soil moisture throughout much of the 

Midwest, the ground is already frozen to an unusual depth of seven feet in many 

places, including Wisconsin. That could cause problems next spring, according to 

Bryson. 

"Once the ground is frozen, it's pretty hard to get the melted snow into 

the ground. If you get enough snow, then the heat from the earth will gradually 

take the frost out. So if we had very deep snow right now, then the soil would 

actually start thawing from the bottom up, and that would be good," Bryson 

explained. But he cautioned that a return to normal amounts of rain next spring 

and summer won't be enough to solve the dry soil problem. 

"If we want to be lucky next spring, in terms of how this drought 

business goes, we're going to need a combination of events; an early spring in 

terms of melting the soil; and then some rain, and a lot of it, because it takes 

a lot of rain to get that soil moisture replenished." Bryson added that the rain 

can't come all at once because the earth is only able to absorb moisture at a 

certain rate, and if there's too much water at one time, much of it will evaporate, 

- more -



Add one--Bryson 

While scientists can't predict temperatures and rainfall several monthe 

in advance, Prof. Bryson does have a theory of what kind of weather there will be 

in the next few years. Climate is now going through a relatively rapid change, he 

said. Climate changes because of variations in both the amount of sunlight reaching 

the ground and the amount of heat escaping into space. 

"The main cause that we've found for variations in the amount of sunlight 

reaching the ground is variations in how transparent the air is--in other words how 

much smoke and dust there is in the air, and how much heat gets back out to space 

depends on how much carbon dioxide man puts in the air." 

Putting together his best estimates of how much dust, smoke, and carbon 

dioxide will be in the air during the next decade, Bryson concluded that the next 

five years will be much like the last five. 

"The last five years were very pleasant, climatically--after all, what is 

a drought? It's too many nice days. We've had a major drought in the corn belt 

two years ago, and half of that in 1976; two Russian crop failures; failure of the 

Chinese monsoon and the Indian monsoon; 70 per cent of the Brazilian coffee being 

frozen in one night, and things like that going om around the world. So another 

five years like the last five years, to me, doesn't sound very good." 

Bryson admitted that some scientists criticize his analysis of climatic 

changes, saying it's too simple, and therefore his predictions may not be accurate. 

"I hope our analysis is wrong. Many scientists find it strange to hear 

a feliow scientist say he hopes he’s wrong--I don't think I'm wrong, but I hope I 

am. Because if I'm right, I don't like the answer," Bryson said. 

ttt
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CONTACT: Prof. Donald R. Johnson (608) 262-2827/262-2538 

SCIENTIST SAYS INTERCONTINENTAL TRIPS NOT UNUSUAL FOR RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS 

MADISON--It's not unusual for radioactive material to travel thousands of 

miles through the atmosphere after a nuclear explosion, according to meteorology 

Prof. Donald R. Johnson of the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

Radioactive particles fell to the ground recently in several Eastern 

states, including Pennsylvania. The fallout occurred about nine days after a 

nuclear test blast in China. 

"It's not unusual at all," Johnson says. "In fact, it's expected. 

During the 1950s, when there were numerous explosions by the Russians and the 

Americans, this was a fairly frequent occurrence." Since then, Russia and the 

United States abandoned above-ground nuclear testing after both sides signed a 

nuclear test ban treaty. China has signed no such agreement. 

Radioactive material is injected into the atmosphere following a nuclear 

explosion, according to Johnson. The radiation is carried to altitudes of 30,000 

to 50,000 feet. 

“When it reaches these altitudes, it's embedded in a belt of high winds 

that move from west to east--the Westerlies of the Northern Hemisphere. These 

winds have average velocities on the order of 50 to 100 miles per hour, so that in 

a matter of days, it (the radiation) can move from a place like China to the United 

States." 

Johnson says scientists can track the radiation as it moves through the 

atmosphere by keeping track of weather patterns. ‘The radiation leaves the 

atmosphere and falls to the ground during a rain storm. 

- more -



Add one--Johnson and radiation 

"This is what occurred in Pennsylvania and the Eastern United States. 

The weather patterns became favorable for precipitation, and with the rain there, it 

simply washed the contaminants out of the atmosphere." 

Radiation from nuclear explosions in the Northern Hemisphere is contained 

in that hemisphere by the westerly winds. Similar winds would do the same thing in 

the Southern Hemisphere, according to Johnson. 
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by Robert Ebisch yf i 
UW Science Writer 

Madison, Wis. --A super-human machine named McIdas is fomenting scientific 

revolution at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

McIdas, short for the brain-stunning title, "Man-Computer Interactive 

Data Access System," unites man's qualitative judgement with the computer's 

speed and analytical abilities. 

The machine was developed slowly from a seven-year effort by Wisconsin 

scientists to accurately measure winds from satellites. 

_ It includes a computer, a teletype through which the operator can talk 

to the computer, and a color television screen through which the computer 

can talk back. 

McIdas also controls a number of specialized electronics packages which 

color the TV-picture, choose appropriate views of earth, filter image data, 

and help the human operator get along with McIdas. 

-more-



add one--McIdas 

A serious problem in many research fields is that satellite data pouring 

in at rates of up to one TV picture every three seconds, 24 hours a day, 

produces an information glut totally beyond the grasp of those who need the 

information. 

McIdas assimilates the avalanche of data with ease. The scientist sitting 

before McIdas' screen can scan thousands of electronic pictures quickly and 

efficiently. 

From instant to instant he can order up visual displays from the computer's 

vast information stores, manipulate the picture, and view changes as he commands 

the machine to make complicated mathematical analyses. 

The results can be amazing. 

In a month-long test during August and September, for example, McIdas used 

pictures from a satellite 20,000 miles in space to measure wind speeds on the 

earth's surface within two miles per hour. 

"This is more accurate than the resolution of the camera that took the 

pictures," says Tom Haig, director of Wisconsin's space science and engineering 

center. "McIdas made 1,100 measurements of the wind's speed, direction and 

altitude every six hours and automatically distributed them to forecast centers. 

"And each wind measurement costs us only 28 cents," he adds. "This is remark-~ 

able when you consider that the conventional method of measuring winds with a 

balloon costs $15 or $20 per reading." 

Haig also points out that the balloon system is limited because the world 

is mostly water with no weather stations on it. 

"The conventional monitoring systems are doing well if they keep track of 15 

to 20 per cent of the earth," Haig continues. "We have to make it 100 per cent 

if we're ever going to forecast effectively. 

"You have to look to the Pacific Ocean to see what kind of weather Wisconsin 

will have in four or five days." 
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SCIENTISTS SCORE ADVANCE TOWARD MORE ACCURATE FORECASTS 

MADISON--A significant step toward accurate five-day weather forecasts has 

been completed by scientists at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, 

An extended test recently proved efficiency and reliability of McIDAS 

(Man-Computer Interactive Data Access System), a network of computers and human 

operators essential to making long range weather forecasts. 

MeIDAS compiles and analyzes satellite information about the movement of 

clouds. From this information, it is possible to measure velocity and direction of 

winds. 

Project researcher Fred Mosher says the test was successful but not 

flawless. 

"We've developed a system that can do the job," he said, "We'll retest 

it in January to get out the few remaining problems." 

The test successfully completed a seven-year program begun by Prof. 

Verner Suomi, director of the UW-Madison Space Science and Engineering Center. His 

goal was to accurately measure winds at a low cost. Prof. Thomas Haig, executive 

director of the center, says that each wind measurement using McIDAS costs only 

28 cents as compared to $15 or more per measurement for a conventional method 

such as balloons. 

McIDAS will be used in an international effort known as the Global 

Atmospheric Research Program (GARP), scheduled to begin operation in the late 

1970s. The program is sponsored by the United Nations. 

- more - a



Add one--forecasting 

GARP will use information from satellites, weather balloons, aircraft, 

ground stations, ships and ocean buoys to feed into a computer model of the 

earth's weather. From this information, the model should be able to predict 

weather at least five days in advance, 

Mosher describes the program as "weather's equivalent of going to the 

moon" because of the great expenditure of time and effort. It requires five 

specially designed weather satellites, a data system capable of coordinating 

setellite information, and world reports from sources already available such as 

balloons and ground stations. 

The program began in the early 1960s when Pres. John Kennedy asked for 

international cooperation in weather forecasting. 
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MULTIPLE FUNNEL TORNADOES TAKE SHAPE OVER FLAT LAND, METEOROLOGISTS FIND 

MADISON--Rays of blue light pierced the darkness of a University of 

Wisconsin-Madison laboratory. They focused on a thin trail of smoke rising lazily 

from the bottom of a huge cylinder. 

A shadowy figure in a corner of the room slipped a switch and turned a 

dial. Pumps sucked air through the cylinder, a metal screen rotated around the 

base of the tube and the smoke swirled into funnels of wind. 

This was one of many "tornadoes" created by meteorology Prof. C. E. 

Anderson and graduate student Jerry Blechman to study an unusual characteristic of 

some twisters--multiple funnels. 

Anderson and Blechman began their research after Oshkosh and other 

Wisconsin towns were ravaged by tornadoes in 1974. Pictures of the actual 

twisters showed multiple wind funnels. The existing theory did not account for the 

phenomenon, so the scientists used the tornado simulations and information from 

the scenes of the twisters to develop a theory of their own. 

They believe multiple funnels form when tornadoes move over smooth, 

flat land. Blechman explains that these tornadoes are more dangerous than single 

funnel twisters because they tear buildings apart in two or more directions with 

extreme force. 

The two scientists say tornadoes of this sort can be avoided by 

"youghening up" the landscape around vulnerable installations. Trees, man-made 

hills and 25-foot fences may lessen the danger. 

~ more - .



Add one--tornadoes 

Anderson says nuclear power plants are the biggest concern because they 

may cause radioactive contamination if hit by a twister. However, he says 

schools, auditoriums, and assembly plants also are vulnerable because of the 

large surface area they cover. 

"The biggest benefit this study provides is information on areas to 

avoid when constructing such installations," he explains. 

The scientists are in Norman, Okla., this week for a conference on 

severe storms. Blechman is to present a research paper to the American 

Meteorological Society. 
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Do Chemicals Threaten Earth's Stratosphere? K pt a 

by Robert Ebisch \ 
UW Science Writer 

Madison, Wis.--Will chemicals from aerosol sprays and supersonic transport 

jets' exhaust deplete the earth's atmospheric ozone layer, the only shield 

against harmful ultraviolet radiation from the sun? 

Or is this an alarmist nightmare? 

The answer is still under heavy debate due to a lack of information on 

stratospheric chemistry. 

But a powerful tool for providing this information has now been developed and 

put to work at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and other institutions. 

Meteorologists Randolph Ashby and James Weinman have simulated the ozone 

region, from six to 24 miles up, in a mathematical computer model that can predict 

the consequences of any change in the region's chemical composition. 

"Such a model is necessary to predict what lasting effects nitrous oxide 

from the SST and chlorine gas from aerosol sprays will have on the ozone," 

Ashby explains, "because ieetac tone of chemicals in the upper atmosphere 

are very complex. 

-more-
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"There is no doubt that chlorine and nitrous oxide destroy ozone," he continues. 

"The critical question is how much do they destroy and how much more ultraviolet 

radiation will reach us as a result?" 

Ashby and Prof. Weinman built their model to include the 96 most important 

reactions among the stratosphere's 27 major chemicals. 

The model is unique because it describes how the chemicals change from day 

to night. 

Since many reactions are driven by solar energy, concentrations of many 

chemicals change as the sun moves, some disappearing completely at night. 

Ashby is now studying the impact of reflected and scattered sunlight on 

ozone-layer chemistry. He plans next to investigate the effect of cosmic 

rays on the production of nitrous oxide. 

Numerous scientists have used models to confirm the predictions by Harold 

Johnston of the University of California that the exhaust from a world fleet 

of 500 SST's would weaken the ozone by 12 per cent. 

"But we have a special opportunity to regulate the SST before its pollutants 

become a problem," Ashby says. "There are only 16 SST's flying or in pro- 

duction, as yet, and we know exactly what gases their engines produce. 

"Aerosol sprays are a different problem," he says. "It takes many years 

for aerosol fluorocarbons to reach the stratosphere where sunlight releases 

their chlorine. Since fluorocarbons didn't really boom until the late sixties, 

we need several more years to see the impact." 

Natural chlorine plays only a minor role so far in the ozone layer, but 

Ashby hopes soon to include natural chlorine in the computer model. 

Chlorine is three times more destructive of ozone than nitrous oxide, and 

man's chlorine pollution could have a major impact on the ozone layer. 
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Huge Air Waves Trigger Storms Ca 

by Tom Anderson 
UW Science Writer 

Madison, Wis.--Recipe for tornadoes and severe thunderstorms: 

Take a mile-wide layer of warm air and suspend it below the cold upper 

atmosphere to form an inversion stretching from Kansas to Michigan at a 2000- 

foot altitude. Use the inversion to trap at ground level the warm moist air 

that would normally rise into the atmosphere. 

Then, if the inversion is suddenly weakened, the result is severe weather. 

Huge atmospheric air waves that heave and buckle large inversions have 

recently been identified by University of Wisconsin-Madison meteorologist 

Louis W. Uccellini. The waves affect formation and behavior of storm systems. 

When an inversion rises rapidly, warm ground air also rises and may burst 

through the inversion into the cool, dry upper atmosphere, Uccellini says. : 

The result is a severe atmospheric instability, seen as cloud columns that may 

crest at 55,000-foot heights. 

These columns unleash the most severe storms because rising updrafts en- 

courage torrential rains, large hail, severe wind gusts, and even tornadoes, | 

according to Uccellini. 

-more-
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"Until recently it was believed that waves large enough to cause these 

disturbances didn't exist," Uccellini says. "How often these waves occur, 

and if they have a regular effect on the weather, is unknown." 

The waves--called gravity waves by meteorologists--can exist only along 

an inversion, Uccellini notes, because waves not contained between two such 

air layers will disperse naturally. The wave crests can come minutes or hours 

apart, and what wave length is required for storm formation is unknown. 

Uccellini documented the existence of these waves in a storm system 

that battered the Midwest in May, 1971. A great wave of air, similar to a 

wave in the ocean but 250 miles long, undulated along the inversion from Kansas 

to Michigan. Curiously, individual storms within the system pulsated in 

intensity over identical two to four hour periods. 

A subsequent atmospheric pressure analysis of the region showed that 

local pressures changed in cadence with storm intensity, indicating that 

gravity waves initiated severe weather, Uccellini claims. High pressure 

corresponds to the wave crest, which lifts a high column of air. The trough 

corresponds to low pressure, Uccellini explains. 

The wave crest allows the inversion to rise sufficiently for low level 

air to rush into the upper atmosphere. The following trough again flattens 

the inversion and traps low level air. The sequence accounts for the cyclical 

fluctuation in the storms. 

If an inversion is not strong enough to trap ground air, or if a gravity 

wave does not buckle the large inversion sufficiently, then storms will not 

form, Uccellini says. 
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WEATHER FORECASTERS HOPE TO GET BETTER DATA, IMPROVE LONG-RANGE PREDICTIONS 

MADISON--Chances are one out of three that anybody's guess whether the average 

temperature during the next month will be normal, above normal or below normal will 

be correct. 

So how do professional meteorologists using complicated maps and charts and jet 

stream data do on their 30-day forecasts? Not much better. They were right about 

35 per cent of the time, according to a university professor ‘who kept track of the 

forecasts and compared them with actual temperatures. 

Meteorologists say the chief barriers to accurate forecasting are that they 

can't get any information about weather over the oceans where there are no stations 

to collect data, and that information from Africa and South America is scarce and 

unreliable. But meteorologists hope to close the data gaps. 

The 24-foot dish antenna mounted atop the University of Wisconsin-Madison 

meteorology and space sciences building will be used in a test of data systems that 

one day may provide more accurate long-range forecasting. 

The antenna here collects pictures of clouds transmitted from a weather 

satellite every half hour. A series of pictures taken over a period of time show 

which way and how fast the wind is blowing. The information is fed into a computer. 

During the two-month long test which begins in August, the UW-Madison system's 

wind data will be correlated with information about atmospheric temperatures and 

moisture collected by other U.S. scientists from weather satellites and balloons. 

- more -
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What the meteorologists do here is imaginatively called "wind getting" and 

Fred Mosher, who will be coordinating this part of the test, believes the University 

has the most sophisticated system for gathering wind information. He says use of 

meteorological satellites and computers will take some of the guess work out of 

forecasting: 

"The difficulty in accurately predicting weather is that the rules of physics 

don't apply. In physics, if you drop a pencil you can use an equation and find out 

what direction it will go and how fast it will be traveling when it hits the floor. 

But in weather forecasting the equations are of the nonlinear, differential type. 

They can't be solved. The only answer you can get is by using a computer to make 

approximations based on a numerical model." 

Mosher said the numerical models, consisting of temperature, moisture, and wind 

data on a grid, are now only good for a couple of days before the model breaks down 

and another must be constructed. Meteorologists believe models would last longer 

and be more accurate if more complete global weather information was available. 

Meteorological satellites can fill in the gaps over the oceans if the data 

gathering systems can be perfected. Mosher said models based on more complete 

global weather information might last a week or two before breaking down. 

Although satellites can gather information where there are no weather stations, 

Mosher thinks they will never. completely replace weather balloons. Satellite- 

gathered information on winds is very good, but the satellite is not as accurate as 

balloons in collecting data on atmospheric temperatures and moisture levels. 

"The satellite can get temperatures at only about 10 levels (distances from the 

earth's surface). The weather balloon can get temperatures at 30 to 40 levels. And 

the satellite's temperatures are accurate to about two degrees while the balloon 

temperature readings are accurate within one degree." 

The UW-Madison antenna, severely damaged in a wind storm in May, has been 

repaired and remounted. It will be fully operational again before tests begin 

Aug. 18. 
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by Robert Ebisch nV 
UW Science Writer 

Madison, Wis.--In April, 1974, the worst Wisconsin tornado of the year 

plowed into Oshkosh, doing $3 million damage and killing two people. 

Now, one year later, a meteorologist has certified this tornado to be the 

first documented instance of a phenomenon previously classified with sea mon- 

sters and leprechauns: the multiple tornado. 

"The classic tornado," says University of Wisconsin-Madison meteorologist 

Jerry Blechman, "has a single funnel, smooth-walled and powerful. These are by 

far the most common. 

"Multiple tornadoes are more rare; a lot of scientists insist there is no 

such thing. They are wider and more diffuse and turbulent, with several funnels 

revolving like tops around their common center." 

Working closely with Prof. Charles Anderson, the university's resident expert 

on severe storms, Bleckman has studied the Oshkosh tornado for the past year. 

He now postulates that the multiple tornado becomes a single tornado when 

it hits rough terrain. 

Like a wandering torpedo, the large tornado cluster moves over open country 

until a collision with trees or buildings condenses its energy into one compact and 

viciously powerful funnel. 
-more-
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"You can see this in the Oshkosh tornado," Blechman points out. "The multiple 

tornado traveled for nearly an hour across marsh country and bare corn and soybean 

fields as it approached Oshkosh from the southwest. The minute it hit the city it 

became a single tornado." 

Tornadoes are characteristically born in that warm nest of wet air that 

lingers just before a cold front. 

The cold front that assaulted the Midwest a year ago caught Wisconsin 

with 70-degree temperatures and about 70 per cent humidity. 

"But there were no humidity readings from Oshkosh's airport tower that after- 

noon," Blechman recalls. "All the weathermen could tell us was that there was 

heavy sky cover, they'd sighted a funnel, and they were clearing out." 

Four miles due south of Oshkosh, local businessman David Sennholz saw a spinning 

bulge of cloud scouring the earth to the southwest. Standing on his front porch 

he filmed the tornado for three or four minutes as it moved north. Fifteen minutes 

later it hit Oshkosh. 

"The Sennholz film is remarkable," Blechman says. "It is a cornerstone of 

our study, clearly showing about five secondary tornadoes revolving around the center. 

"Before this," he continues, "multiple vortices had been observed only in dust 

devils, and inconclusively in one of Wisconsin's Palm Sunday tornadoes in 1965." 

Yet,even the tracks of such previous tornadoes show more impressive evidence. 

In aerial photos Blechman notes looping gouges in the ground where secondary funnels 

had swirled like gigantic drill points dancing across the landscape. 

Blechman's work will support theoretical studies done recently at the Universities 

of Chicago and Oklahoma, explaining the existence of multiple tornadoes and predicting 

their habit of flowing together when they hit a rough surface. 
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‘NOW CASTING' TO HELP STATE INDUSTRY, AG, WORK AROUND WEATHER 

MADISON--To help industries and farmers to work around the weather, 

meteorologists at the University of Wisconsin-Madison have begun a specialized 

forecasting system called "now-casting." 

Personalized forecasts with specific information--moisture, sky conditions, 

hour-by-hour temperature predictions, for example--are made up daily for the 

Department of Natural Resources, the UW's Experimental Farms, and six canning 

companies: 3-F Canning Co., Waupun; Green Giant Canning Co., Beaver Dam; 

Oconomowoc Canning Co., Waunakee; Fall River Canning Co., Fall River; Baker Canning 

Theresa; 
Co.,/and The Larsen Co., Green Bay. 

Terry Kelly, meteorology specialist working with now-casting, said the 

Madison Gas & Electric Co. and the Madison Street Dept. will be likely clients when 

winter comes. Both, along with J. H. Findorff & Son, Inc., a local construction 

company, were involved in a three-month now-casting experiment last winter. 

"We possess information about forecasting that we haven't had in 

previous years, and we have the ability to go out and make better short-range 

forecasts than ever before," Kelly said. 

He explained UW meteorologists have access to experimental equipment 

available nowhere else in the country, including the McIDAS (Man-Computer Inter- 

active Access System) computer, which was developed by the Space Science and 

Engineering Center here. Weather information is taken from teletype wires and a 

satellite, and put into a computer which comes up with television generated images 

only a few minutes old. Also used is radar from the National Weather Service Office 

in Madison and the meteorology department. 
- more -
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In addition, Kelly said the meteorology department hopes to begin a now- 

casting program on a local radio station for the 1,700 dairy farmers in Grant 

county. He said a recent pilot project involving one Grant county farmer resulted 

in savings of between $3,000 and $4,000 because the farmer knew how to plan around 

the weather. 

Other UW meteorologists working on now-casting include Prof. Donald R. 

Johnson, principal investigator and chairman of the meteorology department, and 

graduate students Stephen Kachelhoffer, Madison; Wayne Kober, Kenosha; and Glenn 

Simonsen, Morton Grove, Ill. 
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UW RESEARCHERS STUDY HAIL 

By Robert Ebisch 
UW Science Writer 

Madison, WI--Hail does $300 million in crop damage to the United States 

annually. 

Dropping unexpectedly, an avalanche of hail can shred a crop faster than 

any machine or plague of insects, stripping off leaves, breaking stalks, and smashing 

stems. 

Learning to understand this natural hazard and reduce its destruction is 

the objective of the National Hail Research Experiment (NHRE), a government spon- 

sored five year program in which the University of Wisconsin-Madison is taking part. 

NHRE's main thrust will take place over "hail alley," a 2,100 square-mile 

area of northeastern Colorado. 

"Although participation by the Wisconsin team in this field effort is 

limited to a few experiments, we will have access to all the data generated by the 

entire NHRE program," says meteorologist Charles Anderson. "We also take our own 

data where we feel the Colorado program is leaving out things that are important 

to us." 

One result of Wisconsin work will be high-grade photographic mapping of 

storms. In 1969 Anderson set up and operated a time-lapse camera to record the 

growth and development of thunderstorms in hail alley. The following year the same 

camera inspected Madison-area storm development from the roof of the University's 

Space Science and Meteorology building. 

-more-
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A similar but more sophisticated technique using five cameras will be used 

this summer to provide valuable supporting information for the data that comes from 

NHRE. 

"The observing tool that NHRE uses is radar," explains Anderson, "which 

doesn't see anything until precipitation-sized particles form. This means that they 

miss one or two hours during which the all-important building of the storm starts. 

Our cameras will record these hours." 

Another Wisconsin enterprise will be an attempt to monitor the special 

atmospheric waves that a storm generates. 

"These are compression waves, somewhat like those we call ‘sound’ but also 

somewhat different," says Anderson. 

"We want to find out what is going on inside a storm by learning to under- 

stand these sounds that it makes. This would help, for example, by revealing the 

level of turbulence inside a storm without a plane having to fly into it." 

Wisconsin also hopes to lay the groundwork for studying electric field 

effects of storms~-how lightning and charge buildup are connected with hail--by using 

electric field recording equipment which will be set up in a network near Fort Morgan. 

Colorado. 

One area in which Wisconsin excels is building and observing weather sit- 

uations on a computer. The meteorology department will contribute to NHRE by 

developing computer models for hail-producing storms as an additional tool in their 

study. 

Because the Wisconsin computers cannot handle so large a task, the work 

will be done on the largest computer available--the CDC-7600 at the National Center 

for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado. 
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By ROBERT HORVAT 
UW Science Writer 

MADISON, Wis.--The paths of Wisconsin's often devastating tornados may be 

determined by the lay of the land. 

Tornados seem to shy away from relatively rough terrain and downslopes, 

two University of Wisconsin scientists have discovered. 

These killer-storms are known to spring from certain combinations of large~ 

scale weather patterns, the scientists say. But distribution of tornados in 

Wisconsin suggests other factors, like terrain, also influence a twister's path. 

Meteorologist Heinz H. Lettau and graduate student Robert G. Gallimore jr., 

traced "outstanding Wisconsin tornados" recorded during the past 100 years. These 

twisters, with path lengths greater than 25 miles, caused extensive loss of life, 

and property damage. 

The researchers noted several tornado alleys as well as "shunted" regions 

of lower frequency. Using topographic maps, Lettau and Gallimore found the shunted 

regions had much greater variability in height than the alleys. The scientists 

checked these observations from a specially-outfitted plane flying along the tornado 

alleys and shunted strips. 

Two major alleys exist in Wisconsin, Lettau says. The first, in west 

central Wisconsin, cuts through Pierce, Dunn, Chippewa, Taylor, and Clark counties 

and seems to be an extension of a high tornado region in central Iowa. 

- more -
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A secondary southern alley passes through LaFayette, Green, Rock, and 

Jefferson counties, 

The scientists also studied two shunted regions lying in southwestern 

Wisconsin. These areas have significantly greater terrain variability than do the 

tornado alleys. 

The researchers got their first clue to the relationship between frequency 

and terrain by looking at tornado frequencies reported in flat and mountainous areas 

of Arkansas. 

“Arkansas has several distinct topographic regions," Lettau explains. 

"We saw tornado alleys located in river plains, while mountainous areas reported 

many fewer tornados." 

Wisconsin terrain is more gentle than mountainous Arkansas, but Lettau and 

Gallimore saw a similar relationship between twister frequency and terrain 

variability. Tornados may act this way, Lettau thinks, because rough terrain offers 

more frictional resistance to high-speed winds, thus breaking up twisters. 

Many factors about tornados are still poorly understood, says Lettau, 

"For example, we don't know why the two alleys in Wisconsin have maximum 

tornado frequency at different times of the year. The west central alley has its 

heaviest tornado traffic in June, while the southern path attracts tornados in 

April and May." 

The project was partially funded by the U.S. Army. 
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MADISON, Wis.--The paths of Wisconsin's often devastating tornados may be 

determined by the lay of the land. 

Tornados seem to shy away from relatively rough terrain and downslopes, 

two University of Wisconsin scientists have discovered. 

These killer-storms are known to spring from certain combinations of large- 

scale weather patterns, the scientists say. But distribution of tornados in Wisconsin 

suggests other factors, like terrain, also influence a twister's path. 

Meteorologist Heinz H, Lettau and graduate student Robert G. Gallimore jr., 

have traced the paths of the most destructive tornados recorded in Wisconsin over the 

past 100 years. They noted several alleys as well as "shunted" regions of lower 

tornado frequency. 

Using topographic maps and direct observations from a plane, the 

researchers found the shunted regions had much greater variability in height than 

the tornado alleys, 

Two main alleys exist in Wisconsin, Lettau says. The first, in west 

central Wisconsin, cuts through Pierce, Dunn, Chippewa, Taylor, and Clark counties, 

This seems to be an extension of a high tornado region of central Iowa. 

A secondary southern alley passes through LaFayette, Green, Rock, and 

Jefferson counties. Tornados may act this way, Lettau thinks, because rough terrain 

offers more frictional resistance to high-speed winds, thus breaking up twisters. 

More studies of these severe storms may lead to improved prediction of a 

tornado's path as well as prevention and control. 

The project was partially funded by the U.S. Army. 
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MADISON--A major cause of severe thunderstorms has been isolated for the 

first time by two University of Wisconsin-Madison meteorologists. 

Storms in the middle latitudes are triggered by cold, dry air of the polar 

jet stream descending from the high to the middle portion of the atmosphere, 

according to Profs. Donald R. Johnson and Frank S. Sechrist. 

"The polar jet ordinarily meanders around the globe at very high altitudes," 

Johnson says. "While this jet produces atmospheric disturbance throughout the year, 

only during spring and summer with the gradual warming of the lower atmosphere will 

its effect reach down far enough to cause storms." : 

As the jet descends, its force causes air of the lower atmosphere -- warm 

and moist during these seasons -- to pile up in front of the jet, he explains. As 

more air bunches up, much of it is forced upward, and if the air that rises contains 

enough moisture, thunderstorms will begin. 

The study, primarily funded by the National Science Foundation, is still 

continuing, 

"This theory provides a better way to analyze conditions favorable for 

severe weather," Johnson says. "And if we can improve our analysis of these 

conditions, hopefully we can develop better models for predicting the weather." 

HEE
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By THOMAS BURROUGHS 

MADISON, Wis.--A major cause of severe thunderstorms has been isolated for 

the first time by two University of Wisconsin-Madison meteorologists. 

Storms in the middle latitude are triggered by cold, dry air of the polar 

jet stream descending from the high to the middle portion of the atmosphere, 

accerding to Profs. Donald R. Johnson and Frank S. Sechrist. 

The men are the first to describe the basic mechanics of how the polar 

jet stream destabilizes the atmosphere, making conditions favorable for severe 

weather. 

"Up until now, quite a few factors were thought to be necessary for severe 

weather to develop, but our theory provides a more direct explanation," Johnson says. 

"This doesn't actually enable us to predict the weather, but we have now isolated 

what is necessary for storms to occur." 

Their theory, which uses a complex set of mathematical equations, describes 

the destabilization of the atmosphere by the polar jet in terms of the shifting of 

the total air mass, instead of the usual high and low pressure areas. 

The polar jet ordinarily meanders around the globe at very high altitudes, 

Johnson says. While this jet produces destabilization throughout the year, only 

during spring and summer with the gradual warming of the lower atmosphere will its 

effect reach down far enough to cause storms. 

- more -



Add one--storms 

As the jet descends in the destabilization process, its force causes air 

of the lower atmosphere -- warm and moist during these seasons -- to pile up in front 

of it, he explains. 

As more air bunches up in front of the jet, much of it is forced upward. 

And if the air that rises contains enough moisture, thunderstorms will form and a 

squall line will begin. 

The Wisconsin meteorologists originally got their idea in 1968 from 

studying cloud pictures taken every 13 minutes by a weather satellite. 

“We noticed on the pictures that before a storm began, a small wedge of 

clear sky would start to protrude into a cloudy area from the southwest," Johnson 

explains. "Gradually, this clear area would grow into a long finger, and the storm 

would break out to the southwest of the finger." 

They subsequently determined that the clear area was actually the polar 

jet stream descending into the middle atmosphere, destabilizing the air at lower 

levels ahead of the jet and causing the storm. 

The study, primarily funded by the National Science Foundation, is still 

continuing. 

"This theory provides a little better way to analyze the conditions 

favorable for severe weather," Johnson adds. 

"And if we can improve our analysis of these conditions, hopefully we can 

formulate better models for predicting the weather." 
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By J.D, SCHREMSER 

MILWAUKEE, Wis.--(Advance for pms of Thursday, ifov. 12)--Climatic change 

in Wisconsin in the last 8,000 years has been small compared to that in Minnesota, 

Meteorologist Thompson Webb III told a meeting of the Geological Society 

of America Thursday that 5,000 to 8,000 years ago east central Minnesota was much 

drier for most of the year than Wisconsin, 

During the summer months of this period, Minnesota experienced an increase 

in dry westerly air that did not spread into Wisconsin, But about 5,000 years ago, 

as the frontal boundary separating the westerly air from the southerly air moved 

westward, the Minnesota climate became more similar to that of Wisconsin, 

But, he added, the climate was still somewhat different from what the 

two states have today, The mean summer temperatures, for instance, were slightly 

warmer, 

Another definite climatic change, Webb reported, occurred about 11,000 

years ago when there was a 6°F, increase in the July mean temperature, "This change 

marked the beginning of the postglacial climatic period in this area," 

- more -



Add one --Thompson 

Webb, who did his climatic studies at the University of Wisconsin in 

Madison, explained that he obtained the information by studying pollen fossiis. 

Pollen remains are often preserved under the earth for tens of thousands of years, 

he said, 

By examining the pollen and using other measurements such as radiocarbon 

dating, scientists can discover what kinds of piants were growing in different 

places at different times, and thus what the prevalent climate was like. 
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DEKALB, Il1.--Climate marks not only the beginning and end of growing 

seasons but also the rise and fall of civilizations. 

A University of Wisconsin climatologist has gathered evidence of vast 

environmental changes in the past 12,000 years, and has found that throughout the 

northern hemisphere many cultures of people underwent drastic changes--all at about 

the same time. 

Wayne M, Wendland, assistant professor in the Institute for Environmental 

Studies and meteorology and geography departments, used all the radiocarbon dates 

associated with some 470 various cultures to chart the existence of these cultures. 

He explained his findings at the Association of American Geographers 

meeting at Northern Illinois University. 

Past cultures were influenced by their environment, and were limited in 

extent by a climate favorable to their life style. When the environment changed, 

these cultures changed as well, 

"Evidence suggesting environmental change over the past few thousands of 

years can be found in the sagas of past cultures, The written record from the 

sagas lends even greater credence to the information in radiocarbon dates," 

Wendland explained, 

- more «



Add one--climatic changes 

"Our knowledge of global climate and wind systems suggests that major 

climatic shifts should be synchronous throughout the hemisphere, Some areas will 

become cooler and others warmer, but all these changes should occur at about the 

same time,'' he said, 

Wendland used radiocarbon dates associated with given cultures to 

determine the mutual times of cultural discontinuities, He has charted these dates 

on a large-scale contingency table, or graph. 

"This table reveals about five or six periods in the last 10,000 years 

with rather obvious cultural discontinuities, At these times it appears that a 

significant number of cultures either emerged or declined," he explained. 

"These dates for various cultures are very similar to the radiocarbon 

dates Wisconsin researchers have previously studied from environmental records, 

such as pollen cores, maximum sea level heights, and glacial moraine limits, 

"These two sources of information about past climates--cultural 

information and environmental factors--correlate very well." 

The most recent major climatic change occurred around 800 years ago, 

Wendland said, adding: 

"This period marked the end of the Viking expansion period, and the 

Vikings abandoned their three settlements in Greenland, During this same time 

some Eskimos and American Indians experienced trouble surviving. Eskimos on 

Greenland migrated from the Thule region toward the southern tip of the island. 

The Mill Creek Indian culture in Iowa suddenly disappeared, 

"The European peoples experienced similar cultural changes. From the 

years 900 to 1200 Britons were growing grapes in quantity and quality, but around 

1200 the vineyards simply disappeared, 

"The radiocarbon dates from this period in the study agree with the 

written record of the Icelandic Sagas," 

- more -



Add two--climatic changes 

Wendland described another major climatic change occurring around 2,700 

to 2,800 years ago, This climatic shift has been recognized in pollen records 

from northern Europe and Canada, This shift took place about the time of the 

beginning of the Greek-Roman period, when the Mediterranean climate became cooler 

and more moist than it is now. 

The earliest dated climatic change in Wendland's study occurred around 

9,700 to 9,800 years ago, near the beginning of the post-glacial period when 

climates in the northern hemisphere warmed considerably from what they had been, 

The Wisconsin study has shown that climatic shifts are highly correlated 

with people's living habits in various areas of the world, as growing seasons for 

crops change drastically with even slight changes in climate, The environmental 

changes documented in the study also affect wildlife, as shown in dates of 

extinction of various species. 

Wendland's research is supported by the National Science Foundation, 

dE 
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By BRUCE INGERSOLL 

CHICAGO--From over the Atlantic came a series of bleeps~-low-powered radio 

signals to a ship adrift along the Equator, 

The bleep~bleeping came from a new device known as the WINDAV, developed 

at the University of Wisconsin's Space Science and Engineering Center in Madison, 

WINDAV stands for wind (WIN) direction (D) and (A) velocity (V), W 

electrical engineer Theodore Bernstein explained at the National Electronics 

Conference meeting here this week, 

This device is a mechanical hybrid, created by crossing the farmer's 

weather vane with the weather man's anemometer (wind speedometer), Its innards 

are encased in an aluminum cylinder only slightly larger than a woman's lipstick, 

WINDAV was designed for use with balloons tethered by thin cables to 

ocean-going research vessels, Bernstein said, 

The anemometer part of the device has three protruding spokes, These 

have wind cups at their tips and spin in the breeze, The stronger the wind, the 

faster they revolve. 

The revolving anemometer is mounted on a triangular frame, This triangle 

is attached to the balloon cable so it is free to swing like a weather vane and 

indicate the wind's direction, Bernstein told his colleagues, 

- more -



Add one--WINDAV 

It is the detection of wind direction in relation to the earth's magnetic 

field that makes WINDAV unique. The radio bleep-bleeping relays the information on 

wind to ship-board scientists below. 

The bleeps are produced by a Sony magnetodiode, a small transistor-like 

device which uses less than one-twentieth as much battery power as a flashlight. 

Bernstein and Joseph G, Miller, a UW specialist on instrumentation, 

developed WINDAV at a cost of $37,000 for the federal Environmental Science Services 

Administration's $22,5-million BOMEX project. 

The Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX) was 

conducted last May, June, and July east of Barbados to learn more about the 

mysterious interactions between the tropical sea and the air, 

It required an armada of 10 ships, 24 airplanes, several earth-orbiting 

satellites, and a dozen buoys all equipped with sophisticated instruments, Balloons 

were tethered to four of these ships, keeping the WINDAVs aloft for round-the-clock 

readings on wind speed and direction, 

The WINDAV-supplied data will be used to create computer models of global 

weather patterns, Bernstein said, It is the hope of meteorologists that a "world 

weather watch" system can be developed within the next decade, using the models to 

predict the weather for any spot in the world two weeks in advance. 
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MADISON, Wis.--The single most important fact of life for this generation-- 

and for those to come in the foreseeable future--is the population explosion, Prof, 

Reid A, Bryson, University of Wisconsin climatologist, has warned, 

Bryson spoke at an American Meteorological Society Symposium held this 

week at the University of Wisconsin in celebration of the dedication of the 

University's new Meteorology and Space Science building. 

He said world population levels by the turn of the century will have 

reached saturation--the point at which the population will go up and down in accord 

with the success or failure of the world's crops, Poor crop years will be followed 

by mass starvation, 

"Understanding of climate will, under these conditions, be of even more 

importance than it is today," he said, referring to the fact that thousands of lives 

and millions of dollars can be saved through a single accurate storm forecast, 

He said atmospheric scientists must accept their social responsibility for 

undertaking studies of climate related to the crucial needs of mankind apparent in 

the foreseeable future. Climatic knowledge related to improved agriculture and ali 

areas of human health and welfare will become matters of life or death for millions 

of people throughout the world, 

- more -



Add one--climatology 

The symposium attracted nearly 200 scientists from throughout the country. 

At the banquet, Bryson outlined the history of the department of meteorology at 

Wisconsin from its beginnings in 1948 when he was chairman and Verner Suomi was the 

only other professor. Suomi subsequently developed the meteorological satellites 

for gathering climatic information, and Bryson has become a world authority on 

climatology and climatic change. 

Kenneth Hare, climatologist from the University of Toronto and former 

president of the University of British Columbia, also advocated expansion of the 

scope of the science of climatology to take in the interactions of the atmosphere 

with the entire biota of the world. 

Interactions between life and atmosphere are so complexly interwoven that 

it is impossible to consider the one without the other, Hare said, The effect of 

life on the atmosphere--particularly the effect of man's activities--may critically 

affect the climate of the future. 

He ridiculed the prevailing popular attitude, labeling it a political 

posture, that it will ever be possible to "restore the original quality of our 

environment," He said it is manifestly impossible to restore lands, forests, and 

atmosphere to the condition they were in before man spread across the face of the 

earth, 

"Qur only hope is that we can keep the environment from deteriorating to 

a condition intolerable for life," Hare said. ‘We can anticipate for the 

foreseeable future a long term and enduring lack of equilibrium that we will have 

to find means of dealing with," 

He said knowledge was now sufficient to indicate that climates can change 

quickly from one state to another--for example, from the kind of climate we now 

have to one more characteristic of the glacial ages, What triggers these changes, 

however, is not yet known. 

- more ~



Add two--climatology 

There may be unsuspected triggering mechanisms that can be tripped by 

air pollution or any number of other consequences of increasing industrialization 

and expanding human populations, he stated, adding: 

“There may exist potentially explosive and self-amplifying changes that 

can be brought about by the condition of the biosphere, Climatologists must now 

begin to take this possibility into account and expand their studies to include 

such things. 

"Meteorologists must not do only the things that come easy to a physical 

scientist--they must become truly environmental scientists." 

A warning pertinent to the possibility of climatic change was voiced by 

Lauriston Marshall of the department of physics at Southern Illinois University. 

He said some studies have indicated that DDT affects not only animals but 

photosynthesis in plants as well, Since it is photosynthesis in the plant life 

of the world's lands and oceans that maintains the oxygen balance of the atmosphere, 

there is a chance that DDT is endangering not only the physiological health of 

animals but also the oxygen supply of the world. 
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By GENE RODGERS 

MADISON, Wis.--Weather satellites and balloons seem to be attracting 

most of the attention these days, but a group of down-to-earth University of 

Wisconsin meteorologists have their ears to the ground, so to speak. 

They are known as micrometeorologists, men who study the climate at the 

surface of the earth--and below--and consider a height of 10 feet their ceiling. 

(A micrometeorologist is not necessarily a small meteorologist‘) 

They measure in detail the significant changes in temperature, pressure, 

wind, velocity and the like which occur every few inches above ground and water 

surfaces. 

As part of a long term micrometeorological program, a group working 

under Prof. Heinz Lettau, chairman of the meteorology department, has set up a 

number of instruments on the ice of Lake Mendota. The ice surface provides a 

simpler and less obstructed environment than could be found on land, and allows 

greater control of experimental variables. 

The scientists can also pursue their special interest in interactions 

between air and bodies of water. Similar experiments are made during warm 

weather on the unfrozen lake, and results compared. 

The UW men hope to describe details of freezing and thawing processes, 

relations among sun, water, and wind, and the mechanics of lake currents. They 

are being assisted by biologists at the UW Hydrobiology Laboratory, who are 

interested in the data on currents for their own studies on the distribution of 

nutrients in a lake. 

-more-



Add one--micrometeorology 

"In a sense we are experimenting in a natural wind tunnel," according to 

Project Associate Chuck Stearns, who is in direct charge of field operations. 

"Our data should help to explain how snow fences and wind breaks operate and how 

soil erodes. They will also be useful in oceanographic studies, since a lake is 

a model of an ocean." 

The experiments attracting the most attention from curious ice fishermen : 

are two to measure effects of obstructions on force of the wind. A miniature 

forest of discarded Christmas trees has been "planted" on the ice, and wind force 

is recorded on the windward and leeward sides. The difference between the two 

readings indicates the energy absorbed by the mock forest. 

The other experiment entails placing on the ice rows of bushel baskets, 

each painted black or white, and conducting similar measurements. The scientists 

suspect that black baskets, which radiate more heat from sunlight than white ones, 

may have greater effect. 

Another experiment related to wind force involves a block of ice 

15 feet on a side floating in a slightly larger square hole. Gauges anchored to 

the sides of the hole are tied to the block to measure the drag force of the 

wind, Warm water is pumped from the lake bottom to keep the hole from freezing. 

Various measuring devices are scattered over and under the ice, 

including four 10-foot high masts with weather instruments spaced every few inches 

from top to bottom to give a profile of conditions. Another mast has an 

instrument-laden boom which sweeps automatically up and down to fill in the 

gaps of the other masts. Buried within the ice are instruments to measure its 

heat conduction. 

-more-



Add two--micrometeorology 

Data from all these instruments are fed by cables under the ice to a 

shack on shore at the site of the former Camp Gillistela, the UW tent colony. 

They are recorded automatically every 15 minutes day and night on punch cards 

for computer analysis. 

Even a telescope is used in the project. It is kept focused on a 

building across the lake, changes in the shape of the image reflecting changes 

in the density gradient of air over the lake. 

The UW project is being sponsored by the U.S. Army. 
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MADISON;-Wis.--A leading meteorologist has advocated establishing a 

global satellite weather-observing system. 

Sverre Petterssen, speaking at a satellite meteorology conference held at 

the University of Wisconsin, said data obtained by weather satellites, along with 

data from weather stations and from balloon and rocket soundings, would greatly 

aid research leading to better basic understanding of the atmosphere, better 

predictive ability, and possibly eventual control over some weather events. 

Practical advantages can be gained at once by developing an observation 

network in space, Petterssen added. Exploitation of these potentialities will 

result in "immediate and substantial improvements" in meteorological service, 

he said. 

Petterssen is a member of the University of Chicago's Geophysics Institute 

and was one of a number of scientists attending a conference at Wisconsin last week 

concerned with satellite data now available to scientists for research. 

"Recent studies by the World Meteorological Organization indicate that 

the maximum density of sounding stations needed for studies of the large-scale 

weather systems corresponds to a separation between stations of about 300 miles," 

he explained. "When seen against these minimal requirements, the existing network 

of sounding stations is grossly inadequate." 

: Most important phenomena to be studied, he said, are those related to 

atmospheric energy budgets, extent and character of cloud systems, earth-surface 

and cloud-surface temperatures. Global satellite coverage would also provide 

information on meteorological conditions needed in routine forecasting, such as 
position and movement of weather systems and storms and the témperatute and height 
of clouds. atiee=r



Add one--satellite conference 

Petterssen added that future developments hold promise of ability to 

delineate precipitation areas with the aid of satellite-borne radar and thunder- 

storm areas with the aid of sferics detectors and other remote-sensing devices. 

Development of communication between satellites would permit monitoring 

of the entire satellite network simultaneously, to provide researchers with 

gradients and integrated values over large areas of the globe. 

Verner Suomi of Wisconsin, who devised radiation-measuring instruments 

carried by the Explorer and Tiros series of satellites, reviewed radiation data 

now available for meteorological research. 

The Suomi radiometer has obtained data on radiation in the 4 to 40 micron 

wavelength band which provides detailed information of great value in efforts to 

calculate accurately the heat budget of the earth--the energy input and output 

which is the basic driving force behind changes in atmospheric conditions. 

Peter Kuhn, another member of the Wisconsin research team, said that 

balloon observations will continue to be useful as a check against data 

telemetered to earth from the satellites, and will assist scientists in determining 

what the satellites are capable of achieving in the way of accuracy and sensitivity. 

William Nordberg of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

said research meteorologists will have data available in the next few months 

providing good photographic and meteorological coverage obtained during certain 

periods of 1961. 

This information, to be made generally available to researchers throughout 

the country, was obtained during orbits over the United States, Europe, and 

Australia. 

There is also complete coverage of the globe for a single day, and a 

record of infra-red radiation "tracking" of Hurricane Anna by satellite. The data 

trom Tiros Four has not yet been processed into form for general use. 
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MADISON, Wis.--The first $200,000 of a grant to establish a Center for 

Climatic Research in the department of meteorology at the University of Wisconsin 

has been received by the UW from the National Science Foundation. 

The grant will finance a greatly expanded program of research in the UW 

department of meteorology, largely around a nucleus of the department's already 

active interdisciplinary research program. 

"Climatology deals with the atmospheric elements that give a region its 

character and individuality," Reid A. Bryson, professor of meteorology and center 

director, points out. "The initial emphasis of this group will be upon extension 

of our understanding of the present global climate, especially polar, oceanic, and 

desert areas, and upon a study of the climates of the past." 

Bryson adds that much of the research now underway in the department would 

be expanded under the new program, including development of automatic processing 

systems for handling the large masses of weather data now becoming available, study 

of oceanic climates and influence of the seas upon world climate, extension of 

knowledge of polar regions, studies of albedo, emissivity, and moisture balances, 

and a search for evidence leading to a better understanding of the past climates 

over the world. 

Studies will also be undertaken of the feasibility of utilizing satellite 

Gata for world climatology and of extending terrestrial climatic principles to 

studies of the climates of other planets. 

-more-



Add one--climatic research 

During recent years, studies of world climatology have not kept pace with 

the rapid expansion of physical studies of the atmosphere, and the new Center for 

Climatic Research will greatly expand research possibilities in this field. 

"Recently climatology has been underdeveloped in terms of its importance, 

undermanned in our teaching programs, and underestimated in terms of its potential 

value to mankind," Bryson points out. 

He adds that establishing the program at Wisconsin was at least partly 

the result of Wisconsin's strong tradition of free interdisciplinary cooperation. 

"The department of meteorology contains within its own faculty competence 

in meteorology, geography, geophysics, zoology, oceanography, botany, geology and 

chemistry," Bryson adds. Additionally, the UW meteorology department is now the 

largest in the nation in terms of numbers of graduate students currently enrolled. 

Bryson points out that facilities and personnel of the new research center 

will be available to aid the large numbers of individuals in State government and 

the University who are engaged in research with meteorological aspects. 

The grant will be presented to UW regents for acceptance at their Nov. 9 

meeting. 
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MADISON, Wis.--Two University of Wisconsin scientists will head for the 

Antarctic Nov. 5 to study physical and chemical conditions in two lakes not far 

from the South Pole. 

Prof. Robert A. Ragotzkie, meteorologist and oceanographer, and Gene 

Likens, a research project assistant in zoology and limnology, expect to be gone 

three months, working in the polar regions under a National Science Foundation.grant. 

They plan to spend most of their time at Lake Bonney and Vanda Lake, 

located in Victoria Land, some 60 miles from McMurdo Bay. Both lakes are 

permanently frozen bodies of water, with some 12 feet of ice at the surface. The 

lakes are approximately 10 miles square, and are unique in that they are both salt 

and fresh water bodies. 

Of particular concern to the investigators will be the thermal factors of 

the lakes because Vanda has been known to have a temperature of 80 degrees Fahrenheit 

at its bottom at this time of year, and Bonney warms in its central levels to 45 

degrees. 

Prof. Ragotzkie and Likens will measure water currents, heat flow and 

sources, the chemistry of the water, heat budgets, light, amount of evaporation 

and conduction, as well as other physical, climatological and biological character- 

oebbteg. Likens also intends to take a look at the manner in which the green plant 

5 aeten the lakes is able to produce carbon with the limited amount of available 
& is & 

a idirexetider the heavy ice cover. 
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Add one--Ragotzkie/Likens 

Their tools will include a motorized ice drill, radiation devices, and 

specialized electronic equipment. They will be in touch with authorities at 

McMurdo via radio, and travel from one location to another by helicopter. Some 

time has been reserved for exploration of other areas. 

Upon his return, Likens will join the faculty of the Dartmouth College 

department of biological sciences. He was awarded his Ph.D. in zoology at Wisconsin 

last June, his M.S. here in 1959, and his B.S. at Manchester (Ind.) College two 

years earlier. A native of Sidney, Ind., he served two years as a teaching 

assistant in the UW department of zoology and two years as a research project 

assistant under Dr. Arthur D. Hasler, director of the UW Hydrobiology Laboratory. 

Prof. Ragotzkie came to Wisconsin in 1959 after serving three years as 

director of the University of Georgia Marine Institute. He received his B.S. and 

M.S. degrees at Rutgers University and his Ph.D. in meteorology and zoology at 

Wisconsin in 1953. He is a native of Albany, N.Y. 
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For further information: Contact Prof. Frank Sechrist (608-262-0778) 

By KEITH HAGLUND 

UW Science Writer 

MADISON, Wis,.--Public television station WHA-TV 21 is presenting tele- 

vision's first computerized up-to-the minute weather forecast. 

The broadcast, part of a new "Target" current events show, will actually 

"show" weather happening. A new weather sensing system based on radar, a 

satellite, and a computer named McIDAS (Man computer Interactive Data Access 

System) will make the presentation unique. 

McIDAS will consolidate weather information and present it as maps of 

local developments. The computer will initially use standard U.S. Weather Service 

data and local radar. 

Conventional broadcasts depend on facts 6 to 24 hours old, but McIDAS can 

prepare and deliver information collected as little as 20 minutes beforehand. 

McIDAS's speed will allow meteorology professor Frank Sechrist to tell 

viewers exactly what weather they will experience in the next few hours. 

The weather spot is presented daily at about 6:50 p.m., beginning Monday, 

Oct. 1, Eventually WHA-TV will also offer a five to eight minute morning show and 

two shorter updates during the day. 

The broadcast will become more complete in about a month when the com- 

puter is linked to a larger radar facility in Neenah, Wis. 

- more -



Add one--Woiwod2 

Alttough he has taught at short seminars, this is Woiwode's first 

experience as a member of a university faculty, and he says he likes it. 

"I was intrigued by this position because I'm interested in what young 

writers are doing. There are some very talented people here." 

Each of his students submitted a manuscript before being admitted to his 

class and he works with them "as kind of an editor. 

"There are certain basic mistakes that writers make and I can teach them 

not to make the mistakes. But the way to learn to write is just to write. And 
write you 

when you/eventually get a backlog of material and things will start selling." 

Woiwode is the author of "What I'm Going To Do, I Think," the novel that 

won the Faulkner award. He is now finishing a second novel, "Beyond the Bedroom 

Wall," which is scheduled for publication in 1974. 
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UIR SCIENCE WRITING DIVISION 

University-Industry Research Program (608-263-2876) 

By BOB EBISCH 
UW Science Writer 

MADISON, Wis.--University of Wisconsin-Madison space scientist Verner 

Suomi and Feodor Ostapoff of Miami's Sea-Air Interaction Laboratory will spend the 

first 10 days of August working on a Russian research ship. 

The Wisconsin scientists will be traded temporarily for two Russian 

scientists as part of the preparations for next year's Atlantic Tropical Experiment 

(GATE). 

The study is part of the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP), an 

international project aimed at increasing understanding of the atmosphere and 

laying the bases for long range weather prediction by monitoring weather on a 

global scale. 

First conceived more than a decade ago, GARP has grown to vast 

proportions. Although exact figures on its size are unavailable, one of its co- 

sponsors, the World Meteorological Organization, lists 132 member countries, 

according to Doug Sargeant, deputy director of the U.S, GATE Project Office in 

Washington, 

"GARP itself has many other programs besides GATE," Sargeant says, "and 

it will be in action through at least the end of this decade. But the GATE field 

work will climax next summer, involving ships, planes, and satellites from about 

15 countries," 

- more -



Add one--GATE and GARP 

The purpose of this summer's testing program is to compare American and 

Russian equipment that will measure the earth's boundary layer--that part of the 

atmosphere near the ground. 

The boundary layer is important as the area where heat energy is passed 

from the earth to the atmosphere. 

"Most of the sun's energy hits the earth in the tropics, where GATE is 

scheduled," explains Wisconsin space scientist Tom Haig, "and is transferred from 

the water through the boundary layer and into the atmosphere by heat convection. 

How it occurs is poorly understood and finding out is GATE's principal concern." 

Part of the boundary layer measurements will be made using BLIS, the 

Boundary Layer Instrumentation System developed at Wisconsin's space science and 

engineering center. 

Pretested last January and February near Miami, the system consists of 

five instrumentation packages deployed along a line running from a ship to a balloon 

suspended 1500 meters above, Each package will measure wind direction and speed, 

temperature, humidity, and pressure. It will have several internal devices to 

organize data and sensors to keep tabs on the unit's operation. 

A Mexican research vessel, the U.S. ship "The Researcher," and Russia's 

"The Academician Korolov"' will probably be alone at their meeting in the Atlantic 

west of Senegal. 

The emphasis is on Russian-American intercomparison because ships contri- 

buted by these countries are most numerous and because they represent the extremes 

in instrumentation differences. 

"Since we each have our own systems of data collection there will be 

problems with equipment and there will be problems in bringing all our data to a 

common standard," Sargeant says, "so it's only natural that we get together in 

advance of GATE, each to learn how the other does things." 
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UIR SCIENCE WRITING DIVISION 

University-Industry Research Program (608) 263-2876 

By ROBERT EBISCH 

UW Science Writer 

MADISON, WI.--A fleet of 400 balloon-borne weather stations will team up 

with NASA's Nimbus F satellite next year to gather meteorological information and to 

test the desirability of a permanent global armada of the floating installations. 

Known as TWERLE (Tropical Wind, Energy Conversion and Reference Level 

Experiment), the project is a joint effort between the University of Wisconsin- 

Madison, Goddard Space Flight Center, and the National Center for Atmospheric 

Research. It will fill what Wisconsin space scientist Verner E. Suomi describes as 

an enormous gap in our ability to predict the weather. 

"The earth's atmosphere is a closed system," Suomi explains. "To predict 

large scale weather patterns one must have information from all over the world. 

"Conventional methods of observation cover only 15 per cent of this need 

and satellites alone are limited in their ability to help. A satellite can measure 

atmospheric temperature structure best in the polar regions where vertical 

temperature differences are large. Also it can follow wind motion by watching 

clouds but there are not enough clouds at most altitudes." 

With a life expectancy of about six months before violent death in a 

thunderstorm or other disturbance, the balloons will keep constantly in touch with 

the weather satellite as they scatter around the world. Each balloon will regularly 

report its position and the atmospheric conditions it encounters, all to be relayed 

by the satellite to ground. 

- more -



Add one--Nimbus 

"Because balloons can go anywhere," Suomi points out, "they will be of 

especially great value in poorly monitored areas such as the southern hemisphere, 

where there are few ground stations because it's mainly water. And at whatever 

altitudes the balloons travel they will assume the role of clouds as floating 

markers of air motion." 

Wisconsin's role in TWERLE primarily is the development and testing of 

special instruments that the balloons will carry, including radioaltimeters to 

measure altitude by bouncing radio pulses off the ocean, high-accuracy pressure 

sensors, and transmitters so precise that the satellite can measure the balloon's 

position and motion from apparent changes in the transmitter's frequency. 

Having tested the devices on around-the-world flights, balloons sent up 

from Ascension Island in the South Atlantic last summer, the Wisconsin scientists 

are now overseeing manufacture of their instruments, preparing computer techniques 

to analyze data, and planning final testing of the weather stations prior to their 

1974 launching. 
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By GENE RODGERS 

MADISON, Wis.--University of Wisconsin meteorologists are investigating 

with scientific instruments what air travelers with sensitive stomachs easily detect-- 

atmospheric turbulence. 

Dr. John A. Dutton and Donald H. Lenschow, project associates, fly a 

twin-engine Cessna 310 leased by the University from the Morey Airport Co. and laden 

with scientific equipment over south central Wisconsin several times a month. 

Their goal is to correlate turbulence with sunshine and its heating 

effects, and with surface features such as soil type and vegetation. 

Meteorology department chairman Heinz Lettau directs the project, ,sponsored 

by the Army Signal Corps. It is part of the department's broad program of lower 

atmosphere research. 

Dutton and Lenschow take off from Morey airport in Middleton and fly a 

45 minute loop over Waunakee, Dane, Lodi, Sauk City, Mazomanie, Arena, and Spring 

Green. 

The UW scientists seek detailed explanations of familiar phenomena. For 

example, pilots know that turbulence (vertical air velocity) is generally more intense 

over black, newly plowed land than over green pasture because dark fields absorb solar 

heat and warm the air above, causing updrafts. 

-more-



Add one--turbulence 

But lack of sufficient data has so far precluded mathematical description 

of relationships among the various factors. UW researchers hope to approach this 

more precise understanding. 

The study of horizontal variations in climate over a small area represents 

a new meteaological field. Previous investigation has concentrated on height 

related differences at selected sites. 

The UW airplane normally flies both at dawn and early afternoon to 

experience minimum and maximum heating conditions. The plane carries instruments 

to measure turbulence, incoming and reflected sunlight, and infra-red radiation 

(heat rays). 

Included is an analog computer to translate various airplane motions into 

a continuously recorded graph of turbulence. 

Infra-red studies will provide an integrated picture of temperature 

patterns over a wide surface area. Sensors under the planeglimpse rays emitted by 

the surface below, producing a continuous graph of ground temperature. Most previous 

analyses have relied on discrete readings by thermometers scattered at random points 

So sensitive is the procedure that UW experts can tell from the graph when 

the plane passed over hay, corn, plowed fields, pasture, woods, and water. 

Agricultural science might benefit from the investigation, which may 

reveal how various crops and soils react to daytime heating and night-time cooling. 

"Albedo" and total radiation from the ground are also calculated. Albedo, 

an indication of sunlight absorbed by the earth, is the ratio of incoming and 

reflected sunlight. 
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(with satellite) 

The University of Wisconsin recording devices that went aloft with 

the Tiros.IV payload of scientific instruments today are designed to measure 

the amount of energy from solar radiation that reaches the earth's outer 

atmosphere as well as the thermal radiation leaving the earth and its atmosphere. 

They also measure the amount of radiation that the earth reflects directly back 

to space. 

The earth's efficiency as a reflector varies from hour to hour and 

day to day depending on the cloud cover--and the relationships between kinds of 

clouds and rate of flow of heat to and from the earth are among the things that 

the Wisconsin scientists are specifically interested in. 

The information on the total incoming and outgoing radiation is 

basic information of great importance to meteorologists attempting to understand 

the broad-scale energy and weather patterns over the entire earth. 

“We are not interested specifically in prediction," says Prof, 

Verner Suomi, leader of the Wisconsin satellite research team. "We are interested 

in learning the radiation or heat balance of the surface of the earth and the 

atmosphere so that eventually we will be able to figure out how it all works." 

Once meteorologists have an understanding of the basic processes 

at work in the atmosphere, then immensely practical applications in forecasting 

oeshoukd be forthcoming. 
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add one-Tiros IV 

The recording devices on Tiros IV are the same as those borne 

into space by the previous Tiros shots. Devices known as radiometers measure 

the earth's heat budget--the amount of energy received from the sun, and the 

amount reflected back. From this data, scientists can calculate the amount of 

energy involved in driving the earth's weather. 

The earth loses more heat energy at the poles than at the equator, 

resulting in a giant and continual shift of energy from the equator to the poles. 

This continual flow of heat energy is one of the major generators behind the 

earth's climate and weather patterns. 

The TV-record of cloud cover is extremely important to the Wisconsin 

scientists because clouds affect great variations in the amount of radiation 

reaching the earth from day to day. Prof.Suomi has said he believes that 

high elouds are the most important in the control of heat loss by the earth's 

surface. 

"The higher clouds are, the colder. they are,” he points.out. "It 

may seem strange, but the colder the cloud is, the more effective blanket 

it makes for keeping the heat in the atmosphere." 

All but the first of the Tiros satellites carried TV cameras 

which have provided the meteorologists with detailed photographs of the cloud 

cover ever large areas of the earth. By comparing the cloud photographs and 

the data obtained by the radiometers, it is possible to correlate cloudiness 

and radiation income for large areas of the earth. 

While the Wisconsin meteorologists are interested primarily in the 

broad-scale measurements of total infra-red radiation, other experimental 

devices on the Tiros satellites are designed to measure narrow bands of 

the infra-red radiation, providing detailed information on the wavelengths 

most significant to the heat budget. 

-more-



add two--Tiros Iv 

The delicate instruments for the Wisconsin part of the Tiros payload 

were designed by Prof. Suomi and Robert J. Parent, an electronics expert, 

and constructed by Harry H. Miller, a project associate in engineering. The 

data obtained by the instruments is collected at the monitoring stations and 

shipped on magnetic tape to Madison for processing and analysis on computers. 

The Tiros satellites are largely a National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration effort and most of the instruments aboard the satellite 

belong to the NASA, They include two TV cameras--one a standby in case the 

other fails to work--and the heat-sensing devices, plus telemetry equipment to 

radio the information obtained back to the earth. 
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By GENE RODGERS : 

MADISON, Wis.--More than Sputnik was rocketed by the International 

Geophysical Year (IGY), according to the University of Wisconsin meteorologists. 

Student interest in meteorology, the scope of research and teaching, and 

availability of research funds have also zoomed since 1957, the beginning of the 

IGY, they say. The IGY was a period of 16 months of concentrated and coordinated 

investigation in the earth sciences by all nations.. The first artifi¢ial satellites 

were launched as part of this program. 

"The IGY created a demand for meteorolggists and demonstrated what a 

wide field for research the science of meteorology is," according to Heinz H. 

Lettau, chairman of the UW meteorology department. 

The number of graduate meteorology students at Wisconsin jumped from the 

usual enrollment of about eight before the IGY to its current enrollment of 44. 

More than half of these students majored in allied fields, such as physics, as 

undergraduates. 

There are 15 undergraduate majors in meteorology at UW, and the department 

instituted a freshman general meteorology course this semester. The course proved 

to be popular, attracting about 80 students, and many oe whens are expected to 

choose meteorology as their major field. 

Altogether, UW enrolls about 10 per cent of all meteorology students in 

27. ite, country, making it one of the larger departments in the United States. 
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Add one--meteorology 

The sputnik era also boosted Wisconsin into the lead in the newest 

area of weather science--satellite meteorology. It is now the only university 

in the country with an active teaching and research program in this field. Its 

director, Prof. Verner E. Suomi, has had experiments aboard Explorer and Tiros 

weather satellites. 

The department also plans to expand into a full scale program its work 

on oceanography, which stresses the interaction of air and water. 

The funds available for research also started to rise at a great rate in 

1957. From a constant level of about $50,000 per year before the IGY, the sum 

rapidly increased to a total of over $400,000 this year. 

The meteorological explosion is outracing the present staff and building 

facilities. The department hopes to hire four new staff members next year and, 

jointly with the physics and astronomy departments, has asked the National Science 

Foundation to support construction of a new building. 

The choice of staff members reflects the growing interests of the 

department. One of them will be Werner Schwerdtfeger, whose knowledge is~needed 

for interpretation of the world-wide coverage of weather satellites. He is an 

expert in synoptic meteorology of the southern hemisphere (its general atmospheric 

circulation), and is presently employed by the Argentine Office of Naval Research. 

The boom in meteorology is coming none too soon, according to Prof. Reid 

A. Bryson, former chairman of the department. "There is a great shortage of 

meteorologists, According to a national report, this country has been producing 

only about a dozen Ph.D. meteorologists each year, when it should be producing 

60," he says. 

Lettau explains, "The great demand for meteorologists now comes from the 

government, the armed services, private research organizations, and from industries 

which need consultants. Only about 20 per cent of our graduates now go into 

weather bureau forecasting." 
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MADISON, Wis.--The establishmemt of a new national laboratory to probe 

basic weather and atmospheric processes will formally be celebrated at ceremonies 

Dec. 12 and 13 in Boulder, Colo. 

The University of Wisconsin will share the operation of the laboratory 

with 13 other universities. UW Vice-President A. W. Peterson and meteorology 

Prof. Reid A. Bryson are members of the board of trustees of the administrating 

corporation, and have been active in planning for the laboratory since its 

inception. 

High officials of the 14 member universities of the University Corporation 

for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) will meet for the ceremonies, together with 

national, state, and local representatives. Prof. Bryson will represent UW Pres. 

Conrad A. Elvehjem. 

The mission of the laboratory, called the National Center for Atmospheric 

Research (NCAR), is the study of the earth's atmosphere and the influences on it 

from the ground and ocean, and from the sun and cosmic sources. It may lead to 

improvement of long and short term weather prediction, and to a realistic assessment 

of weather control on local,regional, and continental scales. 

The NCAR resulted from a suggestion of the National Academy of Sciences. 

It recommended in 1958 that a national center be formed to tackle problems whose 

solution was beyond the ability of individual universities. 

-more- .



Add one--NCAR 

The National Science Foundation is supporting the center, which since 

last year has been located temporarily at the University of Colorado. Plans are 

being drawn for a permanent laboratory to be located on Table Mountain, near Boulder. 

It will house about 500 people when completed in six or seven years. 

The Colorado ceremonies will also merge the UCAR with the High Altitude 

Observatory (HAO), which has operated solar and astrophysical research facilities 

in Boulder and Climax for the past 15 years. ; 

The HAO is one of the leading observatories in the field of astrogeophysic 

which is the study of the sun, its atmosphere, and its effects on the atmospheres o/ 

Earth, Venus, and Jupiter. 

Although the center is administered by UCAR, research will not be 

restricted to these universities. "On something as global as the atmosphere, 

the only sensible approach is an international one, and so the laboratory will be 

national and international in nature," according to Prof. Bryson. 
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MADISON, Wis.--University of Wisconsin meteorologists riding a four- 

engined Navy Neptune research bomber have been following the progress of winter 

as it closes in over the northern hemisphere. 

The UW climatologists have been utilizing the long-range capabilities 

of the P2V Neptune to study the freeze-up pattern of northern lakes, a technique 

useful in determining the pattern of winter weather as it spreads southward. 

Directing the project are UW meteorologists Reid A. Bryson and Robert A. 

RagotZkie. 

"The freeze-up pattern of lakes over a wide area gives us important clues 

to the nature of the annual cycle of heating and cooling of the earth's surface," 

says Ragotzkie, who headed the flying team of UW meteorologists on "Operation 

Freeze-Up."' 

The annual cycle of heating and cooling is short on heating and long on 

cooling in the north, as might be expected. Lakes at the northern end of the study 

area began freezing up during the first week in October. The freeze-line, as the 

scientists call the front of frozen lakes, has been followed by the scientists 

since mid-October. 

The Navy Neptune patrol bomber is ideally suited to the purpose. It has 

exceptionally long range and can fly in all weather. This allowed the scientists 

opt tthe Find the freeze-line and follow it in a criss-cross pattern to determine its 

7 . tka ts location from day to day. 
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Add one--Operation. Freeze Up 

"It is of interest that in the far north the line is quite distinct and 

definite," says Ragotzkie, "with a relatively narrow transition zone between areas 

where all lakes are open to those where they are all closed. Farther south, this 

is not the case--the transition zone is very broad, extending several hundred miles 

north and south." 

This difference between the early winter weather of the far north and 

that of the south has not been noted before, to the UW scientists' knowledge, 

primarily because this is the first time a fall freeze-up has been followed in 

such detail. 

The scientists are employing the annual heat budgets of lakes in the 

various regions of the northern hemisphere as climatic indicators. It is, in a 

sense, as though the lakes serve as remote natural weather recording stations. 

"Using this information, we can make certain inferences regarding climate," 

says Bryson in describing the research. "It is expected that the information will 

be important in studies--both at Wisconsin and elsewhere--of long-term climatic 

changes and broad weather patterns over the northern hemisphere." 

For example, one of the team of flying scientists, James A. Larsen, UW 

science editor and project botanist, is using the climatic information to interpret 

differences in the natural vegetation of the earth's surface from prairie to treeline 

and into the far northern tundra; another scientist, Bernie Lettau, is studying the 

heating and cooling of soils and peat deposits throughout the vast area covered by 

the research. 

Other UW scientists taking part in the research are James McFadden, who is 

developing methods of obtaining temperatures of land and water surfaces from an 

aircraft; Mark Shulman, who is utilizing growth rings of trees to obtain information 

on climatic changes of the past; and Ernie Sabbagh, a climatologist with Antarctic 

experience. Victor W. Sim, a geographer of the Canadian Department of Mines and 

Technical Surveys, participated in some flights as an observer. 
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By JAMES A. LARSEN 

MADISON, Wis.--University of Wisconsin meteorologists using an advanced 

statistical technique known as power spectrum analysis have disproved the theory that 

sun-spot cycles show up in the annual growth rings of trees. 

The theory now shown to be untenable is that sun-spot cycles have an 

influence upon the earth's climate of sufficient intensity to show up in the:annual 

growth rate of trees in the southwestern U.S. It had been postulated in this theory 

that variations in growth rate from year to year reflected varying sun-spot activity. 

It is believed that the climatic history of the past millenium can be 

inferred from variations in width of the annual growth rings of the ancient trees. 

However, some scientists held that an ll-year, or 22-year cycle in the tree rings 

could be detected and that it was caused by the ll-year sun-spot cycle. There was, 

additionally, speculation on what sort of climatic change could be caused by sun-spot 

variation and how these changes could be reflected in the rate of growth of trees. 

Now John Dutton and Prof. Reid A. Bryson of the UW meteorology department 

have shown that the supposed ll-year or 22-year cycles in the ancient trees are more 

apparent than real. Rigorous analysis of the tree ring data by the power spectrum-- 

a statistical method to detect cycles--has shown that no ll-year or 22-year cycle 

exists in the tree ring data. Thus, there can be no correlation between the sun- 

spot cycles and tree growth. 

ott fe, The two scientists have found, however, that some cycles do exist in the 

q iy South ring thickness of these trees--fut the question is open as to whether these 
* t & 

x sey are significant. 
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Add one--tree rings 

For example, instead of an ll-year cycle, the ancient sequoias show cyéles 

at 2.1, 2.7, 3.4, 5.8, 13, 16, 20, and 30 years. The Wisconsin scientists point 

out, however, that the shorter cycles are not strong enough in any individual tree 

to be accepted unconditionally, but they show up quite often, though weakly, in many 

different trees. 

The longer cycles, on the other hand, are quite strong, but the precision 

of the method declines with cycle length, and so these cannot be accepted without 

reservation. The conclusion at present is that no cycles of sufficient strength to 

be accepted without reservation exist in the tree rings, and none exist at an 1ll-year 

interval required by the sun-spot theory. 

"Summing up the power spectrum evidence on cycles," the scientists say, 

"we must conclude that they are well hidden, if present at all. There is little 

evidence of important periodicities in the tree-ring thickness series that have been 

studied." 

There is some indication, however, that the two-to-three-year cycles 

follow variations in July rainfall in the southwestern U.S. This would be expected, 

as the water available in the soils of this area is probably the most important thing 

affectitig rate of tree growth from one year to the next, the scientists add. 
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11/16/61 jb RELEASE: Immediately 

MADISON, Wis.--Dr. Verner E. Suomi, prominent University of Wisconsin 

satellite scientist, received a $5,000 grant from the U. S. Steel Foundation 

Thussday. The money will be used to improve the educational excellence of UW 

students in meteorolggy and to support Dr. Suomi's studies in atmospheric research. 

R. 0. Hawkanson, Duluth, Minn., vice president of U. S. Steel's Oliver 

iron mining division, made the presentation. It is to be offered to the UW Board 

of Regents for formal acceptance Friday. 

Dr. Suomi is the leader of a University team providing instruments for the 

U.S. satellite program seeking quantitative and qualitative information on radiation 

balance between the sun and earth. He is a member of the committee on meteorological 

satellites on the Space Science Board of the National Aeronautical and Space Adminis- 

tration. 

Born 46 years ago in Eveleth, Minn., Dr. Suomi earned degrees from Winona 

(Minn.) State College and the University of Chicago. He joined the UW faculty in 

1948, becoming a full professor in 1958. 
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By RICHARD BREWER 

MADISON, Wis.--Two little circular discs of magnesium metal with miniaturc 

heat sensing devices called thermistors fastened to their backs are a vital part oz 

the University of Wisconsin's contribution to the Tiros III weather satellite now in 

orbit around the earth. 

Dr. Verner Suomi, the man in charge of Wisconsin's portion of the space 

satellite program, is already preparing a set of identical instruments for the next 

weather satellite. 

The heat sensing instruments, called radiometers, were the heart of the 

last UW space effort in Explorer VII, the first U.S. weather satellite. 

Radiometers provide information aboait heat loss from the earth's surface. 

The more information received about this daily change in the heat balance of the 

earth, the more accurate and complete a picture that can be constructed. Dr. Suomi 

wishes to understarid just how heat is gained and lost through the presence or absence 

of cloud cover. 

Information gained from the last satellite and now being borne out by the 

present satellite indicates that heat gain and loss due to cloud cover can be an 

important effect in forming our weather. 

"There seems to be a large scale organization of cloudiness,"' Dr. Suomi 

pointed out in referring to how our weather is created. 

-more-



Add one--weather satellite 

The Tiros III is largely a National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

effort and most of the instruments aboard the 200 pound, drum-shaped satellite 

belong to NASA. They include two TV cameras and some other heat sensing devices 

plus telemetry equipment for radioing back to earth the information gained from 

these devices. 

The TV cameras, one a duplicate of the other to act as a standby in cas« 

of failure, provide information about cloud size, type, and from these, the wind 

direction. 

Special information about the amount of heat lost at night or day in a 

specific area is provided by the other heat sensors on board. The instruments pu* 

on by Dr. Suomi are non-directional and give a general or summary picture of the 

earth's heat loss. 

NASA is in charge of receiving the information and provides tapes of the 

correct data to Dr. Suomi for interpretation. 

With three tapes already in, Dr. Suomi and his fellow scientists are gett.” > 

results to add to their picture of the heat balance of the earth. 

"I'm not interested in prediction; I'm more interested in just understanili..» 

how this works," commented Suomi when asked about the possible use of this data for 

weather predictions. Once the entire effect is well understood, Suomi stated, it aid 

other information can then be used in predicting the weather. 

Some of the effects that have already been noted include the fact that 

higher cloud cover allows less heat to escape than low cloud cover, and large, 

clear areas cool more rapidly than cloudy ones. 
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NCAR 1-1-1 

I. M, PEI FIRM SELECTED AS ARCHITECTS FOR NATIONAL CENTER FOR 

ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH 

Boulder, Colo.-- I. M. Pei and Associates of New York 

City have been selected as architects for the National Center 

for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), Dr. Walter Orr Roberts, 

director of the laboratory, announced Wednesday. 

The laboratory, dedicated to basic research on fundamen- 

tal processes of weather and other aspects of atmospheric 

behavior, was established in June, 1960. A site just south 

of Boulder, selected last November, consists of 500 acres of 

mesa and rolling land directly beneath the Flatiron cliffs. 

The Colorado Legislature earlier this year, appropriated 

$250,000 to acquire the site, known as Table Mountain, for the 

laboratory. 

The Pei firm was selected by NCAR's non-profit management 

corporation, the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research, 

after several months of research on and interviews with 
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NCAR 2-2-2 

architects from across the nation. Advising the Corporation 

was a committee of the deans of seven architectural schools 

from various parts of the country. The selection has been 

endorsed by the National Science Foundation, sponsor of the 

laboratory. 

The Pei firm will first draw up a master site plan for 

the laboratory, which will ultimately house between 300 and 

500 scientists and other personnel. The laboratory will be 

built in increments, the first of which will contain about 

100,000 square feet, and will represent between one-third and 

one-half of the laboratory's ultimate size. Construction will 

begin in about a year. The remainder of the laboratory, as 

now planned, will be built in additional increments over the 

next five to six years. Until the first increment is com- 

plete, NCAR is being housed in buildings leased from the 

University of Colorado. 

The first increment will include offices for scientists 

and administrative personnel, laboratories of various types, 

machine and electronic shops, space for a large-capacity 

computer, a library, and eating facilities. It will also in- 

clude a conference center at which NCAR will host various
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conferences dealing with progress in and plans for the atmos- 

pheric sciences and related fields. 

The nationally-known Pei firm is no stranger to the 

Denver area, having served as architects for the Denver- 

U.S. Bank Center and the Zeckendorf Plaza developments in 

Denver. Prize-winning designs by the Pei firm also include 

the Pan Pacific Center in Honolulu, Hawaii; the Washington 

Square East Redevelopment Project in Philadelphia, and the 

Multi-Airline Terminal at New York International (Idlewild) 

Airport. 

Other Pei projects now in process are the Green Center 

for the Earth Sciences of Massachusetts Institute of Tech- 

nology (MIT) in Cambridge, Mass.; the U.S. Chancellery in 

Montevideo, Uruguay; the East-West Center of the University 

of Hawaii in Honolulu, and the School of Journalism building 

at the University of Syracuse. The firm is also engaged in 

site planning and design of large-scale urban development 

projects, both private and public, in many cities of the 

country. 

"We have high hopes that the NCAR laboratory will be 

as close as possible to an ideal place for creative scientific
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work," Dr. Roberts said. He added that NCAR would honor its 

commitment to the people of Boulder to develop the site in a 

manner in keeping with its natural beauty. : 

The basic purposes of NCAR are: (1) to conduct funda- 

mental research on the processes of the atmosphere on a scope 

beyond that yet attempted; (2) to provide, or arrange for the 

provision of, research facilities, to be open to all scien- 

tists, that are beyond the capacity of universities or most 

research groups to ac juire or maintain; (3) to provide a 

center at which various groups in the atmospheric sciences 

and closely related fields may meet to define goals and plan 

programs. 

NCAR is part of an intensified national affort to realize 

the potential of the atmospheric sciences for mankind. Only 

when new fundamental knowledge of the atmosphere has been 

attained will more accurate weather prediction and a realistic 

assessment of the possibilities of weather control be possible, 

according to a National Academy of Sciences report which led 

to the establishment of NCAR. 

240-
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MADISON, Wis.--University of Wisconsin scientists contributed one of the 

experiments aboard the Tiros III weather satellite banch the United States ‘fired: 

into orbit from Cape Canaveral, Fla., Wednesday morning, it hae reported by, Prof. 

Verner E. Suoed be the meteorology department. 

the Ow instruments ie designed to extend the Wisconsin satellite study 

of the earth's heat budget, which began with Explorer VII in October, 1959. 

Explorer VII is still in orbit and sending signals. 

Prof. Rs J. Parent, electrical engineering, reported by telephone from . 

Cape Canaveral to Prof. Suomi that the Wisconsin equipment seems to be ‘working 

fine." Suomi monitored signals from Tiros III as it made its first orbit over the 

United States at about 7:15 a.m. on reetiving equipment at the University's Pine i 

Bluff Observatory. j : 

The new satellite promises expanded scientific weather measurements over 

explorer VII that should be a big boost for the Wisconsin study. 'We won't be 

operating in the blind anymore," Suomi commented. 

: He explained that NASA instrumentation aboard Tiros IIL stores data for 

one complete orbit acount Phe globe and discharges the information on its path over 

the U.S. ; ; 

"We can get data from Explorer VII only when someone’ is abadtoving. That 

means & number of gaps because of places where its signal is inaccessible," Suomi 

said. 

d -more-
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u In addition, television mm aboard Tiros III will provide scientists 

- ; with pictures of storms, clouds, and other weather conditions. 

"I feel very good about this new satellite. It promises to be of major 

assistance to our study," Suomi said. ! : 

The delicate Wisconsin instruments for Tiros III were designed by Prof. 

Parent, an electronics expert, and constructed by Harry H. Miller, project associate 

in electrical engineering. Herman Weidenbeck built the dna for the Wisconsin 

experiment. ‘ tis a 

Wisconsin data from the satellite will be collected by monitoring stations 

of NASA on the east and west coasts. The data will be shipped on magnetic tape to 

Madison for analysis by Suomi and his team on UW computers. 

The heat budget experiment measures the amount of sunlight earth receives, 

the amount reflected back, and the heat energy which the earth absorbs and holds } 

for a time, then gives he to the atmosphere. : | 

The earth loses more heat energy at the poles than at the equator, Suomi . 

-explained, resulting in a giant shift of energy from equator to poles. This is a 

basic cause of world weather. . 

Suomi commented that "sweating out" the satellite firing from Madison is j 

"worse" than being oh the spot at Cape Cahaveral, where he witnessed the Explorer 

VII shot. uM hia 

"It's tougher when you're this far away and don't know what is going on. 

Oddly enough, in both cases we got our fingt word of the firing on an auto seaacl’ 

\ .
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By MACK LAING 

MADISON, Wis.--Two University of Wisconsin scientists flew north on the 

weekend to join a research team that is attempting to read a book nature has written 

across the Canadian sub-Arctic. 

Robert Ragotzkie and Walter Bailey packed camping gear and instruments 

into the UW meteorolgoy department's Cessna 195 seaplane, taxied across University 

Bay, and headed north. Ragotzkie is an assistant professor in meteorology; Bailey 

is a geographer on leave from the Office of Naval Research. 

Most of the questions being asked by the group they are joining begin 

with words WHAT and WHY and are associated with climate: What climatic influence 

causes the distribution of different kinds of plants? Why do trees stop growing 

north of a certain line? What effect does the heat-holding power of the lakes have? 

And what about sunlight coming in--some being soaked up by the ground, some being 

reflected? 

The Wisconsin team believes the answers to these and dozens of other 

questions have been set down by nature across the far north. The answers lie in 

the temperatures of lakes and bogs, the thickness of ice, growth patterns of 

vegetation, measurement with both airborne and ground-based instruments, of sunlight 

coming in and going out. 

Because the northern summers are so short, living things must grasp for 

growth. Small variations in temperature, moisture, or any of the other necessities 

for growth produce striking effects in vegetation. Where life is so hard, this 

exaggerated evidence of the struggle for life is easier for the scientist to spot, 

enabling him to read the records nature has left. 

-more-
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Prof. Ragotzkie is the pilot for the project, but his scientific interest ; 

lies in mapping Arctic lakes and studying their temperatures. Walter Bailey is 

concerned with airborne radiation measurements and aerial’ photography. 

The fliers expect to meet graduate meteorology students Jon (correct) 

Scott and Bernhard (correct) Lettau at The Pas, in northern Manitoba. Lettau and 

Scott left earlier, drove a truck across Canada to Alberta, and flew into Yellow-~ 

knife in the Northwest Territories. Their part of the project involves recording 

bog temperatures. 

Meteorology Chairman Reid A. Bryson, the project director, will not join 

the men in the field this season. He has gone north for the last two summers of 

the continuing project which the office of Naval Research tis supporting. 

Jim Larsen, a research associate in botany and science editor of the UW 

News Service, has been in the north on the field research since the beginning of 

June. His plant studies and the lichen devertion of John Thomson, UW associate 

professor of botany, are part of the project's plant ecology research. Prof. 

Thomson recently returned to Madison after a month in the sub-Arctic. 

Another. member of the diversified science team is Bill Irving, an 

anthropologist. He is doing independent research on primitive Indian and Eskimo 

cultures. Irving joined Larsen the last part of June and they have been waiting 

for the rest of the group at Lake Ennadai, near the Arctic Circle. Most of the 

group is expected back in Madison within a month. 

tt
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By MACK LAING 

MADISON, Wis.--"KC4USN calling.....KC4USN calling W9HCR Madison, Wisconsin... 

...come in, Elmer...KC4USN here..." 

"This is WIHCR, Madison...you're coming in all right, KC4USN...coming in fine, 

Al...” 

One night last week University of Wisconsin meteorologists talked with the 

South Pole by short-wave amateur radio. 

In an important static-free 55-minute conversation the University men settled 

some scientific business of a joint UW-U. S. Weather Bureau research project that 

would have taken days through the heavy traffic of official Pole-to-Washington tele- 

type channels. 

The conversation was made possible by amateur radioman Elmer Zindars. By day 

he runs Monona's A-1 Television Service Co., Inc., but by night he talks with and 

listens to the world with his one-man, 1,000-watt amateur station W9HCR in the sun- 

room of his home at 3529 Sargent St., Madison. 

Elmer makes radio contact almost every other night with the South Pole station, 

but it is often weak or distorted. When a calling time can be prearranged and the 

signal comes in strongly, Elmer can set up what he calls a "phone patch" so the 

meteorologists can hear the radio message and talk back through a link between Elmer's 

radio and the home telephone of the scientist. 

Two calling dates were arranged last week but the contact failed. Elmer found 

later that giant sunspots--the worst since 1947--had blotted out radio circuits all 

over the world. 

-more-
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The third night Peter Kuhn, U. S. Weather Bureau research, meteorologist at UW, 

was at home in suburban McFarland. Bob Bushnell, a meteorology graduate student also 

on the research project, was in his home on Jefferson Street, with his own amateur 

radio. Kuhn's phone rang and the contact was made. 

"This is WIHCR Madison...Al, Pete Kuhn and the fellows at the University are 

standing by on the phone patch... you're coming in all right, tonight Al...you can 

put Ed Flowers on the line anytime you're ready, KC4USN... this is WOHCR, Madison." 

Ed Flowers is the senior U. S. meteorologist for the Antarctic Continent. He 

and 18 others, including navy communications men like Al, who run the amateur station 

KC4USN for fun, are living in several Quonset-type buildings, half-buried in the 

snow of a plain 10,000 feet above sea level, 8,300 miles from Madison. 

The buildings and their connecting tunnels sit just outside a ring of empty oil 

drums about 400 yards across. In the center of that oil drum circle is the geograph- 

ical South Pole, the bottom of the world. 

The temperature there last week was 92 degrees below zero--134 degrees colder 

than Madison was that night. The southern sun had set on March 24, leaving Antarctica 

blind for the next six months. Only emergency planes could land in the winder dark- 

ness now. Equipment that may be needed but is not in the giant storehouses is 

occasionally dropped by parachute. 

Ed Flowers that night was a man with problems. His most immediate worries con- 

cerned balloons, colored wires and scientific accuracy. He spoke quickly in the 

language of weathermen. 

The joint project is a measurement of infra-red radiation. The goal of the 

work is to measure thermal radiation, the same kind of rays you feel coming from your 

house heater, or your electric iron. At the pole the radfation is measured with 

height above the surface of the earth. The measuring tool is a radiometer carried 

aloft to 20 miles by a ball6on. A tiny radio transmitter sends back information about 

-more-
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changes in the atmosphere's heat balance. 

The project has a link with UW's heat-budget satellite project and UW satellite 

man Prof. Verner E. Suomi, is principal investigator for the University on this pro- 

ject. The whole business is an attempt to learn more about the earth's atmosphere 

in the hope that better weather prediction may eventually be possible. 

From the Pole, Ed Flowers seemed convinced that he could combine two balloon 

flights in one without the loss of scientific accuracy. He presented Kuhn with his 

evidence for this--that he was getting no error when he reduced the flights. Flowers 

outlined a few difficulties of balloon launching--that in the extreme cold the in- 

flating hydrogen gas was hard to produce with chemicals, messy, harder to control, 

that a balloon launching at the South Pole is not a balloon launching at Madison, 

Wis. 

Kuhn told him he would speak with the Weather Bureau's central office in Wash- 

ington and see what could be done. Both scientists were well aware that the balloon 

data had to be accepted by the World Meteorological Organization as correct and that 

despite difficulties they must be as sure as humanly possible of its accuracy. 

The next problem was the colored wires. The instrument the balloon carries with 

it is the UW-developed radiometer-sonde. In manufacture the color coding had been 

mixed up due to a wire shortage and the instruments were not working properly. 

So 8,300 miles apart, two weather scientists sat, each with one of the instru- 

ments before him. Pete Kuhn traced the wires and told Ed Flowers where they should 

be. Flowers put them in the right place and would correct the rest of the 50 instru- 

ments he had. ; 

"It would have been almost impossible to have done it any other way without 

great delay," Kuhn said later. "In the regular way, by teletype, it would have just 

taken too much time and messages from the Pole have to take their turn under a 

priority system. 

-more-
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"It's obvious," said Kuhn, "that this readily available radio link spelled the 

difference between success and failure for us. We just couldn't have done these 

things without Elmer Zindars. The line was as clear as if I had been talking to 

somebody in Janesville." 

The Madison transmitter also solved another communications problem. South Pole 

weather station had been unable to reach Hallett station, about 1,000 miles away on 

McMurdo Sound, It was a radio signal problem known as "skip." However, Zindars, at 

eight times the distance, could reach both weather stations. The Madison station 

served as the third point in the triangle, in effect transmitting information across 

the Antarctic. This particular time it was technical information relating to other 

instruments. 

At the end of the 55-minute conversation, goodnights were said all around. It 

was just after midnight in Madison, and just after 6 o'clock Greenwich Mean Time in 

the south. And Elmer Zindars signed off: 

"This is W9HCR, Madison saying goodnight Ed and Al...we'll see you around in 

the very near future...good night from W9HCR, Madison."
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By MACK LAING 

MADISON, Wis.--A special airplane is flying an interesting mission these 

days from a busy little airport near here. 

It has a "restricted" sign on it and if you looked closely, you could 

spc= some unusual bumps on its belly and back. 

It's a flying meteorological observation station. The pilot and crew 

are University of Wisconsin scientists. 

Several times a week the blue and yellow twin-engined Cessna 310 with 

the big numbers N4884 on its starboard wing leaves the field and zigzags around 

the Madison area---over Lake Mendota, Waunakee, Lodi, Lake Wisconsin, Sauk City, 

Mazomanie, Arena, Cross Plains and back to its Middleton base. 

On a typical day last week, the pilot was calling off the turns and his 

assistant was writing down time and location as they flew the roughly rectangular 

course. 

Every few minutes, another time and location was called and written 

down. Wisconsin River slipped by below, another turn was made. Now over 4 range 

of low hills, again over an iced-in lake, then over flat farmland, always with 

eccasional turns, new courses, more writing. 

It's part of one of the projects conceived in the University's meteoro- 

logy department. It's under the direction of Prof. Heinz H. Lettau and department 

chairman Prof. Reid A. Bryson. é 

-more-
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The pilots in the flying program are: project assistant John Dutton, 

a meteorology graduate student who flies the Cessna 310 and Prof. Robert A. 

Ragotzkie, who will fly the department's newly-acquired Cessna 195. 

Other researchers are: Capt. Kenneth Bauer, an Air Force meteorologist 

doing graduate work at UW; Walter H. Bailey, of the Office of Naval Research who 

is with the meteorological department for a year, and Bruce Giese, an electrical 

engineering student who helps to keep the instruments in working order. 

Sponsored by both the Army and Navy, these University scientists have 

taken to the air for research on the planetary boundary layer of our atmosphere. 

That's the part of the atmosphere that lies between earth's surface and a height 

of about 5,000 feet. 

In this atmospheric layer, many processes are going on. Sun rays are 

hitting earth--partly being absorbed, partly being bounced off--and temperatures, 

winds and turbulence are changing in relation to the "roughness" of the earth below. 

It is obvious to scientists that these processes must be related. The 

Wisconsin researchers are trying to find the exact relationships. They also hope 

to know more about how these processes relate to the earth's surface--its roughness, 

its lakes, forests and farmland. Another part of the question is how the relation- 

ships change through the seasons and how they change from one area to another. 

Before, the meteorologists put up towers and took measurements from 

them at a fixed location. Now, using an aircraft, the department can not only 

take its measuring instruments higher and over wider ranges, but can also pinpoint 

places of special weather interest where other towers might be useful. 

The University's single-engined Cessna 195 is still being instrumented. 

Some of the instruments on the Cessna 310 were designed by UW meteorologists. 

As the plane goes over its regular flight pattern at 2,000 feet, several 

measurements are taken. 

-more-
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Two pyrheliometers, which look like 150-watt light bulbs sticking out a 

few inches from the top and bottom of the plane's body, measure sun energy. 

The top pyrheliometer measures short-wave energy coming toward the earth. 

The bottom one measures the amount of that energy reflected by the earth's surface. 

The ratio is called the albedo, and it gives a measure of the percentage of the sun's 

heat reflected by the earth. 

The seasonal and geographic variations of the albedo are something no one 

knows much about. As far as the Wisconsin researchers know, they are among the 

first to measure these variations in such a broad program. 

Another pair of instruments on the top and bottom of the aircraft are 

devices called economical net radiometers. These measure total incoming and out- 

going radiation. This means both the sun's visible rays and the long, invisible 

infra-red waves from earth--the kind of radiation you feel when you stand in front 

of a fireplace. 

By subtracting the pyrheliometer measurements from the radiometer measure- 

ments, the scientists can determine the heat transfers between the earth and the 

atmosphere. 

Another instrument, soon to be added to both planes, takes a direct 

measurement of temperature at the earth's surface. 

A recording machine sits on the back seat of the five-passenger 310, 

flipping white blips of light onto a roll of light-sensitive paper. This gives a 

permanent record of what the outside instruments "saw'' on the ground and provides 

the detailed information that goes toward the total picture. The clipboard jottings 

of the pilot's assistant refer the recorder's information to time and location. 

The weathermen on wings have several different flight patterns. One is 

a short hour's hop around Madison. Another takes them on a longer jaunt into the 

northern half of the state. Because Wisconsin is a '"melting-pot" of terrain and 

vegetation--lakes, fields, forests, flatlands and bluffs--the researchers are able 

~more-
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to study in detail the interaction of the atmospheric processes, ground features 

and the seasons in many different environments, but still be conveniently within 

50 miles of home. 

Another part of the project, in which the navy is interested, is an overall 

environmental study from Madison to the Arctic Ocean, A lot of planning and field- 

work has gone into this northern project and flight investigations will probably 

begin next summer. 

Again, this will be an attempt to answer the question: With all the inter- 

acting processes in our environment--atmospheric, lake, and vegetation--what are 

the few dependable measurements out of all the possible ones, which will allow us 

to make an accurate approximation of the big picture of our total environment? 

The budget of energy--how much sun energy comes in and how much goes out-- 

and how much i used to heat the ground and the air, or to evaporate water--is 

perhaps the best total description of the environmental processes. 

As an example of seasonal change, meteorologists know that a lake absorbs 

roughly 95 per cent of the summer sun's energy but in the winter 50 per cent is 

bounced back. 

A similar example of geographic change is a lake absorbing 95 per cent in 

summer, next to farm fields which are absorbing only about 85 per cent of the sun 

energy. 

This causes a transfer of heat through the earth's atmosphere from the 

equator toward the poles. Heat transfers are what meteorologists want to know 

more about--for the whole world, for Wisconsin or for a lake or cornfield. 

For this movement of heat is one of the basic causes of weather. 

tHE
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MADISON, Wis.-~The ford Foundation Monday announced a $60,000 grant to the 

Universit: of Wisconsin for development of personnel in the atmospheric sciences. 

The money will be used for fellowships and loans for promising graduate 

students during the next five years, said Prof. Reid A. Bryson, UW meteorology 

department chairman. 

The fellowships will be $3,000 a year plus tuition, with up to $3,000 

additional available for loans if needed, Prof. Bryson said. 

"The big thing about this program is its flexibility," Bryson said. 

"Under it we could study anything from the climate of one room to the complex 

study of satellite meteorology. We could even study the atmosphere of the planet 

Venus, if someone interested enough came along and it looked worthwhile. 

"It's a realistic figure, this $60,000, because we don't get many more than 

three really topnotch men a year. 

"ye're really excited about this. For meteorology, this is significant 

support," Prof. Bryson said, 
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MADISON, Wis.--The State Public Service Commission Thursday granted 

University of Wisconsin scientists permission to erect a small tower on the bed of 

Lake Mendota for investigation of climatic factors over the lake and their effect - 

on lake circulation. 

The triangular steel structure, much like a television antenna, will be 

located 1,000 feet west of Second Point at a site 2,000 feet from the lakeshore. 

It is to be anchored on a shoal 10 feet below the water's surface and will rise 

20 to 30 feet above the water. 

Charles R. Stearns, meteorology department project assistant, said Thursday 

that it should be in operation by Aug. 1. Stearns, together with Prof. Reid A. 

Bryson, meteorology chairman, and Prof. Heinz H. Léttau, principal investigator, 

secured Army support for the project and mapped out plans for the new research 

facility. It will be used cooperatively by University meteorologists and zoologists. 

Total cost of the tower and its instruments is expected to be $10 ,000. 

Another $15,000 worth of equipment for recording instrument measurements will be 

located in a small building on shore near the Tent Colony, linked with the tower 

by two cables along the lake bed. 

The tower will be illuminated by a permanent white light and a flashing 

red light. It will be removed when the lake closes, but may also operate from 

the ice surface during the winter. 

The tower is designed for continuous measurements of wind velocity and 

direction, sunlight falling on the lake and reflected from it, heat radiated from 

the lake, light penetration below the water's surface, air and water temperature, 
~more-
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water level, wave height, and sub-surface currents. 

Data on these variables will be available at all times for use in other 

meteorological and zoological studies as well. 

Zoologists hope to find in the new information a clue to how microscopic 

foods for white bass and perch-~algae and daphnia--are spread through the lake. 

Even more important to them is the opportunity to make cumulative records 

of environmental factors in the lake such as light penetration, temperature, and 

currents, as an aid to all lake biology projects. 

Sup-surface currents will be measured at six different levels. And 

photo-cells will be used to record the penetration of light below the surface of the 

water at three different depths. 

Meteorology department scientists are principally concerned with how air 

flows over the lake. Previous observations have shown that wind patterns differ 

over land and water, making the “over water" observation point a necessity for 

current studies on the interaction between air and water. 

Wind velocity and air temperature will be recorded when desired by 

anemometers and thermometers at five positions on the tower ranging from 20 feet to 

slightly more than a foot above the water's surface. Sonic enemometers will be 

used to measure vertical wind velocities. 

Information on all these variables will be used to determine "wind stress''~- 

a quantity which expresses the total force per unit area exerted on the lake surface 

by wind. It is this force which drives lake currents. Wind stress, lake and air 

temperature, underwater currents, and radiant heat all work together to account for 

the intensity of lake circulation, and the lake's heat budget--the sum of heat 

coming in and going out. 
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MADISON, Wis.--The second research report in a series of five on the 

agricultural climate of Wisconsin by University of Wisconsin meteorologists Jen 

Yu Wang and Verner E. Suomi was released recently by the Agricultural Experiment 

Station. 

The report, titled "Temperature: Normals and Hazards," was preceded by 

"The Growing Season."" The three remaining publications will deal successively with 

moisture, light, and phenology. 

These graphical and statistical summaries of the climate in Wisconsin are 

based on observations for extended periods at over 240 stations scattered around 

the state, and are made available for use of Wisconsin farmers and growers. 

Meteorological factors such as soil temperature which the weather bureau 

has never recorded are included in the second report, Since soil temperature is 

highly variable from place to place and present soil temperature data exists for 

only a few places, a technique has been devised for estimating soil temperature 

at any given depth. 

Known as the controlled line and controlled point system, this scheme 

of graphical analysis based solely on maximum and minimum daily air temperatures. 
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MADISON, Wis.--The University of Wisconsin and 11 other large universities 

actively engaged in meteorological research, all members of the new University 

Committee on Atmospheric Research, (UCAR), made formal announcement of the 

committee's incorporation last night. 

The occasion was the New York Board of Trade's annual Gold Award Dinner, 

this year honoring the field of meteorology. 

Here in Madison UW Pres. Conrad A. Elvehjem said, "Incorporation of the 

University Committee on Atmospheric Research marks a significant step forward in 

putting the national effort in meteorological research in proper perspective to its 

importance to the people of the nation and the state. 

"The University of Wisconsin is proud to join the other great universities 

who form the corporation, and to take part in this important development," Pres. 

Elvehjem said. 

Prof. Reid A, Bryson, UW meteorology department, explained that plans are 

proceeding for establishment of a National Institute of Atmospheric Research, the 

first goal of the newly incorporated committee. Dr. Bryson and A. W. Peterson, UW 

vice peesident in charge of business and finance, are Wisconsin's representatives on 

the committee. 

Selection of the site for the new institute can be expected early next 

year, Dr. Bryson believes. Wisconsin is among the universities under consideration 

as headquarters for the institute. 
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Noting the vast amount of ‘new data made available by the IGY and 

satellite observations, the UCAR declared in its June report that the institute 

was necessary "to mount an attack on the fundamental atmospheric problems on a 

scale commensurate with their global nature and importance...and to provide 

facilities and technological assistance beyond that available at individual 

universities." 

Another proposed investigation of major importance, understanding the 

large-scale dynamics of the upper atmosphere and its coupling with the lower 

atmosphere, would "inevitably result in an inbalance that would seriously affect the 

educational program" if undertaken by a single University. 

Numerous data sources, including rockets, high-altitude balloons, 

ionospheric measurements, and observations on meteors, the airglow, aurorae, and 

the magnetic field, are needed in order to tackle this project. 

The committee has high hopes that the proposed institute will serve 

"to attract scientists from contiguous fields and to dramatize atmospheric 

research to prospective graduate students." 
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